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General Summary 

Gene co-expression analysis is a recently developed approach for the analysis of cellular 

functional organization. It involves the genome-wide profiling of patterns of coordinated gene 

expression as well as changes in these patterns and associated cell physiology correlates. Such 

changes have been shown to provide critical insights on a range of biological processes 

including disease mechanisms and progression. As the functional significance and mechanisms 

underlying gene co-expression patterns remain unclear, in this thesis, I investigate using a 

systems biology approach, how gene co-expression emerges in gene regulatory networks 

(GRNs) in the first place and specifically how co-expression changes relate to changes in 

coregulatory patterns.  We find that while transcriptional regulators fail to display correlated 

activity with their direct targets; co-expression emerges as the result of genes being actively 

co-regulated at a given time. Next, I apply gene co-expression approaches to the analysis of 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), a neurodegenerative condition, using longitudinal transcriptional 

profiling in an animal model of AD, the 3xTg-AD mouse model. Specifically, using gene co-

expression approaches, we looked at the relationship between pathological betta amyloid (Aβ) 

deposition, a key factor in AD’s aetiology, and covariations in learning and memory 

performance in line with global gene expression changes. We found widespread changes at 

every stage, before, during and after the onset of functional decline and that a distinct subset 

of down-regulated differentially expressed genes are specifically associated with both decline 

in cognitive performance and Aβ deposition, therby potentially identifying a transcriptional 

signature directly linking pathological Aβ with AD’related functional decline. Combining 

expression data form the AD mice model and sporadic human post-mortem brain tissues, we 

also investigate changes in expression patterns associated with mitochondrial dysfunction in 

AD and found that while the nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes do not show pronounced 

changes in AD compared with the healthy individuals, the global coordinated expression of 

these genes is significantly reduced in AD compared to the healthy individuals. While 

significant reductions in coordinated expression of mitochondrial genes where observed before 

and after the onset of AD-related functional decline in the mouse model, only late changes in 

the correlated expression are significantly different than those observed background genes, 

suggesting that specific regulatory alterations of the mitochondrial gene network only take 

place at late stages after the onset of AD-associated symptoms. Taken together these findings 

illustrate the importance of understanding the complex patterns of coordinated gene activity 
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ultimately responsible for bringing about the functional complexity underlying both health and 

disease states in the nervous system. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Genome wide approaches for the understanding of 

disease. 

Chronic diseases can broadly be classified as inherited and sporadic. Inherited diseases are 

caused by genetic determinants whether dominant, or multigenic passed by one or both parents. 

Research efforts aimed at identifying specific genetic determinants associated to a given 

chronic condition would normally succeed in finding the specific gene variants and/or genetic 

alterations responsible for or associated to the disease (Ryder et al., 2004). Sporadic diseases 

are the result of a wide array of factors not directly related to inherited determinants. This 

means that sporadic conditions are the result, at the cellular level, of physiological disturbances 

that result in a long-term imbalance of normal cellular functions or responses. This in turn, 

invariably affects normal pattern of gene expression as cells respond to the external disturbance 

in a way that is likely to exacerbate the dysfunctional state (Rodriguez-Esteban et al., 2017).  

From this point of view, both sporadic and inherited diseases are likely to result in sustained 

altered patterns of gene expression; either because heritable genetic alterations are also likely 

to translate into an abnormal balance of cellular responses (which are themselves, gene 

expression configurations), or because subtle or abrupt changes in cell physiology (due mostly 

to external or environmental changes) are necessarily met by corresponding alterations in 

expression patterns (Rodriguez-Esteban et al., 2017). This implies that a diseased state, be it 

sporadic or hereditary, will always be accompanied by corresponding changes in patterns of 

gene and protein expression (Aragaki et al., 2006). By understanding changes in patterns of 

gene expression at any stage of the progression of a disease we can understand the exact way 

in which cells respond to the triggers, whether genetic in nature or resulting from physiologic 

disturbances triggered by environmental insults. These altered cellular responses will in turn 

shape the whole nature of the diseased state. Thus, gene expression patterns during the 

progression of disease are expected to provide a detailed signature of the pathologic state as 

well as key insights into the detailed underlying mechanisms (Özgür et al., 2008). 

The basic premise of this thesis is that by understanding the way in which the genome responds 

to disease triggers (whether sporadic or hereditary), we understand the basic mechanisms of 

the pathologic state (Lowe, 2015).  
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With the advent of high throughput technologies in biology, large amounts of biological data 

are routinely being generated, and, as a result, many novel approaches have emerged in recent 

years to understand living systems in general and disease, in particular (Uygun et al., 2016). 

Genome-wide approaches have increasingly become standard practices in our attempts to fully 

understand cellular and physiological processes as well as complex phenotypes and the way in 

which they have emerged through the evolutionary process (Daetwyler et al., 2008; Huang et 

al., 2007; Lanfear et al., 2011). These can be loosely divided onto Genome-based or genome-

focused and gene expression-based or gene expression-focused approaches or strategies. 

Genome-wide approaches involve the full- or large-scale characterization of genomic features 

responsible for triggering or directing a given phenotypical expression or response. These can 

include full profiles of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), differences between species 

in genome organization (comparative approaches), sequence structure, complexity and 

diversity of gene families, distribution and complexity of gene regulatory regions, deletions 

and/or insertions associated to specific phenotypic expressions or to the risk or probability of 

specific phenotypic expressions (across or between species) (Schones et al., 2008; Syvanen, 

2005; Torkamaneh et al., 2016). Because physical features of the genome are passed on from 

parents to offspring these are features directly linked with inherited phenotypic traits. In the 

context of disease, physical features of the genome will be responsible of contributing (risk 

factors) or determining the development at some stage of a specific pathologic condition in an 

inherited way. From this point of view, genome-based approaches provide critical information 

on the genetic triggers of diseased conditions. 

Gene expression-centred approaches, on the other hand, focus on the large-scale 

characterization of global patterns of transcript production (transcriptome) across the whole set 

of genes in a given organism, across different physiological, environmental, or developmental 

conditions. Because the transcriptome is the dynamical output of the genome under a given 

cellular context or condition, it gives a detailed account of the cell’s response at a given time 

point to specific intracellular or extracellular environmental configurations whether 

pathological or normal. 

Measuring the overall transcriptional complement or content in a given cell type tissue or organ 

is known as transcriptional profiling. The most widely used approaches for transcriptome 

profiling involve either microarray platforms or direct large-scale RNA-sequencing approaches. 

Instead of the more traditional way of studying individual genes at one time, both microarray 

and RNA sequencing approaches can analyse thousands of genes simultaneously. Microarray 
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is a few centimetres squared chip divided into thousands of zones which contains millions of 

pre-set short single strands of DNA pieces corresponding to specific genes (or sequences). 

These DNA probes on the chips are combined with fluorescently tagged cDNAs derived from 

RNA samples under study. The fluorescent level is then quantified for each individual probe 

in the microarray chip.  In this way expression levels for thousands of genes can be 

simultaneously collected and analysed for differences in different test samples (Alizadeh et al., 

2000; Bittner et al., 2000). 

 RNA Sequencing approaches, on the other hand, are relatively newer compared to microarray 

techniques (Young et al., 2010). It also uses, as a starting material, cDNAs derived from whole 

RNA test samples. cDNAs are then used to build a library for large throughput standard 

sequencing on a chosen platform in parallel. After sequencing, all the resulting short reads (tens 

of millions per sample) are annotated against a reference genome to generate a direct count of 

transcripts per gene and this data is compiled into global gene expression level dataset.  

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages and the best approach should be chosen 

depending on the problem to be addressed. For microarray, it is harder to detect genetic 

variations unless they are already anticipated and included in the microarray chip. The probe 

setting is fixed which may not reflect real representation of transcripts in a cell sample. 

Presence of non-coding RNA can be missed  if they are not included among the probes in a 

particular microarray platform beforehand (Rao et al., 2019). Because it is quantified by the 

level of fluorescence, it does not provide a direct quantitative measurement of transcript 

abundance.  

RNA sequencing, on the other hand, can detect changes in presence, absence and sequence in 

any gene whether anticipated or not and provides a wider quantitative range than microarray 

platforms (Rao et al., 2019). The RNA-seq results are harder to interpret than microarray as it 

can detect several reads from a single gene (Chandramohan et al., 2013). It is large and more 

complicated as well as more expensive than Microarray (Esteller, 2011; Garber et al., 2011; M. 

D. Robinson & A. Oshlack, 2010; Trapnell et al., 2012). Both gene expression-centred 

approaches are however fast and permit the analysis of the expression of thousands of genes 

simultaneously. The rapid downward trend in costs for these methods also boosts the ability to 

apply genomic approaches for investigating a wide range of biological problems, including in 

particular understanding of disease pathophysiology and aetiology. The study of the interaction 

between the dynamic side of the genome (in particular the transcriptome) and the associated 
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cellular and physiological phenotypes is part of a wider field of study known as functional 

genomics. 

Functional genomics of diseases states 

A central goal of functional genomics is to understand the relationship between phenotype, and 

functions on the one hand, and global patterns of gene expression on the other (Uygun et al., 

2016). Global gene expression profiles are based on data from microarray or RNA-seq based 

profiling approaches. These data can be combined with a range of readouts of phenotypic, or 

functional data to directly examine the relationship between gene expression and cellular 

functions. Functional genomics approaches therefore use vast amounts of transcriptional and 

genome structure data to interpret genetic functions and interactions in the genome. By 

comparing different conditions, we can find out how the genes change their dynamics to 

regulate cellular responses. In the context of disease, this perspective allows us to gain insights 

into how a disease states evolves. Because all cells in an individual organism share the same 

genome, it is only the dynamic gene activity what determines the differentiation, development 

and normal functions of tissue and organs, both in health and disease states.  

Expression profiles from certain functionally related tissues are known to be relatively similar 

among themselves than tissues from other organs in the same organism (Chan et al., 2009; 

Dowell, 2011; Merkin et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2015) This indicates that cell populations 

involved in similar functions tend to display similar gene expression patterns (Brawand et al., 

2011). Changes in patterns of expression of subsets of genes, frequently involving even 

thousands of genes, have been found closely linked to corresponding changes in cell 

morphology, and function in both health and diseased states (Mele et al., 2015). Comparative 

analyses also show profiles of gene expression similarities between the same tissues and organs 

across different species (Brawand et al., 2011; Chan et al., 2009; Dowell, 2011; Merkin et al., 

2012; Shen et al., 2015) pointing towards widely conserved molecular mechanisms across 

species and further supporting the notion that specific gene expression patterns underlie the 

functional stability of each specific tissue or cell type. Nerve cells in mammals and in humans 

in particular are known to express the largest number of genes compared to other cell types 

(even compared to other neural cell types such as astrocytes and microglia in the brain) 

(Darmanis et al., 2015). This observation is likely to reflect the molecular complexity of neural 

function and suggests that the nerve cells can be, for that same reason, highly vulnerable to 

functional disturbances.  We can therefore think of the organismal functional stability including 

that of humans, as the result of numerous dynamic transcriptional configurations (that is, 
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transcriptomes) capable of bringing about the coordinated set of functions required for survival 

(Hedges et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2009; H. J. Kang et al., 2011; M. C. Oldham et al., 2008). 

Thus, understanding transcriptome dynamics in a given organism provides a source of critical 

insights to understand the molecular basis underlying differences in physiological conditions 

as well as differences between both diseased and healthy states.  

It is important to highlight that the value of transcriptome-based analysis rests on the accuracy 

of expression profiling methods, quality of the data and a rigorous use of a wide battery of 

statistical approaches. These range from genome annotation procedures through to 

normalization approaches and multiple test corrections, and errors in any of these steps can 

easily result in misleading findings or false discoveries (Ching et al., 2014). 

Functional genomics approaches constitute a powerful tool to address fundamental problems 

in our understanding of pathological conditions in addition to the normal physiological states.  

Differential expression analysis and limitations 

Differentially gene expression analysis is a standard and well-known approach to analyse 

global differences in gene activity between different samples. It specifically uses normalized 

expression data (expression data corrected by overall abundance of RNA in different samples, 

it is important to highlight that there are many normalization methods) and loos for statistical 

differences in expression level for each individual gene based on comparisons between sample 

replicas. Many software packages have been developed over the last fifteen years for the 

statistical analysis of differential expression (common toolkits include R’s edgeR, limma, 

DESeq and others). The analysis results are frequently displayed as heatmap matrices or 

clustering dendrograms or both combined. By combining clustering algorithms with heatmap 

plots it is possible to obtain a clear visual representation of global differences in expression 

patterns across different samples and experimental conditions. Hundreds or thousands of up 

and down regulated genes can readily be identified and associated to the experimental 

manipulation employed. The differentially expressed genes (statistically detected after multiple 

testing corrections) are widely assumed to be key players in bringing about the phenotypic 

changes under study (T. W. Lui et al., 2015). The detection of differentially expressed gene 

sets can be combined with various gene-set enrichment analysis to identify common functions, 

or pathways overrepresented among these genes.  These gene enrichment analysis is based on 

ontology-based annotations associated to each known gene in the literature and based on 

experimental evidence (or homolog relationships). These ontologies could be related to cell 
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localization, biological functions, molecular mechanism, or metabolic or signalling pathways 

(T. W. H. Lui et al., 2015).  

Differential expression analysis has been widely used in many studies to address or attempt to 

identify molecular determinants associated to a wide range of diseases, such as, cancer, 

metabolic diseases, neurodegenerative diseases and hereditary conditions. They have also been 

used to identify potential drug targets for therapeutic use (T. W. H. Lui et al., 2015). The 

premise behind this approach is that gene expression differences must underlie the functional 

differences responsible for a given pathology or phenotypic condition.  This approach relies on 

obtaining various independent samples from physiological conditions of interest. It is important 

to note that the number of differentially expressed genes detected increases with the sample 

size, suggesting that, in the limit, most genes are affected to some degree when comparing any 

two experimental, physiological or pathological conditions. By detecting a defined set of 

differentially expressed genes, it is possible to narrow down the potential molecular 

components that are presumably mis-regulated in the condition of interest.  Differentially 

expressed genes are therefore, widely assumed to  be the suspected causes of functional, 

developmental or physiological alterations (de la Fuente, 2010).  Using complementary 

approaches many genes and molecular components initially identified by this kind of approach 

have been mechanistically validated in a wide range of pathological conditions (Choi et al., 

2005; Kostka et al., 2004; Southworth et al., 2009; Walley et al., 2012). 

Different expression analysis also has some limitation. First, differential expression identifies 

discreet gene sets based on statistical differences in expression across samples. As pointed out 

above, this is highly dependent on the sample size and in the limit most genes show and display 

differential expression when two experimental conditions are compared if sufficiently large 

samples are used.  Second, many expression changes may not be relevant to the functional 

alteration or change being examined. As such this approach can identify a large number of 

otherwise spurious changes in expression resulting from secondary or indirect effects on 

overall patterns of expression. Third, related to the above point, the functional relevance of a 

given gene’s change in expression may not necessarily be related to the magnitude of this 

change.  Given a particular sample size differential expression will necessarily detect only 

those genes displaying pronounced changes in expression, missing potentially critical changes 

displaying subtler changes. Finally, differential expression can only detect changes in large 

numbers of genes but does not reveal their interactions in the context of the function under 

consideration. Complex phenotypes are not the result of individual molecular components 
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acting in isolation. They are instead the result of the coordinated action of tens, hundreds or 

even thousands of genes acting in concert. These coordinated responses may or may not be 

reflected by the absolute level of expression so much as by patterns of coordinated activity. 

Consequently, the functional relevance of a particular functional subset of genes may not 

correlate with its level of expression but, instead, with its pattern of concerted or coordinated 

activity (Boutros et al., 2005; T. W. H. Lui et al., 2015).  

Detecting changes in regulatory interactions 

Genes cooperate with each other in order to bring about development, differentiation and 

cellular functional integrity. Their coordinated activity is driven by a complex network of 

regulatory interactions (Coulombe-Huntington et al., 2017; Kaufmann et al., 2017; Riordan et 

al., 2017; W. Zhang et al., 2018). These interactions can take the form of direct gene to gene 

regulatory links such as immediate protein products directly acting on target genes and 

regulating their activity, or through indirect mechanisms such as intermediate signalling or 

metabolic pathways eventually leading to the engagement of specific transcription factors 

acting on corresponding gene targets.  In both cases the genetic system can be viewed as an 

assembly of thousands of genes linked by these regulatory relationships (Mukherjee et al., 

2019). And it is this specific regulatory architecture what brings about the dynamic equilibrium 

that characterizes a given cellular state or physiological response (Hayano-Kanashiro et al., 

2009). In any control or regulatory system, we expect to find correlations between a number of 

its constituent components and genetic regulatory systems are not the exception. This means 

that overall dynamic behaviour of a regulatory system, and in particular the genetic regulatory 

system, can in principle be captured by the patterns of correlations observed between genes. 

Along these lines, transcriptomes have indeed been shown to organize themselves into clusters 

or modules of highly correlated genes (that is genes displaying correlated patterns of 

transcriptional activity).  As this correlated structure is the result of the underlying regulatory 

circuitry, changes in co-expression patterns can be used to quantify regulatory alteration in the 

genetic network, as a result of both normal developmental or physiological requirements or as 

a result of diseased states impacting the regulatory behaviour of the genetic network.  In this 

regard, over the past decade, a number of methods and approaches have been developed to 

measure, quantify and analyse global co-expression patterns based on multiple expression 

profiles obtained from a number of independent biological samples derived from the same or 

different tissues, cell types or developmental stages (Su et al., 2014; B. Zhang & S. Horvath, 

2005). 
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Gene co-expression analysis  

In cells, genes work cooperatively to sustain and bring about specific biological activities or 

functions (Obayashi, Nishida, et al., 2011). This means that genes involved in the same 

biological processes will tend to be expressed in either a similar or related pattern (Boutros et 

al., 2005). In particular transcriptional profiles tend to organized themselves in clusters of co-

expressed genes and this co-expression patterns  can be studied in an attempt to understand 

their functional and regulatory relationships (Eisen et al., 1998; Obayashi & Kinoshita, 2011). 

Gene co-expression has been proposed as a suitable tool to investigate not only relationships 

between individual genes but also the potential functions of entire gene clusters as well as 

alterations in the underlying regulatory network in disease (K. Aoki et al., 2007; Obayashi et 

al., 2010; Usadel et al., 2009). Gene co-expression network analysis has also been proposed as 

a good tool to examine the relationship or function of correlated genes pairs, and also finding 

candidate therapeutic targets associated to specific diseases (van Dam et al., 2018). The 

similarity in expression between co-expressed genes is defined or quantified by the correlation 

coefficient between the levels of expression of any two given genes. Highly positively or 

negatively correlated pairs or groups of genes are regarded as highly co-expressed. The 

potential functional significance of these co-expressed gene clusters is suggested by the fact 

that highly co-expressed genes have the tendency to be statistically enriched in genes involved 

in common biological processes and functional pathways  (Asyali et al., 2006; Usadel et al., 

2009).  

It is worth noticing that co-expression changes under different conditions can be readily 

observed even when no significant differences are observed in terms of expression levels 

(Anglani et al., 2014; de la Fuente, 2010). This has led to analytical proposals based on 

comparing and contrasting or combining differential expression on the one hand and co-

expression on the other, as they can reveal different aspects of regulatory changes (T. W. Lui 

et al., 2015). 

Co-expression network analysis is divided into different steps or stages: first, the pairwise 

correlation of all possible pairs of genes is calculated. The resulting correlation matrix can then 

be used as a measure of adjacency in a cluster analysis as well as for visualizing the co-

expression network structure (van Dam et al., 2018). 

Visual representations of these correlation networks can then be built where genes are 

represented as nodes in the network and correlations above certain threshold as links or edges 
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joining pairs of nodes or genes.  Hierarchal clustering analysis is typically applied to the 

adjacency matrix to generate a visual representation of the degree of clustering structure and 

the relative distance between clusters.  According to a pre-set threshold criterion, individual 

clusters can be identified for further characterization such as ontology enrichment analysis. 

Signed and unsigned networks can be constructed based on whether information related to the 

sign of the correlations is or is not included. When unsigned network analysis is used it is based 

on absolute correlations (van Dam et al., 2018). 

Co-expression network analysis can be conducted based on either RNA microarray or RNA-

sequencing data (Eisen et al., 1998). Over recent years, several software toolkits have been 

developed to conduct co-expression network analysis. Common packages include a number of 

libraries developed in R language such as  the Weighted Gene co-expression Network Analysis 

(WGCNA) libraries and differential co-expression analysis toolkits including  DICER, 

DIffCoEx (Amar et al., 2013; Langfelder & Horvath, 2008; Tesson et al., 2010).  

Gene co-expression analysis has been proposed as an effective tool to uncover structural 

changes in the expression regulatory architecture (Usadel et al., 2009; van Dam et al., 2018; 

Wisecaver et al., 2017). Although this has never been formally demonstrated, it is widely 

believed that co-expressed genes could be under concerted or common regulation. Co-

expression patterns can also be used to identify functions for individual genes by association 

with known molecular components and specific molecular pathways (J. H. Do et al., 2008). 

Clustered co-expression structures have been described in natural transcriptomes for a wide 

range of species including human, chimpanzee, rats, mice, yeast, insects etc, suggesting a 

generally conserved tendency for genes to work in co-expressed clusters (Y. Aoki et al., 2016; 

Liang et al., 2014; Ni et al., 2013; M. C. Oldham et al., 2006). Co-expression has also been 

proposed as a way to identify potential protein-protein interactions (Q. C. Zhang et al., 2012). 

Changes in patterns of co-expression (differential co-expression patterns) have been to take 

place not only in pathological conditions but also under normal physiological and 

developmental changes and conditions (Hsu et al., 2015). 

As differential co-expression detects changes in gene correlation between two conditions, this 

approach can be used to examine functional re-arrangements associated to phenotypic changes 

(Liu et al., 2010). This is because co-expression can only analyse correlated interactions under 

given conditions. Differential expression on the other hand can detect changes in the patterns 

of existing interactions (Hsu et al., 2015).  
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Co-expression network analysis could have some limitations. Similarities in temporal or spatial 

expression patterns do not necessarily reflect functional similarities (Uygun et al., 2016). Due 

to analytical artefacts, co-expression interactions can be missed obscuring real functional 

interactions (Saito et al., 2008). The extent to which genes are co-expressed may not be 

reflected at the posttranscriptional level (protein level) (Stuart et al., 2003). Sensitivity to 

parameters during the cluster analysis can lead to inaccurate detection of correlated behaviours 

(Uygun et al., 2016). An important point (that can also reflect an advantage of this approach) 

is that co-expression patterns seem to be tissue-dependent which may reflect differences in 

regulatory and functional needs. Certain transcriptional dynamics get lost in this kind of 

analysis, in particular alternative splicing differences or changes are not detected or considered 

in co-expression analyses (van Dam et al., 2018). 

Understanding the link between gene co-expression patterns and regulatory architecture 

Genes are expressed in a coordinated way in response to functional demands. This coordination 

is the result of an underlying transcriptional regulatory network in which genes influence each 

other’s expression in a dynamic way. Genes can interact with each other via RNA and protein 

interactions. Co-expression patterns on the other hand, indirectly reflect the underlying network 

of regulatory interactions. If gene A and B display correlated expression, there are four ways 

in which co-expression can be understood in terms of the underlying regulatory relationships:  

1) Gene A has a direct positive (or negative) regulatory effect on gene B’s expression. 2) Gene 

B has a direct positive (or negative) regulatory effect on gene A’s expression. 3) Genes A and 

B do not directly influence each other but are both under the immediate common regulation of 

gene X or 4) genes A and B are correlated due to constraints in expression trajectories globally 

imposed by the whole regulatory network and despite not being in close regulatory proximity. 

While it remains unclear to this date (this problem is addressed in chapter two) which of the 

four models hold in natural transcriptomes, it is true that the actual co-expression structure 

necessarily reflects an underlying regulatory architecture and changes in these co-expression 

patterns due to disease or other physiological and/or developmental changes necessarily reflect 

changes in the regulatory architecture itself. It is important to note that, as in many other 

biological networks, co-expression networks display biased distributions on interconnections 

were a few hub genes are highly linked to many others, while the majority tend to be associated 

with just a few others following a power law distribution in connectivity (Barabasi et al., 2004). 

By overlying co-expression networks constructed in contrasting conditions, cell types or 

developmental stages, it is possible to identify loss or gain of correlated interactions reflecting 
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changes in the corresponding coordinated patterns of expression (Eisen et al., 1998; Langfelder, 

Zhang, et al., 2008; M. C. Oldham et al., 2006). 

Systems biology approaches and gene regulatory networks 

Systems biology is an approach based on computational and mathematical models to 

understand the dynamic and structural complexity in biological systems. It looks at the global 

behaviour of complex interactions in living systems at a variety of levels. Understanding the 

dynamical properties of biological control networks and in particular, transcriptional regulatory 

networks is one of many active areas of research in systems biology.  

Transcriptional regulatory networks or gene regulatory network (GRN) models are 

mathematical representations of gene control networks where only essential components of the 

regulatory dynamics are kept while non-essential components are being removed (Emmert-

Streib et al., 2014; Macneil et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2018). Interactions between genes in cells 

can be simplified and understood as an assembly of regulators and targets where all genes can 

be treated as regulator of specific groups of genes which in turn regulate other genes. The 

collection of all gene’s interactions can form a fully connected network linking all individual 

genes. The regulatory influence exerted by a particular gene on another can be either positive 

(activating regulator) or negative (inhibitory regulator).  Any gene can be under the control of 

several regulators and each gene in turn can regulate several genes (Macneil et al., 2011). All 

these elements can be incorporated into a dynamic system model and simulated in silico to 

study the global dynamic behaviour of the genetic regulatory network.  In particular, in silico 

models of regulatory network offer a tractable system to study the relationship between fully 

known and explicit regulatory architectures and gene expression patterns as well as the effect 

of alterations on these architectures on global patterns of gene activity.  

As the regulatory mechanisms underlying co-expression patterns remain unclear, in silico 

models offer a tractable tool to investigate the source of coordinated gene expression behaviour 

in natural transcriptomes, as well as how expression profiling dynamics can potentially be used 

to infer the underlying regulatory architecture in a given cellular or organismal model. This 

potential stems from the fact that there is not a single species for which the full GRN has been 

fully or even partially uncovered, and only synthetic models can generate insights on how gene 

expression profiles relate to the underlying control structure (Macneil et al., 2011). By studying 

in silico models, it is possible to develop tools to identify specific regulatory changes 

underlying complex alterations in expression profiles in diseased states. 
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One of the questions addressed in this thesis is how to interpret coordinated patterns of 

expression in terms of underlying regulatory relationships and how these insights can be used 

to understand global transcriptional alterations in specific diseases and how changes in 

coordinated gene expression contribute to disease-related functional decline. 

Functional genomics of neurodegenerative conditions  

Functional genomic can be used as an effective tool to understand neurodegenerative 

conditions. As in any other physiological condition or numerous cellular functions take place 

at the same time in a given tissue and in the case of an altered or abnormal cellular response it 

may be difficult to distinguish between unspecific molecular responses and those directly 

associated to the pathological progression. Neuro-degenerative conditions involve a 

breakdown of the functional stability or maintenance of normal nerve cell functions resulting 

in a wide range of pathological effects. Initial triggering events can gradually lead to 

widespread pathological responses that can in turn exacerbate the abnormal patterns of cellular 

response leading to further functional decline. In this thesis I will focus a neuro-degenerative 

condition for which the cascade of molecular and cellular events leading to irreversible 

functional decline remains largely unknown. 

Alzheimer disease (AD) is a progressive disease characterized by memory impairment and 

progressive loss of other cognitive functions (dementia) for which there is no current known 

effective treatment. According to the World Alzheimer Report 2015, around 46.8 million 

people in the world has been affected with dementia by around 2010, with the number of cases 

expected to double within 20 years and reach almost 74.7 million cases by 2030 with AD 

accounting for over 70% of all reported cases of dementia (M. J. Prince, 2015). 

AD is particularly common in people over 65 years of age, with age being the most prominent 

risk factor. AD is described by the progressive loss of synaptic density and synapse number 

followed by overt neuronal degeneration involving the breakdown of neuronal maintenance 

and survival mechanisms (Jada Lewis et al., 2001; S. Oddo, Caccamo, Kitazawa, et al., 2003; 

S. Oddo, Caccamo, et al., 2003a). Key neuropathological correlates of AD are the presence of 

distinctive lesions comprised of diffuse and neuritic plaques predominantly composed of i) 

extracellular plaques of aggregated amyloid-beta (Aβ) protein (Bharadwaj et al., 2009; 

Nikolaev et al., 2009b), and ii) intraneuronal tangles formed by aggregates of hyper-

phosphorylated neurofilament-associated protein tau -known as tau neurofibrillary tangles 

(NFTs) (Querfurth et al., 2010; Selkoe, 2001) , which have been reported to affect microtubule 
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stability, altering the cell’s cytoskeleton and destroying the neuron’s transport system (Iqbal et 

al., 2005). The Amyloid cascade hypothesis hold that abnormal Aβ accumulation occurs before, 

and triggers tau aggregation (Hardy et al., 2002; J. Lewis et al., 2001; S. Oddo, Caccamo, 

Kitazawa, et al., 2003; Seyfried et al., 2017), leading to cell toxicity or abnormal physiological 

stability eventually leading to degenerative decline. While Aβ, normal function remains 

unclear, it is commonly found commonly in the normal brain (Seyfried et al., 2017). It is only 

the excessive accumulation of Aβ is a consequence of a disorder between the levels of Aβ 

formation, aggregation and clearance (D. Puzzo et al., 2013; Stover et al., 2015) what is widely 

believed to bring about neuropathological decline, but the precise identity of the wider 

molecular pathways that become compromised during the gradual build-up of abnormal Aβ 

deposition and NFT remain largely unknown (Selkoe et al., 2016b). More generally, the precise 

identity of the molecular pathways involved in neuronal maintenance that become 

compromised during the gradual build-up of abnormal beta amyloid deposition and NFT 

remain unclear.  

In the present Thesis, we address this question from a functional genomics perspective and set 

about to search for the transcriptional determinants of degenerative decline triggered by the 

abnormal deposition of Aβ and NFT. In particular, we are interested in identifying the specific 

gene regulatory alterations directly linked to functional decline in this condition as opposed to 

secondary widespread cellular responses not directly involved in the pathology’s progression. 

To this end, we employ a range of gene co-expression network approaches to assess the wider 

regulatory alterations underlying the progression of this condition using gene expression data 

derived from both humans in addition to an animal model.  

As such, this thesis includes three pieces of research: In Chapter 2 we examine the origin of 

coordinated gene expression in natural transcriptomes by employing a systems biology 

approach combining in silico simulations of GRNs and empirical gene expression data. In 

Chapter 3 we apply analysis of correlated gene expression approaches to identify 

transcriptional determinants of functional decline in Alzheimer’s disease. In particular we 

combine transcriptome profiling in a mouse model of AD before, during and after the onset of 

functional decline with behavioural and physiological data derived from the exact same 

animals to specifically identify gene regulatory changes directly associated with the pathology 

as opposed to unspecific alterations in gene expression not directly linked to the disease’s 

progression. In the 4th Chapter, we investigate known alterations in mitochondrial functions in 
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AD and specifically concentrate on changes in the co-expression network of nuclear-encoded 

mitochondrial genes using both human and animal model data. 

Our results illustrate the importance of understanding disease states from the point of view of 

altered gene interactions and how by defining pathological disfunction at the transcriptome 

level can provide deeper insights into diseased states in particular and cellular functional states 

in general.  Particular emphasis is made in highlighting the difference between simply detecting 

gene expression changes and detecting alterations in the underlying regulatory relationships 

ultimately driving the coherent gene expression responses associated to changes in any 

physiological state. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Emergence of co-expression patterns, a systems 

biology approach 

Summary 

Transcriptomes are known to organize themselves into gene co-expression clusters or modules 

known to share common biological functions and pathways. This co-expression structure is 

believed to reflect the regulatory architecture of the underlying genetic machinery as co-

expressed genes are expected to be under the concerted regulation of common transcriptional 

controls (Monzón-Sandoval et al., 2016). This assumption, however, has never been formally 

tested. To test the hypothetical link between regulatory proximity and gene co-expression 

structure, we use a simple synthetic gene regulatory network (GRN) model and contrast the 

resulting co-expression structure produced by these networks with that observed in available 

human expression data. First, we show, by using randomization tests, that the levels of co-

expression observed in empirical data, as well as data from GRN simulations (over a wide 

range of regulatory architectures), is significantly higher than expected by chance. Surprisingly, 

individual regulators in our simulated model failed to display a strong correlation with their 

individual targets, and the same lack of correlation between two well-known transcription 

factors and their targets was confirmed in empirical expression data. However, highly 

correlated nodes shared at least one common regulator and in agreement with this, in our GRN 

model, pairs of highly correlated nodes are in closer regulatory proximity than either lowly 

correlated nodes or random pairs of genes. While most pairs of nodes sharing common 

regulators do not display highly correlated activity, they were on average both, in our simulated 

GRNs and in real transcriptomes, more correlated than random pairs or pairs of nodes not 

sharing regulators. Our results demonstrate that while regulators fail to display correlated 

activity with their targets; co-expression emerges as the result of genes being actively co-

regulated at a given time.  
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Introduction 

Organismal development arises from the interplay of thousands of gene products governed by 

a network of regulatory interactions (Stead et al., 2006; Sterner et al., 2012). Understanding 

the detailed architecture of these gene regulatory networks (GRN) is an important 

interdisciplinary challenge for both molecular genetics and developmental biology (Hartemink, 

2005; Hecker et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2007). While gene expression can respond to changes in 

numerous environmental variables, the dynamic activity of each and every gene is fully driven 

by the underlying structure of the genetic regulatory architecture (Bodaker et al., 2013; Das et 

al., 2004; Schlitt et al., 2007). It is therefore, widely assumed that a given cell type would be 

characterized by a specific stable pattern of gene expression where the level of activity of each 

gene corresponding to the functional demands of the associated protein products (Hartwell et 

al., 1999). Because genes exert a continuous, direct or indirect, regulatory influence on each 

other, the collective profile of gene expression in a given cell type or tissue is unlikely to be a 

static cellular feature (i.e., a stable pattern consisting of a constant level of expression for each 

or most genes), even under extremely stable physiological conditions (Schlitt et al., 2007). 

Instead, it is the dynamic equilibrium reached by the whole genetic network, what will 

determine the functional competence of a given cell or tissue under defined physiological 

conditions (Payne et al., 2013, 2015; Stead et al., 2006; Sterner et al., 2012). One way of 

capturing the nature of this dynamic equilibrium states is by examining the collective pattern 

of gene expression fluctuations observed in a given cell type or tissue. The problem, however, 

is how to distinguish between fluctuations reflecting the regulatory dynamics of the underlying 

control circuitry and the random noise associated to imperfect gene expression profiling 

methods or some other source of endogenous cellular noise. 

Fortunately, stable patterns of correlated expression levels between pairs of genes could reveal 

underlying regulatory dynamics as these correlations are unlikely to emerge as the sole result 

of noise. Along these lines, transcriptomes are known to organize themselves into gene co-

expression clusters or modules, where groups of genes display distinct patterns of coordinated 

or synchronous activity across independent biological samples (Dominic J Allocco et al., 2004; 

Antonio Marco et al., 2009; Monzón-Sandoval et al., 2016; Michael C Oldham et al., 2006; 

Perco et al., 2005; Ka Yee Yeung et al., 2004; Bin Zhang et al., 2005). The functional 

significance of these co-expression clusters is suggested by the fact that highly co-expressed 

groups of genes tend to be involved in a significant excess of common functions and biological 

processes (Hyo Jung Kang et al., 2011; Antonio Marco et al., 2009; Michael C Oldham et al., 
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2008). While this co-expression structure is believed to reflect in some sense the regulatory 

architecture of the genetic machinery the exact source of these coordinated patterns of activity 

between groups of genes remains unclear. While co-expression is widely assumed to be the 

result of genes sharing common regulators (i.e., jointly targeted by shared transcription factors), 

this assumption has never been formally tested as correlated expression could in principle 

emerge even in the absence of regulatory proximity. 

Attempts to assess whether genes displaying high expression correlation are more likely to 

share transcription factor binding sites (TFBS), for instance, when compared to those with low 

expression correlation, have been carried out in recent years, with conflicting results. Thus, for 

instance, in the single-celled model, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for which both extensive 

microarray expression data and experimentally verified  TFBS data exist (Dominic J Allocco 

et al., 2004; Ka Yee Yeung et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2003), only gene pairs with a very high degree 

of co-expression share significantly larger number of TFBS ((Dominic J Allocco et al., 2004). 

However, a similar analysis carried out in Drosophila, a much more complex multicellular (and 

animal) model, found that pairs of genes with shared TFBS show, on average, a higher degree 

of co-expression than those with no common TFBS but gene pairs with high expression 

correlations do not share significantly larger numbers of TFBS (Antonio Marco et al., 2009).  

Understanding the relationship between the dynamics of expression profiles, and the 

underlying regulatory architecture, will allow us to develop adequate tools to infer regulatory 

interactions under both, normal and pathological conditions. At its most basic level, GRNs can 

be represented as a web of transcription factor proteins binding specific regulatory sequences 

on target genes to control their spatial and temporal expression (Bolouri, 2014; Hu et al., 2007; 

Knabe et al., 2006; K.-C. Liang et al., 2008; Michailidis et al., 2013; Schlitt et al., 2007; 

Vohradsky, 2001). This means that actual genetic networks integrate vast webs comprised of 

thousands of genes interlinked by either positive or negative regulatory interactions depending 

on whether a given transcriptional regulator exerts a positive or negative influence on the rate 

of transcription of targeted genes (Marbach et al., 2010; Marbach et al., 2009; Schlitt et al., 

2007). Synthetic computational models of GRN offer an adequate and experimentally tractable 

tool to investigate the relationship between the gene regulatory architectures on the one hand 

and expected dynamical patterns of gene expression on the other.  

In this study, we combine brain-derived gene expression data with synthetic GRN model 

simulations to investigate: first, if the correlated structure observed in natural transcriptomes 

deviates in any way from random expectations; second,  where these correlations actually come 
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from and, third, the extent to which co-expressed pairs of genes are expected to be in close 

regulatory proximity compared to random background gene pairs. This approach, will allow us 

to gain mechanistic insights into how coexpression patterns relate to the regulatory inteactions 

between genes, and will provide a theoretical framework to propertly interpreting co-

expression dynamics in iving cells both in ealth and in disease.  
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Methodology 

The GRN model 

For this study we used a simple GRN model aimed at capturing the essential statistical features 

of real transcriptional regulatory networks: The regulatory architecture of our synthetic GRN 

was represented by an interaction network composed of a set number of nodes and arrows in 

which each node represents a gene and arrows linking them represent regulatory interactions. 

We specifically used networks consisting of 1000 nodes, each one regulated by a variable 

number of nodes randomly chosen, drawn from the entire network, with a set minimum number 

of regulators per gene. The number of regulators (c) per gene (i) was set to follow a power law 

distribution defined as:  

 𝑐(𝑖) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
1

𝑥1/2
) 

Where min is the minimum number of regulators and x is a uniformly distributed random 

number. The second term is rounded as c(i) is set to be a whole number. 

The expression state of a gene or node is represented by a real number and the initial state of 

the network was set to be a random number for each gene/node drawn from a uniform 

distribution between 0 and 100. The rate of expression of a gene under the influence of a single 

regulator is given by a sigmoid function of the level of expression of that single regulator.  

𝑓𝑖 = 𝐴 (
1

1 + 𝑒𝐵−𝑐𝐺𝑖
) + 1 

Where Gi is the level of expression of the regulator; A, B and C are parameters controlling the 

maximum value, the inflexion point (threshold) and slope at that point for this function. Note 

that the fi is defined in the interval [1, A+1]. This means that the minimum influence exerted 

by Gi is 1 and the maximum is A+1. 

This model assumes that the target expression level (under the influence of a single regulator) 

is itself the rate f with which that regulator will contribute to the expression of the target, and 

that when several regulators act on a gene, they interact cooperatively. 

If fi is the rate of expression induced by the regulator i, the overall expression of the target (Ex) 

under the influence of k regulators will be given by:  

𝐸𝑥 = 𝑓1 ∗ 𝑓2 ∗ 𝑓3 ∗ … 𝑓𝑘 
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The expression state of each gene was simulated over a succession for 500 discrete time points, 

with the state of a given node at time t being a function of the state of its regulators at time t-1. 

This model was implemented in Matlab (R2017b) and for every simulation, expression profile 

time courses were stored as CSV files for further analysis. Regulatory interaction networks 

were stored as edge list matrices for further analysis. 

Source and processing of empirical expression data 

RNA-seq expression data (RPKM values) was sourced from the BrainSpan database 

(http://www.brainspan.org). CAGE expression data for 60 brain tissues from the FANTOM5 

dataset were obtained from Hurst et al., 2014 (Hurst et al., 2014). Quantile normalized 

expression values from both datasets were annotated to Ensembl gene IDs (for Brain span data, 

individual expression values for more than one Ensembl transcript ID annotated to the same 

Ensembl gene ID were averaged). Genes displaying a standard deviation= 0.0 were excluded.  

Annotations of Entrez IDs for transcription factors NFkB and p53 etc. target sites were obtained 

from the Molecular Signatures Database v4.0 (MSigDB) 

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp). These annotations are based on TF 

binding sites defined in the TRANSFAC (version 7.4, http://www.gene-regulation.com/) 

database. Entrez IDs and gene symbols were mapped to Ensembl IDs with a correspondence 

table downloaded from Ensembl's Biomart. 

Co-expression network analysis 

Weighted gene co-expression network analysis was carried out based on pairwise spearman 

correlations between the quantile normalized expression profiles obtained from the BrainSpan 

database (http://www. brainspan.org) or the FANTOM5 dataset (Hurst et al., 2014) for over 21 

000 genes. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was used to detect groups, or modules, of 

highly co-expressed genes following the method described by Zhang & Horvath, 2005 (Bin 

Zhang et al., 2005). 

Topological distance analyses 

Using Matlab’s network analysis functions and based on the connectivity network of each 

simulated GRN, we measured the topological distance between pairs of highly correlated genes. 

Topological distance is defined as the minimum number of edges linking any two nodes in a 

directed or undirected network. In this study we used undirected topological distance between 

correlated gene pairs. These measurements were compared to the average topological distances 
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between randomly paired genes sampled from the same network and this comparison was 

statistically tested for significant differences using a student’s t test. 

Programming and statistical software: 

All additional large-scale calculations, numerical simulations and statistical analyses were 

carried out in R.  
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Results 

Transcriptomes are known to be organized into co-expression clusters or modules. These 

modules have also been shown to be enriched in specific biological functions and pathways, 

strongly indicating that the observed correlated structure of natural transcriptomes is not the 

result of random correlations among large numbers of genes (Dominic J Allocco et al., 2004; 

Antonio Marco et al., 2009; Monzón-Sandoval et al., 2016; Michael C Oldham et al., 2006; 

Perco et al., 2005; Ka Yee Yeung et al., 2004; Bin Zhang et al., 2005). We therefore started by 

directly measuring the extent to which the correlated structure observed in empirical expression 

data deviates in any way from random expectations.  

To this end we examined available human expression data derived from two separate datasets 

(See methods) and calculated the correlation coefficient of all possible pairs of genes. Cluster 

analysis based on co-expression reveals a clear structure in the correlated patterns of the entire 

transcriptome. Figures 2.1 A and B show the clustered structure of two representative random 

samples of 1000. As correlated pairs of genes are likely to occur by mere chance among 

hundreds of thousands of possible gene pairs, we next asked whether the extent to which genes 

display highly correlated patterns in any way exceeds what would normally be expected by 

chance. To this end we examined the global distribution of absolute correlation values and 

compared it with the expected distribution of correlation coefficients resulting from randomly 

permuting each gene’s expression values across all the included samples (see methods). As 

shown in Figure 2.1C and D, the empirical distribution of correlation values shows a clear 

spread of large correlations when compared with the distribution resulting from the randomized 

data. The number of highly correlated gene pairs (/R/ > 0.5) was also significantly larger 

relative to chance expectations, demonstrating that the highly correlated structure observed in 

transcriptomes is not the result of expected random statistical associations (insets in Figure 

2.1C and D).  

In order to ascertain the origin of excessive correlated activity in GRNs, we generated a simple 

computational gene network model of regulatory interactions capable of simulating expression 

dynamics based on simplified but realistic kinetic properties. The model generates random 

networks representing regulatory interactions between genes, according to defined topologies. 

Direct interactions between individual regulators and their targets are modelled by a simple 

sigmoid function dependent on two parameters: the inflexion point (threshold) and the 

saturating value (the maximum target expression in response to the regulator’s expression; see 

methods). Under a range of values for these parameters, successive iterations of this model 
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generate fluid and dynamic expression time series and can be easily tuned to avoid frozen states 

(i.e., where all nodes become locked in constant values, Figure 2.2A). Starting from any 

arbitrary initial set of expression values the dynamics of this model quickly reaches realistic 

equilibrium distributions of gene expression readily comparable with those observed in natural 

transcriptomes based on frequency of transcript read counts (Figure 2.2B-D).  

Using this model, we simulated expression data for 1000 gene networks over 1000 time points 

(iterations) and generated the corresponding correlation matrix for all possible gene pairs in the 

network. Cluster analysis based on co-expression reveals a clear clustered structure, suggesting 

that transcriptomes generated by the synthetic model organize themselves into co-expression 

modules (Figure 2.3A). 

We again asked if the extent to which highly correlated patterns, in these synthetic GRNs, also 

exceed what would be expected by chance. As before we examined the global distribution of 

absolute correlation values and compared it with the expected distribution of correlation 

coefficients resulting from randomly permuting each gene’s expression across all samples. As 

shown in Figure 2.3 the distribution of absolute correlation values in synthetic networks shows 

again a clear spread of large correlations in stark contrast with the distribution resulting from 

the randomized data (Figure 2.3B). The number of highly correlated gene pairs (/R/ > 0.5) was 

also significantly larger relative to chance expectations (χ2 =1969, p<10-16, inset Figure 2.3B). 

These results demonstrate that the statistically enriched co-expression observed in natural 

transcriptomes also naturally emerges in the dynamics of synthetic regulatory networks. This 

result offers the opportunity to investigate the source of highly correlated behaviour in 

regulatory networks in general and in the genetic regulatory architecture in particular.  

We started by asking if the simplest possible regulatory interaction (i.e. an individual regulator 

and its direct target or targets) results in a correlated behaviour. We would expect direct 

regulatory interactions to result in strong correlations, either positive or negative for positive 

or negative regulators respectively. To test this assumption, we identified, in our synthetic 

GRNs, all individual gene pairs linked by a direct regulatory interaction (regulator-target pairs), 

and examined their association. Figure 2.4A-D, shows scatter plots for four randomly chosen 

examples of individual positive regulator-target pairs displaying the observed level of 

expression of each of these targets as a function of the regulator’s expression. These examples 

suggest a surprising lack of association between the level of activity of individual targets and 

their direct positive regulators. In order to confirm this observation, we calculated the 

correlation coefficient of all existing gene pairs linked by a positive regulatory interaction in 
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the network (>3000 regulator-target pairs). As shown in Figure 2.4E, positive regulators and 

targets tend to display extremely poor or no correlated behaviour. This result was replicated 

when only negative regulators where considered (Figure 2.4 F-J), further confirming a general 

lack of correlated behaviour between regulators and their direct targets. This result implies that 

correlated activity is not necessarily the result of the direct interaction between a regulator and 

its immediate target. 

Furthermore, these results strongly suggest that the same lack of correlation between regulators 

and targets should be observed in biological regulatory networks and, in particular, between 

gene regulators (transcription factors) and their direct target genes. In order to test this 

prediction, we examined expression data of two well-known and iconic transcription factors: 

p53 and NFkB-p65, together with their known direct target genes (while the choise of these 

two transcription factors whas somewhat arbritrary, we have confirmed the findings shown 

below using a much wider range of transcriptional regulators with identical results for all of 

them). We identified over 400 direct target genes for each of these two transcription factors 

using the MsigDB dataset that compiles data for transcription factor binding sites across all 

annotated human genes (see methods). Using normalized expression data from the FANTOM 

gene expression dataset (Kaczkowski et al., 2016), we calculated the correlation between these 

transcription factors and each of their 400 random targets. Figure 2.5 A-E shows a poor 

average correlated expression between p53 and its targets. This uncorrelated behaviour was 

even more pronounced for NFkB-p65 with a much narrower distribution of correlation values. 

These results show that p53 and NFkB, two well-known transcription factors, display a 

surprisingly poor correlated level of activity with their direct targets. 

Because the link between a direct regulation and its target is the closest possible regulatory 

interaction between any two genes, the observed lack of correlation between genes directly 

linked by these interactions suggests that correlated expression in GRNs can only be the result 

of more indirect regulatory associations. In order to assess the regulatory proximity of 

correlated genes in a GRN, we measured the undirected topological distance (the minimum 

number of intermediates or relays connecting any two nodes in a network) between all pairs of 

the most highly correlated genes (/R/ > 0.8) in our synthetic GRNs, and compared this measure 

with the average topological distance between random background gene pairs. We chose this 

high threshold to minimize sampling correlated gene pairs that could have arisen by pure 

chance. As shows in Figure 2.6A the average topological distance between highly correlated 

gene pairs in the regulatory network was significantly shorter than that observed between 
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random background gene pairs (p< 10-13, student T test). Crucially, the average distance 

between highly correlated gene pairs was very close to two, regardless of the topology or 

density of regulatory interactions in the network (data not shown), strongly suggesting that 

highly correlated genes tend to be linked by only one regulatory component. There are only 

tree ways in which any two nodes can be linked by a third one in a directed circuit and only 

one makes biological sense: two genes under the control of a common regulator. We tested this 

hypothesis by measuring, in our simulated GRNs, the proportion of highly correlated gene pairs 

sharing a common regulator compared to the proportion of lowly correlated pairs also sharing 

a common regulator. As shown in Figure 2.6B, the vast majority of highly correlated gene pairs 

(>90%) shared common regulators across 1000 independently generated GRNs. By contrast, 

only an extremely low proportion of lowly correlated gene pairs shared common regulators (p 

~0, Student T test). These results show that highly correlated gene pairs would 

disproportionately tend to share common regulators (the reverse however not being necessarily 

the case). 

In order to test this link between correlated behaviour and co-regulation using empirical gene 

expression data, we reasoned that if over 90% highly correlated gene pairs share common 

regulators, we would expect that gene pairs sharing regulators would at least display a 

statistically detectable tendency, albeit much milder, to display a higher average correlation 

compared with background random gene pairs. We first tested this notion in our synthetic GRN 

simulations and measured the average absolute correlation of all existing gene pairs sharing at 

least one common regulator (n>15000) gene pairs). We compared this measure (see arrow in 

Figure 2.7A) with the average absolute correlation in 10 000 equally-sized samples of gene 

pairs randomly drawn from the background gene population and found a highly significant bias 

towards higher absolute correlation between gene pairs sharing common regulators.  

Using brain expression data derived from the Brainspan dataset we measured the pooled 

average correlation between all possible pairs of known targets genes for either p53 or NFkB-

p64 separately and compared it with the average correlation of 10 000 equally-sized samples 

of random gene pairs drawn from the background gene population. As shown in Figure 7A, 

gene pairs jointly targeted by either transcription factor (arrow in Figure 2.7B), displayed a 

significantly higher absolute correlation than expected by chance (Figure 2.7B, histogram). 

This result demonstrates that, in line with our findings in synthetic GRNs, gene pairs sharing 

regulators would tend to display a higher average correlation compared with background 

random gene pairs. 
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Taken together our results demonstrate that while direct regulatory interactions (i.e., regulators-

target pairs) fail to lead to correlated activity between regulators and their targets; co-expression 

emerges only when pairs or groups of genes are being simultaneously targeted by an active 

shared regulator.  
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Figure 2.1. Co-expression levels are higher than expected by chance in natural transcriptomes. 

A and B) Typical co-expression structure and modular organization of a random sample of 

1000 genes from the human brain transcriptome (Brainspan dataset) and 60 brain tissue 

samples obtained from the Phantom dataset. C) and D) The distribution of the absolute 

correlation of all gene pairs in a random sample of 1000 genes compared with the distribution 

resulting from random permutations of expression data in the same 1000 genes. Inset: Bars 

show the mean (±SEM) number of highly correlated pairs (/R/>0.5) among 1000 independent 

samples of 1000 genes each compared with the expected mean number of highly correlated 

pairs (absolute correlation) resulting from random permutations of the gene expression values 

in the same samples. 
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Figure 2.2. Synthetic GRN model generates realistic gene expression distributions.  

A) 3D plot showing the dependence of fluidity in the dynamic behaviour of the synthetic GRN 

model used in this study (percentage of frozen nodes or genes) as a function of a range of values 

for parameters A and B of the sigmoid function used to calculate the response of a target gene 

to a single regulator. B) Distribution of log-transformed gene expression data generated by the 

synthetic GRN model after 500 time points (iterations) in a typical network consisting of 1000 

genes, with parameters A=5 and B=5, 0.4 proportion of negative regulators= 0.4 and minimum 

number of regulators = 4. C and D) Distribution of log-transformed gene expression values in 

natural transcriptomes using RNA-seq based data from Brainspan and Phantom datasets 

respectively.  
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Figure 2.3. High levels of co-expression naturally emerge in synthetic gene regulatory networks.  

A) Co-expression clustering dendrogram based on expression data generated by a synthetic 

GRN after 1000-time steps (iterations). B) The distribution of the absolute correlation of all 

synthetic gene pairs in a simulated network of 1000 genes compared with the distribution 

resulting from random permutations of the same expression data. Inset: Bars show the mean 

(±SEM) number of highly correlated pairs (/R/>0.5) obtained from 1000 independent GRN 

simulations compared with the expected mean number of highly correlated pairs (absolute 

correlation) resulting from random permutations of the gene expression values of the same 

networks.  
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Figure 2.4. Regulators and direct targets show poorly correlated expression levels in synthetic GRNs.  

A-D) Typical scatter graphs showing the level of expression of four independent target genes 

(Tgt expressed as log-transformed values) as a function of the level of expression of one direct 

positive regulator (TF). E) Distribution of correlation values of all individual regulator-target 

pairs involving only positive regulators. F-I) Typical scatter graphs showing the level of 

expression of four independent target genes (Tgt expressed as log-transformed values) as a 

function of the level of expression of one direct negative regulator (TF). E) Distribution of 

correlation values of all individual regulator-target pairs involving only negative regulators.   
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Figure 2.5. Transcriptional regulators in natural transcriptomes are poorly correlated with their 

individual targets.  

A-D and F-I) Scatter graphs showing the level of expression of four independent targets of the 

transcription factor p53 and NFkB (p56) respectively (Tgt expressed as log-transformed values) 

as a function of the level of expression of each corresponding transcription factor (TF). 

Ensembl IDs for each individual target are indicated. E and J) Distribution of correlations 

between p54 (E) or NFkB-p65 (J) expression against 400 identified targets for each 

transcription factor.   
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Figure 2.6. Correlated pairs of genes share common regulators in synthetic GRN.  

A) Typical average topological distance (a measure of regulatory proximity in the GRN) 

between pairs of highly correlated genes (/R/ > 0.8) compared with the average distance 

between random pairs of background genes in the synthetic regulatory network. In both cases 

the associated p value in a T test was below 10-16. B) Bar chart showing the average proportion 

(±S.E.M) of pairs of genes sharing a common regulator among either highly correlated pairs 

(/R/ >0.8) or lowly correlated pairs (/R/ < 0.2) found in 1000 independent simulations.   
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Figure 2.7. Pairs of genes sharing a common regulator tend to be more highly correlated than random 

background pairs of genes in both synthetic and natural transcriptomes.  

A) Average co-expression (absolute correlation) between those pairs of genes sharing a 

common regulator in the synthetic GRN (arrow) compared with the distribution of average 

correlations of 10000 equally-sized samples of random background pairs of genes. B) Average 

co-expression (absolute correlation) between pairs of targets of both NFkB and P53 (pooled 

data) compared with the distribution of average correlations of 10000 equally-sized samples of 

random background pairs of genes using expression data derived from the Brainspan database.  
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Discussion 

In this study we found that correlated patterns of gene expression observed in natural 

transcriptomes exceed the number of random correlations involving thousands of genes 

naturally expected by chance alone. This distinct structural signature of natural transcriptomes 

has been hypothesized to reflect underlying regulatory and functional relationship between 

thousands of genes displaying coordinated levels of expression (Antonio Marco et al., 2009; 

Monzón-Sandoval et al., 2016; Michael C Oldham et al., 2008; Ka Yee Yeung et al., 2004; Yu 

et al., 2003). Functional relationships between co-expressed genes have been widely 

documented: genes involved in common biological processes, common signalling pathways, 

and cellular functions are statistically overrepresented among genes clusters displaying highly 

correlated patterns of expression (Hyo Jung Kang et al., 2011; Antonio Marco et al., 2009; 

Monzón-Sandoval et al., 2016; Michael C Oldham et al., 2008; Ka Yee Yeung et al., 2004; Yu 

et al., 2003; Bin Zhang et al., 2005). However, the exact nature of the regulatory relationships 

underlying coordinated expression between groups of genes has remained poorly understood. 

Using simulations based on a synthetic GRN model we found that co-expression patterns 

naturally emerge under a wide range of regulatory architectures, and that these correlations also 

exceed simple random expectations. This clustered structure could potentially be the result of, 

a) a groups of genes being under common regulation, in which case we could expect correlated 

genes to be in close regulatory proximity in the control network; or b) a reduction in the total 

number of potential expression trajectories due to the constraints imposed by the regulatory 

network, thereby forcing a large number of correlations even between nodes located far apart 

in the control network (in which case we would expect correlated nodes to be located at any 

arbitrary distance in the regulatory network). In order to test these hypotheses, we asked 

whether correlations occur between genes linked by the closest possible regulatory distance 

(that is, regulator-target pairs), and found that the expression level of all targets is on average 

poorly correlated with that of their immediate regulators. We confirmed this lack of correlation 

between regulators and targets using empirical data for two-well known transcription factors 

and their identified direct targets. This result calls into question attempts to identify regulatory 

relationships by experimentally interfering with a putative transcriptional regulator and 

examining the response of suspected targets, as given the lack of correlated expression between 

regulators and targets, interfering with a potential regulator will be poorly reflected in the 

expression of the corresponding target. Along these lines a recent reanalysis of previously 

assumed inhibitory interactions exerted by the transcription factor p53 based on knock-down 
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experiments, turned out to be incorrect as transcription factor binding analysis found that a 

significant proportion of genes that were previously assumed to be directly down regulated by 

p53, are not actually bound by this transcription factor, suggesting that its influence on these 

genes were indirect instead (Fischer, 2017). A detailed analysis of hypoxia inducible factor’s 

(HIF) binding patterns, (a major transcription factor in the regulation of oxygen homeostasis), 

demonstrated that a large number of previously assumed inhibitory interactions between HIF 

and regulatory “targets” were actually largely, or even completely, indirect in nature as no 

evidence of transcription factor binding could be found on genes thought to be downregulated 

by HIF (Ortiz-Barahona et al., 2010; Schödel et al., 2011). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 

transcription factor binding quantification found that the transcription factor binding site for 

LEU3, a leucine-dependent transcriptional regulator, was not present in the majority of genes 

that became differentially expressed when LEU3 was knocked-down, suggesting LEU3 was 

instead indirectly influencing the expression of those genes (Tang et al., 2006).  

Given the lack of a direct correlation between the expression of a transcriptional regulator and 

its direct target we asked whether highly correlated gene pairs could be instead located at any 

arbitrary regulatory distance within the control network (that is, no closer at a regulatory level 

than any two random genes). Using our GRN models where the precise architecture of the 

transcriptional regulatory network is known, we measured the topological distance between 

every pair of highly correlated genes and compared them with random background gene pairs. 

This analysis showed that highly coordinated genes were in significantly higher regulatory 

proximity compared to background genes and that the average topological distance in 

correlated gene pairs was nearly equal to two, meaning that on average any two highly 

correlated genes were linked by just one intermediary regulatory component. As this result 

strongly suggests that co-expressed genes share at least a single common immediate regulator, 

we measured the proportion of highly correlated gene pairs sharing a common immediate 

regulator compared with lowly correlated gene pairs and confirmed that over 90% of highly 

coordinated gene pairs indeed shared immediate upstream regulators. While this finding does 

not mean that the reverse is true (namely, that genes sharing a common regulator should display 

a highly correlated expression), we would expect nonetheless a statistical bias towards high 

correlations in gene pairs potentially targeted by a common regulator. Using empirical data, 

we tested this notion by measuring the correlation of all possible pairs of genes known to be 

targeted by any of two well-known transcription factors and found that the average association 

of these jointly regulated gene pairs is significantly higher than the average correlation 
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expected among random background gene pairs. This result shows that highly correlated gene 

pairs in natural transcriptomes share common immediate upstream regulators. 

The assumption that co-expressed genes are more likely to share common regulators, has been 

examined in yeast by contrasting co-expression data with detailed information on TFBS 

distribution, and found that, indeed, gene pairs with a very high expression correlation show a 

significant excess of shared binding sites in yeast (Dominic J Allocco et al., 2004; Ka Yee 

Yeung et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2003). In a more recent study carried out in a more complex 

organism, Drosophila melanogaster, based on experimentally determined TFBS and 

microarray expression data it was found that pairs of genes with shared TFBS show, on average, 

a higher degree of co-expression than those with no common TFBS (Antonio Marco et al., 

2009). However, and in stark contrast with our results, the study in Drosophila also finds that 

gene pairs with high expression correlations do not share TFBS (Antonio Marco et al., 2009). 

In this study, the authors note that the microarray-based data used in their analysis is typically 

obtained from the whole organism and that the lack of relationship between the extent of co-

expression and the number of shared TFBS may be related to the heterogeneity of cells and 

tissue types involved in these expression level data. It is worth noting that, in agreement with 

this possibility the same authors find that when the same analysis is restricted to a short 

developmentally early time window, when the cell type heterogeneity is presumably less 

pronounced, a very large proportion of highly correlated gene pairs were found to share at least 

one TFBS (Antonio Marco et al., 2009). Although the authors highlight that this relationship 

may be confined to a specific property of the early developmental programme, this result is 

consistent with our finding that the vast majority highly correlated genes will share common 

regulators. In this regard, our findings are also consistent with the success in mammals of 

reverse engineering approaches to infer regulatory sequences when microarray-based measures 

of expression levels are carried out in specific tissues, instead of quantifying global transcript 

levels in the whole organism (De Bleser et al., 2007; Antonio Marco et al., 2009; Perco et al., 

2005). 

Taken together, our results reveal the actual mechanism underlying correlated patterns of 

expression in natural transcriptomes and demonstrate that while regulators fail to display 

correlated activity with their targets; co-expression is indeed a measure of close regulatory 

proximity and specifically emerges as the result of genes being actively co-regulated at a given 

time in a given tissue. In particular, our results call into question the simplistic interpretation 

of the transcriptional effects associated to loss of function (knock down/out) experimental 
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manipulations given the overall lack of correlation between regulators and their direct 

transcriptional targets.  This study provides theoretical and empirical support to the notion that 

coordinated gene pairs are indeed under the concerted control of common transcriptional 

regulators and, therefore, provides a potential tool for the identification of actual regulatory 

interactions based on the analysis of changes in correlated expression patterns.   
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Chapter 3 

3. Transcriptional determinants linking cortical amyloid 

beta (Aβ) deposition and cognitive deficits in a mouse 

model of AD 

Summary 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD)-related degenerative decline is associated to the presence of amyloid 

beta (Aβ) plaque lesions and neuro fibrillary tangles (NFT). However, the precise molecular 

mechanisms linking Aβ deposition and neurological decline are still unclear. Here we combine 

genome-wide transcriptional profiling of the insular cortex of 3xTgAD mice and corresponding 

control wild type littermates at five time points, from early through to late adulthood, with 

behavioural and biochemical profiling in the same animals to identify transcriptional 

determinants of functional decline specifically associated to variations in build-up of Aβ/NFT 

deposits. Differential expression analysis revealed significant changes in expression at all time 

points, with the largest number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the cortex long 

before the known onset of behavioural symptoms in this model. Using behavioural and 

biochemical data derived from the same mice and samples, we found that down but not up-

regulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) show a stronger average association with 

learning performance than random background genes in control but not AD mice. Conversely, 

these same genes revealed a stronger association with Aβ deposition than background genes in 

AD but not control mice, thereby identifying these genes as potential intermediaries between 

abnormal Aβ/NFT deposition and functional decline. Using a complementary approach, gene 

ontology analysis revealed a highly significant enrichment of learning and memory, associative, 

memory and cognitive functions only among down-regulated, but not up-regulated, DEGs. Our 

results demonstrate wider transcriptional changes triggered by the abnormal deposition of 

Aβ/NFT occurring well before behavioural decline and identify a distinct set of genes 

specifically associated to abnormal Aβ protein deposition and cognitive decline.  
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Introduction 

Alzheimer disease (AD) is a degenerative disease characterized by progressive memory 

impairment and loss of cognitive functions for which there is no current known effective 

treatment. 46.8 million people worldwide were diagnosed with dementia in 2010 and  the 

number of cases expected to reach almost 74.7 million cases by 2030 (M. e. a. Prince, 2015), 

with AD accounting for over 70% of all reported cases (C. P. Ferri et al., 2005). While AD is 

more common in people over 65 years of age, with age being the most prominent risk factor, 

several additional risk factors have been identified including brain injury, smoking and even 

low social engagement (Baumgart et al., 2015; Hersi et al., 2017). However, their predictive 

value is limited. 

AD is characterized by the progressive loss of synaptic density and synapse number followed 

by overt neuronal degeneration involving the breakdown of neuronal maintenance and survival 

mechanisms (S. Oddo, Caccamo, et al., 2003b; Selkoe, 2001).  

Key neuropathological correlates of AD are the presence of distinctive lesions comprised of 

diffuse and neuritic plaques predominantly composed of; i) extracellular plaques of aggregated 

amyloid-beta (Aβ) protein which have been linked to neurotoxicity and axon pruning 

(Bharadwaj et al., 2009; Nikolaev et al., 2009a), and ii) intraneuronal tangles formed by 

aggregates of hyper-phosphorylated neurofilament-associated protein tau -known as tau 

neurofibrillary tangles (NFT)- (Querfurth et al., 2010; Selkoe, 2001) reported to affect 

microtubule stability, altering the cell’s cytoskeleton and collapses the neuron’s transport 

system (Iqbal et al., 2005). Cytological evidence indicates that Aβ accumulation precedes and 

drives tau aggregation (J. Lewis et al., 2001; S. Oddo, Caccamo, et al., 2003b). Abnormal 

accumulation of Aβ is the result of an imbalance between the levels of Aβ production, 

aggregation and clearance (Wang et al., 2010). Aβ clearance is mediated by proteolytic 

enzymes like neprilysin (Iwata et al., 2001), chaperone molecules such as apoE (Kim et al., 

2009), lysosomal (Bendiske et al., 2003) and non-lysosomal pathways (Marambaud et al., 

2005). But the precise identity of the wider molecular pathways that become compromised 

during the gradual build-up of abnormal Aβ deposition and NFT remain largely unknown 

(Selkoe et al., 2016a). More generally, the precise identity of the molecular pathways involved 

in neuronal maintenance that become compromised during the gradual build-up of abnormal 

beta-amyloid deposition and NFT remains largely unknown.  
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The use of animal models of AD can help overcome some of the ethical and logistical 

limitations of studying human patients. Samples can be extracted from individuals at different 

ages including those not yet symptomatic and in controlled circumstances. Importantly, life 

events are largely homogeneous across individuals in the study. Currently, there are more than 

50 different animal models have been generated to explore AD (Stover et al., 2015). Amongst 

the AD mouse models currently available, the 3xTgAD model proposed by Oddo et al. (2003) 

is one of the models that show higher similarity to the brain pathology of AD observed in 

humans; it is also one of the few models that has been shown to develop both Aβ plaques and 

NFTs as well as well-known neurochemical hallmarks such as gradual dysfunction of the 

cholinergic and dopaminergic systems, both believed to contribute to the age-related cognitive 

decline in AD (T. M. Do et al., 2014; Guzmán-Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012; Selkoe et 

al., 2016a). The 3xTgAD mouse model has three different polymorphisms associated with AD 

in humans: presenilin-1 (PSEN1), Aβ precursor protein (APP) and microtubule-associated 

protein tau (MAPT). These mice are viable, fertile and display no initial gross physical or 

behavioural abnormalities; but these mice present abnormal Aβ deposition and NFTs and early 

brain lesions are observable as early as 6th month of age (Caruso et al., 2013; S. Oddo, Caccamo, 

et al., 2003b). The 3xTgAD mice have been shown to display learning and memory deficits in 

a wide range of learning and memory tests including Barnes maze, Morris water maze 

(Salvatore Oddo et al., 2006), object recognition memory, conditioned taste aversion (CTA) 

and others (Chin, 2011; Guzmán-Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012). 

Here we combine genome-wide transcriptional profiling of the cortex of 3xTgAD mice and 

control wild types littermates at five time points before, during and after the onset of 

behavioural symptoms with behavioural and biochemical profiling in the exact same mice, to 

identify wider transcriptional determinants of functional decline specifically associated to the 

progressive build-up of Aβ deposition. We used the CTA task as a behavioural readout in 

combination with transcriptional profiling of the Insular Cortex (IC), the cortical structure 

directly involved in taste aversion learning processing (Bonthius et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2019),   

a learning behaviour known to be significantly affected in this AD transgenic model (Guzmán-

Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012). Our results demonstrate wider transcriptional changes 

triggered by the abnormal deposition of Aβ occurring well before behavioural decline, and 

identify a distinct set of genes specifically associated to abnormal Aβ protein deposition and 

behavioural decline. 
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Methods 

Behavioural assessment.  

Mice crosses to obtain 3xTgAD homozygous and corresponding wild type littermates controls 

were performed as described elsewhere (Guzmán-Ramos, Moreno-Castilla, et al., 2012). Prior 

to tissue sample collection, animals were tested for learning and memory performance at 2, 7, 

8, 11 and 14 months of age. We followed the conditioned taste aversion (CTA) assay as 

described by Guzmán-Ramos et al. (Guzmán-Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012). This 

behavioural test consists of pairing a novel flavour (a single presentation of a saccharin solution) 

with a gastric malaise stimulus induced via an IP injection of lithium chloride (LiCl). After 72 

hours from the initial presentation of saccharine solution and LiCl injection, aversion to the 

novel flavour was assessed by measuring the level of consumption of a saccharin solution 

compared to water. An aversion measure was calculated dividing the saccharin solution intake 

by the sum of the baseline water consumption and saccharin solution intake. 

Tissue sample collection.  

After CTA memory testing, mice were euthanized by rising CO2 concentrations. Insular cortex 

was bilaterally dissected from a total of 30 male mice, three wild-type mice and three 3xTgAD 

mutant mice at each developmental stage. Tissue samples were stored in RNA-LaterR at -80C 

until further analysis. 

Expression data.  

PolyA-selected Illumina RNA-seq was performed on one hemisphere of the insular cortex 

dissected from each mouse. The FastQC tool was used to evaluate the quality of the data.  

Trimmomatic software was employed to filter poor quality reads and remove Illumina adapters. 

Transcriptome annotation was carried out using tophat2, samtools and R software (version 

3.2.2 (2015-08-14) – “Fire Safety”). Genes that displayed zero variance across samples and 

those that had a cumulative RPKM value of less than five across all samples were discarded, 

leaving total of 16894 protein coding genes. The RPKM expression data, together with 

behavioural and Aβ42 deposition data is available in the GEO public database (accession 

number:5281).  

Differential expression analysis.  

Differentially expression analyses were carried out with the edgeR package supported in R (M. 

D. Robinson, D. J. McCarthy, et al., 2010) using TMM normalization as proposed by Robinson 

& Oshlack (Mark D. Robinson et al., 2010) and the exact test model (Robinson et al., 2008). 
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Differentially expressed genes [DEGs] were identified by comparing wild type and 3xTgAD 

samples for each time point separately. 

Functional enrichment analysis.  

Enrichment analyses of functional annotations Gene Ontology (GO) terms was performed after 

pooling up- and down-regulated DEGs across time points in the 3xTgAD mouse model after 

pooling. We tested for significant over-representation of specific gene ontologies using the 

WEB-based Gene SeT AnaLysis Toolkit (WebGestalt) available online (B. Zhang, S. Kirov, 

et al., 2005). Overrepresented functional terms were identified after Benjamini-Hochberg 

correction for multiple testing. 

Aβ deposition quantification.  

Amyloid beta (Aβ isoforms 42 and 41) deposition was quantified using the milliplex enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) platform. Quantification assays were performed twice 

(2 × n = 3 animals per group of age) following manufacturer’s guidelines with duplicate 

measurements per sample. We used a highly sensitive milliplex® MAP Kit (Cat # 

HNABTMAG-68K, Millipore) with color-coded microspheres (beads) and fluorescent dyes; 

through precise concentrations, the beads simultaneously and specifically captured Beta 

amyloid 40 and 42 isoforms. A total of 25 μL of sample were introduced into a plate containing 

the microspheres. After an analyte from a test sample was captured by the bead, a biotinylated 

detection antibody was introduced. The reaction mixture was then incubated with Streptavidin-

PE conjugate, the reporter molecule, to complete the reaction on the surface of each 

microsphere. To acquire and analyze data, we used a Luminex® MAGPIX® instrument where 

each individual microsphere was identified and intensity of the signal was quantified. 

Randomization test.  

To assess the possible relationship between the DEGs in the cortex with Aβ deposition and 

learning performance of each mouse, we obtained absolute Pearson correlation coefficients for 

the expression levels for each gene in all the mice across all five developmental stages against 

both Aβ deposition and aversion index. A randomization test was carried out to assess the 

significance of the association between gene expression patterns with Aβ deposition and 

aversion index for DEG genes. For this, we calculated the average of the absolute correlation 

coefficients between gene expression levels and either Aβ deposition or the aversion index for 

all DEG genes. This mean value was then compared to the mean value of absolute correlation 

coefficients of 1000 equally-sized randomly selected samples of background genes. 
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Association between the expression of DEGs and either Aβ deposition or behavioural 

performance was regarded as significant if the mean absolute correlation for DEGs was greater 

than the largest mean correlation value observed in the random background gene samples (p < 

0.001). All large-scale calculations were carried out using the programming language R and 

associated libraries.  
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Results 

In order to characterize the transcriptional changes that occur in the brain in response to the 

build-up of Aβ/NF deposits and cognitive deterioration in the 3xTgAD mouse model 

behavioural data and tissue samples were obtained from three transgenic and three wild-type 

mice at five time points from 2 through to 14 months of age (n=3/time point, Figure 3.1A). 

Cognitive performance assessment was carried out using the conditioned taste aversion (CTA) 

learning task (see methods). Acquisition of this learned aversion for a novel flavour is known 

to be mediated by the insular cortex and found to be severely impaired in adult 3xTgAD mice 

when compared with normal mice (Guzmán-Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012). All animals 

were euthanized immediately after the CTA memory testing trial and the insular cortex was 

bilaterally dissected for Aβ quantification and transcriptional profiling. 

Transcriptional profiling on tissue samples was carried out using the Illumina RNA-seq 

platform for all 3xTgAD and wild type littermates for each time point. After transcriptome 

annotation and removal of genes with less than five reads overall and those with no variance, 

gene expression levels were compiled for a total of 16894 protein-coding genes. TMM 

normalization was applied to make sure expression among samples is comparable. 

Multidimensional scale analysis revealed two distinct clusters separating each experimental 

group (Figure 3.1B). No sub-clustering was observed by age. This result demonstrates that 

significant gene expression differences are apparent in all time-points between 3xTgAD and 

WT samples. Quantification of beta amyloid deposition (isoform Aβ42) measured on the exact 

same samples show a statistically significant difference between 3xTgAD and WT samples 

(Figure 3.1C, t = 11.9, p = 4.7x10-12).  Taste aversion learning performance carried out on the 

same mice prior to tissue sampling also reveals a statistically significant difference in 

consumption of novel flavour relative to base-line water consumption (t = 2.4,  p = 0.023). 

To assess gene expression differences between 3xTgAD and WT we carried out a differential 

expression analysis at each time point. This analysis revealed a distinctly decreasing temporal 

trend in the number of genes differentially expressed in 3xTgAD samples relative to WT 

samples between 2 months and 14 months of age in the cortex, with the most drastic decrease 

in the number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between 7 months and 8 months. This 

pattern was consistent for both up-regulated and down-regulated genes (Figure 3.2). This 

temporal trend contrasts with the known symptomatic manifestation of cognitive decline in the 

3xTgAD mouse model as behavioural decline increases as individuals become older (Guzmán-
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Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012; Stover et al., 2015). This result suggests that most 

transcriptional alterations take place at early stages long before most symptoms of behavioural 

decline become apparent in this model.  

We then assessed the proportion of overlapping DEGs across all time points to determine if 

there was a clearly distinct set of differentially expressed genes at early or late stages of 

behavioural deterioration. Pairwise comparisons between stages reveal that there is a highly 

statistically significant proportion of overlapping genes across all age comparisons 

(Supplementary Figure 3.1). This result confirms the existence of a single differential 

expression signature associated to the deposition of Aβ in the 3xTgAD model.  In all the 

subsequent analyses we use the complete pool of all differentially expressed genes across all 

developmental stages (n = 1924), including up (n = 829) and down (n = 1125) regulated genes 

separately (see Supplementary Table 1). 

While the large number of DEGs observed suggest the existence of widespread alterations in 

expression patterns in 3xTgAD mice, many of these changes may not be directly linked to the 

mechanisms of functional decline in AD as they could be the result of spurious collateral effects 

on gene expression. In order to assess whether DEGs are specifically associated to learning 

decline, we used learning performance data based on the CTA test obtained from the exact 

same mice prior to transcriptome profiling and calculated the absolute Pearson correlation 

coefficients between the level of expression for each gene against the acquired taste aversion 

index across all replicas and time points. Absolute correlation coefficients were next calculated 

separately for control and 3xTgAD mice. The mean absolute correlation coefficient for DEGs 

was then compared to mean absolute correlations resulting from a thousand equally sized 

random samples of background genes. As shown in Figure 3.3A, the collective association 

between DEGs with behavioural performance was found to be significantly greater than 

expected by chance in WT cortex demonstrating that DEGs are linked to behavioural 

performance in normal mice. This relationship was completely disrupted in the cortex of 

3xTgAD mice where the mean association between expression and behavioural performance 

of the same DEGs was actually less than that observed in random gene sets (Figure 3.3B). This 

finding strongly suggests an actual functional link between AD pathogenesis and DEGs. 

However, it is unlikely that all of them participate in the mechanistic onset of AD-related 

functional decline as many of them could be the result of spurious collateral regulatory 

alterations not directly linked with this condition. We therefore examined up and down-

regulated genes separately in order to assess their relative association with learning 
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performance. Down-regulated DEGs showed a much more significant association with 

behavioural performance in WT mice than the whole set of DEGs (Figure 3.3C). This 

association was again dramatically disrupted in 3xTgAD mice (Figure 3.3D). By contrast, the 

collective association up-regulated DEGs with learning performance was no different than that 

of random background genes in both WT and 3xTgAD mice (Figure 3.3E and F). Taken 

together, these results show that only down-regulated differentially expressed genes show a 

stronger average association with learning performance than random background genes in 

control but not 3xTgAD mice. 

We then assessed whether the expression patterns of DEGs (up and down-regulated) were 

specifically associated with amyloid beta protein deposition. To this end, we assessed the 

collective association between DEGs and Aβ by calculating the mean absolute Pearson 

correlation coefficient between the level of expression for all DEGs across all replicas and time 

points, and the deposition Aβ (isoform 42) measured in the exact same samples (see methods). 

We next compared the mean absolute correlation between expression of DEGs and Aβ 

deposition with the mean correlations resulting from a thousand equally sized random samples 

of background genes. This analysis revealed that cortical DEGs displayed significantly higher 

mean absolute correlation with Aβ deposition only in 3xTgAD but not WT cortical samples 

(Figure 3.4A). Neither up nor down-regulated DEGs showed a significant association with 

Aβ42 in WT mice (Figure 3.4B, D and F). However, in 3xTgAD mice, only down-regulated 

DEGs displayed a highly significant association with Aβ42 deposition with up-regulated genes 

being no different to random background genes (Figure 3.4C-E). Taken together, these results 

demonstrate that normal expression of down but not up-regulated DEGs is highly associated 

with behavioural performance and that this association is drastically disrupted in 3xTgAD mice. 

Conversely, these same down-regulated DEGs are strongly associated with Aβ deposition in 

3xTgAD mice but not WT mice strongly indicating that this set of genes is directly involved 

in the molecular events linking Aβ deposition and AD-related functional decline. 

Using a complementary approach, we used gene ontology enrichment analysis to test the 

association between learning and memory related specific cellular functions and our identified 

set of differentially expressed genes in 3xTgAD mice. Specifically, we looked for a potential 

enrichment of specific functional categories among the up- and down-regulated genes using 

the WEB-based Gene SeT AnaLysis Toolkit (WebGestalt) (B. Zhang, S. Kirov, et al., 2005). 

We looked separately at the sum of all the up- and down-regulated DEGs across all five 

developmental stages analysed. Then, Gene Ontology Analysis (GO Analysis) was conducted 
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in each of the four sets of genes; namely: up- and down-regulated DEGs (Supplementary 

Figure 3.2). We specifically examined any potential over representation of functional 

categories associated to learning and memory mechanisms including: Learning or Memory 

(GO:0007611), learning (GO:0007612), memory (GO:0007613), cognition (GO:0050890), 

associative learning (GO:0008306). As shown in Figure 3.5, down but not up-regulated DEGs 

showed a highly significant enrichment of these functional categories (a complete analysis of 

GO term enrichment is shown in Supplementary Figure 3.2). Taken together these results 

confirm the specific association of down but not up-regulated DEGs in learning and memory 

functions and support their involvement in linking progressive Aβ deposition in AD and 

learning performance deterioration.  

In order to gain additiona insights into the functional roles of our DEGs, we additionally 

conducted a KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. Up regulated DEGs, were found 

significantly enriched in six general pathways: PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (p-

value:0.046714249), Oxytocin signaling pathway (p-value:0.044277641), Focal adhesion (p-

value:0.015075424), African trypanosomiasis (p-value:0.013603634), Malaria (p-

value:0.011760374), extracellular matrix receptor interaction (p-value:0.009186519).  Down 

regulated DEGs, on the other hand, were found significantly enriched in genes involved in 

three signalling pathways: extracellular matrix receptor interaction (p-value: 0.017013324), 

cAMP signaling pathway (p-value: 0.015455672) in addition to nicotine associated signalling 

(Nicotine addiction, p-value: 0.002676081).  These findings confirm that up and down 

regulated genes are involved in different sets of signalling-related pathways.  
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Figure 3.1. Experimental groups and expression profile clustering.  

A) Samples were collected from cerebral cortex of three wild type littermate mice and three 

3xTgAD mice at different time points throughout adult development (2, 7, 8, 11 and 14 months 

of age). At the end a total of 30 samples were obtained. B) Multidimensional scaling (MDS) 

plot of the TMM normalized data. blue symbols represent wild type mice and red symbols were 

used to denote 3xTgAD mice. C) Aβ42 concentration in the same samples (±SEM) for both 

wild type and 3xTgAD mice.  D) Learning performance in the conditioned taste aversion task 

in the same mice. Each bar represents mean relative consumption (±SEM) of the aversively 

associated flavour relative to mean base-line consumption of water. * p<0.05. ** p<10-10.  
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Figure 3.2. Time course of differential gene expression in 3xTgAD mice.  

Bar charts showing the number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the cortex both up 

and down-regulated, on the vertical axis, and the developmental stage in the horizontal axis.  
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Figure 3.3. Mean association between behavioural performance and expression level of DEGs in the 

cortex of control and 3xTgAD mice.  

Arrows in these graphs represent the Z score of the mean absolute correlation between DEGs 

and CTA behavioural performance relative to the correlation distribution (z score transformed) 

of 1000 equally sized samples of random background genes. A) Mean association between 

differentially expressed genes and learning performance in the cortex of WT mice. B) Mean 

association between differentially expressed genes and learning performance in the cortex of 

3xTgAD mice. C) Mean association between up-regulated differentially expressed genes and 

learning performance in the cortex of WT mice. D) Mean association between Up-regulated 

differentially expressed genes and learning performance in the cortex of 3xTgAD mice. E) 

Mean association between down-regulated differentially expressed genes and learning 

performance in the cortex of WT mice. F) Mean association between Down-regulated 

differentially expressed genes and learning performance in the cortex of 3xTgAD mice.  
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Figure 3.4. Mean association between Aβ42 protein deposition and expression level of DEGs in the 

cortex of control and 3xTgAD mice.  

Arrows in these graphs represent the Z score of the mean absolute correlation between DEGs 

and Aβ42 deposition relative to the correlation distribution (z score transformed) of 1000 

equally sized samples of random background genes. A) Mean association between 

differentially expressed genes and Aβ42 deposition in the cortex of WT mice. B) Mean 

association between differentially expressed genes and Aβ42 deposition in the cortex of 

3xTgAD mice. C) Mean association between up-regulated differentially expressed genes and 

Aβ42 deposition in the cortex of WT mice. D) Mean association between Up-regulated 

differentially expressed genes and Aβ42 deposition in the cortex of 3xTgAD mice. E) Mean 

association between down-regulated differentially expressed genes and Aβ42 deposition in the 

cortex of WT mice. F) Mean association between Down-regulated differentially expressed 

genes and Aβ42 deposition in the cortex of 3xTgAD mice. 
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Figure 3.5. Gene Ontology enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes in cortex and 

cerebellum of 3xTgAD mice.  

Enrichments on up- and down-regulated DEGs in cortex are shown for genes annotated to the 

following functional categories associated to learning and memory mechanisms: Learning or 

Memory (GO:0007611), learning (GO:0007612), memory (GO:0007613), cognition 

(GO:0050890), associative learning (GO:0008306). Bars show the probability values after 

Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing in a negative logarithm scale for each of 

the functional categories tested. Only cortical down-regulated genes showed a statistically 

significant enrichment with these categories.  
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Supplementary Figures 

 

Supplementary Figure 3.1. Pairwise comparison of DEGs overlap between the different developmental 

stages in cortex.  

Each Venn diagram shown represents the overlap in DEGs between the indicated ages. The 

numbers of DEGs at each stage are also indicated. Chi square tests were used to assess the 

significance in the observed overlap relative to chance expectations, the corresponding p values 

are indicated under each of the Venn diagrams. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2. Functional annotation enrichment analysis of cortical differentially 

expressed genes in 3xTgAD mice pooled across all developmental stages.  

Enriched biological function categories retrieved are shown ordered by decreasing significance.  

Multiple testing (Benjamini-Hochberg)-corrected probability values are shown in negative 

logarithmic scale. Left and right panel show significantly enriched functional categories among 

up- and down regulated differentially expressed genes respectively.  
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Discussion 

In the present study, we conducted the RNA-seq gene expression profiling of the cortex of 

3xTgAD mouse model and performed a differential expression analysis to identify the changes 

in gene expression that occur throughout adult stages in this animal model. Animal models of 

AD have become a widely-accepted alternative to emulate human AD and offer the opportunity 

to track molecular and functional alterations associated to AD at different stages of progression 

of this disease. Amongst the AD mouse models currently available, the 3xTgAD model 

proposed by Oddo et al. (2003) is one of the models that show higher similarity to the brain 

pathology of AD observed in humans; it is also one of the few models that has been shown to 

develop both Aβ plaques and NFTs (Chin, 2011; S. Oddo, Caccamo, et al., 2003b).  

Differential expression analysis comparing 3xTgAD mice with wild-type mice revealed that, 

in the cortex, the largest proportion of gene expression changes occur at very early adult stages 

and way before the known onset of functional decline in this model and that the actual number 

of differentially expressed genes decreases as these mice become older.  Interestingly, the 

eighth month of development seems to be a critical stage for the 3xTgAD model as it is at this 

time point where the number of DEGs decreases drastically and remains around the same 

during the following stages. This temporal trend contrasts with the known symptomatic 

manifestation of cognitive decline in the 3xTgAD mouse model as behavioural decline 

increases as individuals become older (Guzmán-Ramos, Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012; Stover et 

al., 2015). While cognitive impairment in 3xTgAD mice has been as documented in some 

memory tests as early as 4 months (Stover et al., 2015), with learning deficits in Conditioned 

taste aversion (CTA) typically observed only after the 8th moth of age (Guzmán-Ramos, 

Osorio-Gómez, et al., 2012) and Aβ plaques and LTP/LTD alterations can be detected at 

around 6 months (S. Oddo, Caccamo, Kitazawa, et al., 2003; S. Oddo, Caccamo, et al., 2003b), 

with gliosis becoming fairly evident at 7 months of age (Caruso et al., 2013). The formation of 

NFTs, however, is not evident until 12 months of age (Salvatore Oddo et al., 2006), and it has 

been suggested that NFTs could contribute to the vascular volume abnormalities observed in 

the 3xTgAD mouse model, which appear as early at 6 months of age and are consistently 

present up until 18 months of age (T. M. Do et al., 2014). For the behavioural test used in this 

study (Conditioned taste aversion) learning deficits, our findings suggest that, during the 

normal progression of this condition, a large number of critical gene regulatory alterations are 

likely to take place at rather early adult stages and long before any functional symptoms 

become apparent.  This in turn opens the tantalizing possibility of identifying central (and 
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potentially peripheral) biomarkers, or, rather, multigene expression signatures, capable of 

predicting future development of this condition at much earlier stages. 

Our finding that, in this model, the number of differentially expressed genes follow a 

decreasing trend in time, as the actual pathology aggravates, also suggest that most gene 

expression changes measured in post-mortem samples obtained from AD patients could 

represent a small proportion of the most critical gene expression alterations effectively linked 

to the initial onset of this condition.  Many of these changes could actually follow opposing 

trends at different time points at early asymptomatic stages. Thus for instance, dopaminergic 

functions have been studied in the context of AD-related pathology (Guzmán-Ramos, Moreno-

Castilla, et al., 2012; Kar et al., 2004; Daniela Puzzo et al., 2013), with key alterations 

including reduced secretion of dopamine, reduced expression of the dopamine receptor (mainly 

D2 subtypes) and lower dopamine active transporter (DAT) expression in the hippocampus 

and frontal cortex (Alkondon, 2002; Palop et al., 2010), along with reduced dopamine 

transmission through D1 and D2 receptors (Iqbal et al., 2013).  Among the differentially 

expressed genes we identify in this study, is precisely the dopamine receptor D2. While this 

receptor appears normally expressed at late stages, (11th an 14th months), it was found 

significantly up-regulated during the second month to then become significantly down-

regulated by the eight months of age, suggesting a link between these early gene regulatory 

disturbances and subsequent dopaminergic dysfunctions observed in AD patients.   

In this study, we combined longitudinal RNA-seq transcriptional profiling of the brain cortex 

in 3xTgAD mice with behavioural and biochemical readouts obtained from the exact same 

animals (i.e., learning performance in the CTA test and Aβ42 deposition measured in the animals 

and tissue samples).  As far as we know, a combined approach of this nature in AD models has 

never been attempted before.  By looking at correlations between the time-course of gene 

expression and either, learning and memory performance on the one hand, or Aβ deposition on 

the other, we are able to identify transcriptional determinants specifically associated with both 

amyloid deposition and progressive functional decline. While conventional differential 

expression profiling can identify scores of genes abnormally regulated in this condition, a large 

proportion of them are likely to be the result of spurious collateral regulatory alterations not 

directly linked to underlying mechanisms of disease progression.  Indeed, we found that among 

all differentially expressed genes, only down-regulated DEGs were, collectively, strongly 

associated with behavioural performance in control mice when compared with random 

background genes, as shown by our randomization analysis.  This strong collective association 
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was found severely disrupted in the 3xTgAD mice. Conversely, these same genes were found 

to be strongly associated with Aβ deposition only in 3xTgAD mice, but not controls. On the 

other hand, the subset of up-regulated DEGs were no more associated to behavioural 

performance or Aβ deposition than random background genes in both control and 3xTgAD 

mice. The fact that a very specific set of genes undergoes a distinct switch from displaying a 

strong association with behavioural performance in healthy mice to a strong association with 

gradual Aβ deposition in 3xTgAD mice strongly points towards these specific genes as key 

mediators of the cognitive decline triggered by the gradual Aβ/NFT imbalances taking place 

during AD progression.  

Using a complementary approach based on gene ontology enrichment analysis, we further 

tested the potential overrepresentation of biological functions associated with learning and 

memory mechanisms among either up or down-regulated DEGs. This analysis confirmed a 

specific and highly significant enrichment of learning and memory-related biological processes 

exclusively among down, but not up-regulated DEGs. In future work it woud be informative 

to test the potentially concerted regulation of this set of genes to ascertain how changes in their 

pattern of coordinated expression reflects on the onset of the pathology in this 

neurodegenerative condition. 

Taken together, these results identify, by combining behavioural and biochemical data with 

transcriptional profiling, a subset of differentially expressed genes specifically associated with 

progressive betta amyloid deposition on the one hand and cognitive decline on the other. 

Few studies have looked into overall patterns of differential expression in mouse models of  

AD, and usually at a single time point (Castillo et al., 2017 ; K. H. Kim et al., 2012; T.-K. Kim 

et al., 2012; Mirnics et al., 2005; Reddy et al., 2004; Unger et al., 2005).  However, changes 

in the time course of expression patterns before, during and after the onset of functional decline 

specifically linking Aβ/NFT imbalances with functional decline remain poorly understood, 

with only two studies recently reporting data on general temporal changes in expression 

patterns in two mouse models.  One study was carried out in 3xTgAD mice using comparative 

microarray profiling of hippocampal expression patterns at three and twelve months using an 

experimental set up aimed at identifying common genetic mechanisms shared by ageing and 

AD-like backgrounds (Gatta et al., 2014). While the cited study identifies a number of up and 

down-regulated hippocampal genes shared by young 3xTgAD and normal ageing mice, 

(suggesting the early onset of ageing-related mechanisms during AD progression), it remains 
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uncertain which of the observed changes are directly responsible for the link between Aβ/NFT 

imbalances and functional decline as opposed to collateral transcriptional changes not directly 

involved in AD progression. A second study recently reported was carried out on the 5XFAD 

mouse model (a model carrying five mutations associated to the familial form of AD) at four 

time points, two before and two after the onset of cognitive decline in this model  (Landel et 

al., 2014).  While compared with other models, 5XFAD mice display AD features much earlier 

but with no clear tau pathology, a consistent signature of differential expression reveals that 

many of the DEGs specific to the 5XFAD model belong to neuroinflammatory processes 

typically associated with plaques (Bouter et al., 2014; Landel et al., 2014). It is worth noting 

that the time course of differential expression in 5XFAD mice shows an increasing rather than 

decreasing trend in the number of DEGs as time progresses (Landel et al., 2014). This 

increasing trend in the number of DEGs starkly contrasts with the decreasing trend we found 

in the cortex of 3xTgAD mice where the largest number of DEGs was observed at 2 months of 

age with a gradual reduction at later stages after the onset of functional decline in these mice.  

This contrast between the two models suggests differences in the time course of gene regulatory 

alterations triggered by the different transgenic backgrounds. Our finding that only a subset of 

differentially expressed genes display a direct association with both amyloid deposition and 

changes in behavioural performance illustrate that a large proportion of differential expression 

events are likely to be the result of spurious collateral regulatory alterations not directly linked 

with the underlying mechanisms of AD pathogenesis.  Future studies aligning transcriptional 

profiling with changes in behavioural and biochemical parameters in 5XFAD mice, will help 

gain critical insights into the molecular mechanisms specifically associated to disease 

development in this preclinical model.  
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Conclusion 

In summary, our analyses of the time course of transcriptional alterations in the3xTgAD, mice 

combined with biochemical and behavioural profiling in the same mice, reveal widespread 

changes in gene expression, most of which taking place long before the onset of functional 

decline in this model, opening the possibility of identifying key biomarkers at very early pre-

symptomatic stages of the disease. We furthermore found that that only down-regulated DEGs 

show a specific collective association with behavioural performance in healthy mice and that 

this association is severely disrupted in 3xTgAD mice.  Conversely, this same subset of DEGs 

displays a specific, collective, association with gradual increases in Aβ deposition in 3xTgAD 

mice but not in healthy mice, suggesting that these genes constitute a central part of the 

machinery that directly links gradual imbalances in Aβ/NFT clearance on the one hand and 

cognitive decline in AD.  
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Chapter 4 

4. Gene co-expression network profiling of nuclear-

encoded mitochondrial genes in Alzheimer’s disease 

Summary 

Alzheimer Disease (AD) is the main cause of dementia among elderly people. While it is 

associated to the presence of beta amyloid (Aβ) plaque lesions and neuro fibrillary tangles, the 

molecular mechanisms leading to the onset of this condition remain unclear.  

Among many functional alterations, AD has been associated with various aspects of 

mitochondrial dysfunction, including low ATP production, impaired energy metabolism and 

oxidative stress. It is not known whether these alterations precede or follow the onset of 

functional decline of cells. Complex phenotypes and functions, on the other hand, are the result 

of thousands of genes acting in concert and alterations in gene co-expression patterns can 

reflect underlying changes of regulatory relationship between genes. Here we use human brain 

microarray data expression and co-expression analysis to assess alterations of mitochondrial 

function in AD. We have also conducted a transcriptome profiling of the cortex and cerebellum 

in a mouse model of AD (the 3xTgAD mouse model) at five time points before, during and 

after the onset of functional decline in this model, and combine this data with human data to 

examine changes in mitochondrial function in AD. We found that both in human patients as 

well as in the AD mice, the collective expression of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes was 

not significantly different to that observed in control individuals or wildtype mice. However, 

the average co-expression of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes in human AD patients was 

found significantly lower than that in healthy individuals. Mitochondrial gene co-expression in 

the transgenic model was also found to be strongly and significantly reduced compared to these 

same genes in wildtype mice and this difference is significantly higher than that observed in 

randomly chosen background genes. While significant reductions in coordinated expression of 

mitochondrial genes where observed before and after the onset of AD-related functional 

decline in the mouse model, early stage changes in the correlated expression are no different 

than those observed in randomly chosen background genes suggesting that specific regulatory 

alterations of the mitochondrial gene network only take place at late stages after the onset of 

AD-associated symptoms.  
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Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a prevalent disease among the elderly (C. Ferri et al., 2005) (C. 

Ferri et al., 2005; Lecanu et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2014; M. J. Prince, 2015). It leads to a wide 

range of symptoms, such as deterioration in memory, gradually aggravating cognitive function, 

behavioral, emotional control loss, and even motor dysfunction (Ashford, 2004; LaFerla et al., 

2007; Masters et al., 1985; S. Oddo, Caccamo, et al., 2003a). 

Mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress have been associated to AD progression 

(Federico et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2010). Defective mitochondrial function harms the energy 

metabolism and produces reactive oxygen species damaging normal cell physiology (Moreira 

et al., 2010; Sultana et al., 2013). The mitochondria-mediated oxidative stress is known to lead 

neuronal death and potentially contribute to AD onset and progression (Aliev et al., 2003; 

Colell et al., 2009). The mitochondria mediated production of oxygen radicals (ROS) leads to 

further breakdown in mitochondrial and cell function, low ATP production and caspase-3-

mediated neuron apoptosis (Faizi et al., 2016). Oxidative stress can in turn exacerbate the rate 

of abnormal Aβ production and deposition (Sultana et al., 2013). Mitochondrial dysfunction 

also has implicated in other neurodegenerative conditions, such as: AD, Parkinson’s disease, 

Huntington’s disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Correia et al., 2012; Moreira et al., 

2010). While mitochondrial alterations have been documented in AD, whether these changes 

precede or follow the onset of functional decline during AD progression is still not known. 

The use of animal models of AD can help overcome some of the ethical and logistical 

limitations of studying human patients. Samples can be extracted from individuals at different 

ages including those not yet symptomatic and in controlled circumstances. Importantly, life 

events are largely homogeneous across individuals in the study. Amongst the AD mouse 

models currently available, the 3xTgAD model is one of the models that show higher similarity 

to the brain pathology of AD observed in humans (Kitazawa et al., 2012). It is also one of the 

few models that has been shown to develop both Aβ plaques and NFT (Chin, 2011; S. Oddo, 

Caccamo, et al., 2003a) as well as well-known neurochemical hallmarks such as gradual 

dysfunction of the cholinergic and dopaminergic systems, both believed to contribute to the 

age-related cognitive decline in AD (Guzman-Ramos et al., 2012). The impairment of learning 

and memory performance are also similar  in mouse and AD human patients (Sterniczuk et al., 

2010). 
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Here we combine genome-wide transcriptional profiling of the cortex of 3xTgAD mice and 

control littermates at five time point before, during and after the onset of behavioural symptoms 

with available transcriptome-wide profiling data derived from human patients, to examine 

changes in coordinated gene expression (using gene co-expression network analysis), as well 

as differential expression of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes associated to AD.  

Our result suggests that there is a general reduction in coordinated expression, as measured by 

average co-expression, of mitochondrial genes both in human AD patients as well as in the 

cortex, cerebellum tissue of the AD mouse model. This reduction is also accompanied by a 

wide reorganization of the co-expression network, suggesting an overall reorganization of 

regulatory relationships. Furthermore, while this reduced coordinated expression of 

mitochondrial genes is also detectable in the mouse model at early adult stages before the onset 

of functional decline, it is no different from the one observed for random background genes. 

At late stages, however (after the detectable onset of behavioural symptoms), the reduced 

coordinated expression of these genes became highly significant. Our results demonstrate that 

specific regulatory alterations of the mitochondrial gene network took place only at late stages 

and after the actual onset of AD-associated symptoms. 

 

Methods 

Gene expression profiling data for the 3xTgAD mice was obtained as described in the methods 

chapter 3.  

Behavioural assessment.  

Mice crosses to obtain 3xTgAD homozygous and corresponding wild type littermates controls 

were performed as described elsewhere (Guzmán-Ramos, Moreno-Castilla, et al., 2012). Prior 

to tissue sample collection  (and in line with the objectives of chapter three), animals were also 

tested for learning and memory performance at 2, 7, 8, 11 and 14 months of age.  

Tissue sample collection.  

After CTA memory testing, mice were euthanized by rising CO2 concentrations. Insular cortex 

was bilaterally dissected from a total of 30 male mice, three wild-type mice and three 3xTgAD 

mutant mice at each developmental stage. Tissue samples were stored in RNA-LaterR at -80C 

until further analysis. 
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Mouse Expression data.  

PolyA-selected Illumina RNA-seq was performed on one hemisphere of the insular cortex 

dissected from each mouse. The FastQC tool was used to evaluate the quality of the data.  

Trimmomatic software was employed to filter poor quality reads and remove Illumina adapters. 

Transcriptome annotation was carried out using tophat2, samtools and R software (version 

3.2.2 (2015-08-14) – “Fire Safety”). Genes that displayed zero variance across samples and 

those that had a cumulative RPKM value of less than five across all samples were discarded, 

leaving total of 16894 protein coding genes. The RPKM expression data, together with 

behavioural and Aβ42 deposition data is available in the GEO public database (accession 

number:5281). 

Human Expression data.  

Postmortem human gene expression data derived from cortical tissue from 87 AD patients and 

74 normal controls was extracted from the from NCBI’s gene expression Omnibus (GEO) 

repository (database accession number: GSE5281) (W. S. Liang et al., 2008). All data was 

mapped onto Ensemble IDs and quantile normalized for further analysis. All statistical analysis, 

randomizations and simulations were implemented in the statistical language R as well as 

Python (v3). Network graphs were generated using the Cytoscape package implemented in R. 

Statistical analyses.  

Wilcox. Test (Wilcoxon rank sum test) and p value (Benjamini and Hochberg adjusted P value) 

and analysis packages were tested in R. Randomization tests described in the results section 

were carried out using R language.  The visualized graphs and maps were generated using the 

Gephi package or Matlab.  
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Results 

We started by measuring differences in average gene expression of nuclear-encoded 

mitochondrial genes in human AD and control patients. To this end we used available 

postmortem human gene expression data derived from cortical tissue from 87 AD patients and 

74 normal controls (W. S. Liang et al., 2008). Gene expression data was quantile normalized, 

and the list of mitochondrial genes was extracted from the Biomart database resulting in a total 

of 1494 nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes. As shown in Figure 4.1A, average gene 

expression of mitochondrial genes in AD cortical samples was no different to that found in 

control patients. By comparing the observed (albeit nonsignificant) difference in average 

expression with the difference observed in 1000 equally sized random samples of background 

genes, we confirmed that these differences fall well within the range of differences in average 

expression of wider background genes (Figure 4.1B).  

We next calculated the average co-expression of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes by 

obtaining the Spearman correlation coefficient of all possible pairs of nuclear encoded 

mitochondrial genes and compared the average correlation coefficient obtained for AD samples 

against the corresponding average value obtained from control samples. As shown in Figure 

4.1C, a strong and highly significant reduction in average co-expression of mitochondrial genes 

in AD samples compared to control counterparts (assessed by paired Wilcoxon test). 

As the observed difference could reflect overall changes in co-expression in background genes, 

we compared this difference in average co-expression with that found in one thousand equally 

sized (n=1492) random samples of background genes and found that the observed differences 

in average co-expression was specific to nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes (Figure 4.1D). 

This result demonstrates a significant reduction in average coordinated expression, but not 

average expression level of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes in the brain cortex of AD 

patients relative to control patients. 

In order to determine whether these changes in co-expression also occur in the 3xTgAD mouse 

model, we used transcriptome data we recently generated for this model derived from Cortex 

and Cerebellum at five points in time before, during and after the onset of functional decline in 

this mouse model (see first part of this report and associated methods). After quantile 

normalization of all data, we extracted data for all nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes present 

in our data (n=1637 genes). As shown in Figure 4.2A and 4.2C no statistically significant 

differences were observed for the average expression of these genes between AD and control 
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mice (cortex and cerebellum). The observed non-significant differences were in line with those 

observed in random background samples (Figures 4.2B and 4.2D).  

Correlated expression of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes, on the other hand, showed a 

strong reduction in average coordinated expression of these genes in AD mice when compared 

to control counterparts (Figure 4.3A and C). These highly significant reductions in co-

expression were significantly larger than those observed in equally sized random samples of 

background genes in both Cortex and Cerebellum (Figures 4.3 B and D), demonstrating that 

these reductions in coordinated expression are specific to nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes.  

 In order to determine whether the observed changes in average co-expression of nuclear 

encoded mitochondrial genes was the result of an overall reduction in correlated expression of 

all individual pairs of gene or whether this difference is the result of a reorganization in 

correlated relationships between groups of genes, we built the co-expression network graph of 

mitochondrial genes in both AD and Control conditions and looked for changes in patterns of 

gene-gene associations. As shown in Figure 4.4, the co-expression relationships above the 

chosen threshold (Spearman correlation coefficient >0.75) are substantially different between 

AD and control data indicating (as shown by the virtual lack of black lines linking individual 

pairs of genes) an overall reorganization in the co-expression structure of mitochondrial genes 

in AD (in both human and mouse-derived transcriptome data) relative to control counterparts. 

This result demonstrates an overall reorganization (in addition to an overall reduction) in the 

patterns of coordinated regulation of mitochondrial genes in AD. 

Using a differential gene co-expression analysis approach (due to space constraints not shown 

in this report), we confirmed this finding by identifying specific subnetworks (or clusters) of 

genes undergoing differential co-expression reorganization in AD cortex relative to control 

transcriptomes, further confirming that the observed changes in average co-expression of 

mitochondrial genes is the result of both an overall reduction in co-expression between 

individual gene pairs and an extensive reorganization of the regulatory network of these genes 

in AD. 

Taking advantage of the fact that the transcriptome profiling of the AD mouse model involves 

samples taken at five different time points during the progression of functional decline in this 

model (see first part of this report), we asked whether the observed changes in patterns of 

coordinated expression take place at early or late stages of disease progression in this model. 
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To this end, we measured the mean co-expression of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes from 

both control and AD mice, comparing young (2-7 months) and old (11-14) months in cortex 

and cerebellum. As shown in Figure 4.5, consistent reductions in coordinated expression of 

mitochondrial genes, and relative to background random genes, were only observed in old (11-

14 months) stages. Taken together, these results demonstrate that specific regulatory alterations 

of the mitochondrial gene network only take place at late stages after the onset of AD-

associated symptoms.  
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Figure 4.1. gene expression and co-expression analysis on nuclear mitochondrial genes  

A) Normalized expression level (mean ± SEM) of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes 

measured using expression data derived from normal (control) human brain (CT) and AD 

patients (AD), for a total of 1493 nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes. B) Randomization 

analysis of the difference in mean expression between CT and AD mitochondrial genes (arrow) 

in humans, compared with the difference observed in one thousand equally-sized random sets 

of genes. C) Average correlation (±SEM) between all nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes in 

the human brain of CT and AD patients (p<10-10, paired Wilcoxon test). D) Randomization 

analysis of the difference in mean correlation, between CT and AD mitochondrial genes 

(arrow), compared with differences observed in one thousand equally-sized random sets of 

genes.  
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Figure 4.2. gene expression and co-expression analysis on cerebellum nuclear mitochondrial genes  

Normalized expression level (mean ± SEM) of nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes of control 

(CT) and 3xTgAD mice (AD) in the brain cortex and cerebellum (A and B respectively). B and 

D) Randomization analysis of the difference in mean expression between CT and AD 

mitochondrial genes (arrow) in cortex and cerebellum respectively, compared with the 

difference observed in one thousand equally-sized random sets of genes.  
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Figure 4.3. gene expression and co-expression analysis on nuclear mitochondrial genes  

Average correlation (±SEM) between all nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes in the brain 

cortex of CT and AD mice (p<10-10, paired Wilcoxon test) in the cortex (panel A). B) 

Randomization analysis of the difference in mean correlation, between CT and AD 

mitochondrial genes (arrow), compared with the difference observed in one thousand equally-

sized random sets of genes. Similar analyses for nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes in 

cerebellum are shown in panels C and D respectively.  
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Figure 4.4. Network representation of the correlated structure of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes 

human cortex as well as the cortex and cerebellum in mice 

(panels A, B and C respectively). Nodes represent genes and edges represent existing high 

correlations (R > 0.8 for human and R>0.75 for Mice) between the indicated pairs of genes. 

Blue edges represent high correlations exclusively found in AD patients in the cortex (panel A) 

as well as cortex and cerebellum (panels B and C respectively), red edges represent high 

correlations exclusively found in AD and black edges represent high correlations found in both 

conditions. Note the lack of consistent high correlations in both conditions (black edges) in 

both human and mice, revealing a global reorganization of the underlying regulatory 

architecture of nuclear –encoded mitochondrial genes.  
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Figure 4.5. the nuclear-encoded mitochondria genes coexpression analysis at young and old stages 

Figure A and D Mean co-expression (±SEM) of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes from 

both CT and 3xTgAD (AD) mice comparing young (2-7 months) and old (11-14 months) stages 

in cortex and cerebellum respectively. B and E) Randomization analysis of the difference in 

mean co-expression between CT and AD nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes (arrow) 

compared with the difference observed in one thousand equally-sized random sets of genes in 

young mice. C and F) Randomization analysis of the difference in mean co-expression between 

CT and AD mitochondrial genes (arrow), compared with the difference observed in one 

thousand equally-sized random sets of genes in old mice. Note that the difference in average 

co-expression is significantly larger only in old but not young mice. 
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Disscussion 

In this study, we found that both in human patients as well as in the AD mice, the collective 

expression of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes was not significantly different to that 

observed in control individuals or wildtype mice. However, by measuring changes in the co-

expression profile of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes, we were able to effectively assess 

the regulatory integrity or stability of the mitochondrial machinery in this well-known 

neurodegenerative condition. This, in spite of the observed moderate changes in the collective 

level of expression of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes  More specifically, the average co-

expression of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes in human AD patients was found 

significantly lower than that in healthy individuals. Mitochondrial gene co-expression in the 

transgenic AD model was also found to be strongly and significantly reduced compared to 

these same genes in wildtype mice and this difference is significantly higher than that observed 

in randomly chosen background genes.  

In cells, genes work cooperatively to sustain and bring about specific biological activities or 

functions (Obayashi, Nishida, et al., 2011). This means that genes involved in the same 

biological processes will tend to be expressed in either a similar or related pattern (Boutros et 

al., 2005). In particular transcriptional profiles tend to organize themselves in clusters of co-

expressed genes and these co-expression paterns can be used to understand and identify their 

functional and regulatory relationships (Eisen et al., 1998; Obayashi & Kinoshita, 2011). Gene 

co-expression has been proposed as a heuristic tool to investigate not only relationships 

between individual genes but also the potential functions of entire gene clusters as well as 

alterations in the underlying regulatory network in disease (K. Aoki et al., 2007; Obayashi et 

al., 2010; Usadel et al., 2009). Gene co-expression network analysis has also been proposed, 

not only as a reliable tool to identify functional relationship between correlated genes pairs, but 

also as a way to identify candidate therapeutic targets associated to specific diseases or 

pathological conditions (van Dam et al., 2018). The similarity in expression between co-

expressed genes is defined or quantified by the correlation coefficient between the levels of 

expression of any two given genes. Highly positively or negatively correlated pairs or groups 

of genes are regarded as highly co-expressed. The potential functional significance of these co-

expressed gene clusters is suggested by the fact that highly co-expressed genes have the 

tendency to be statistically enriched in genes involved in common biological processes and 

functional pathways  (Asyali et al., 2006; Usadel et al., 2009).  
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As shown in this study, It is worth noticing that co-expression changes under different 

conditions can be readily observed even when no significant differences are observed in terms 

of expression levels (Anglani et al., 2014; de la Fuente, 2010). This has led to analytical 

proposals based on comparing and contrasting or combining differential expression on the one 

hand and co-expression on the other, as they can reveal different aspects of regulatory changes 

(T. W. Lui et al., 2015).  

Mitochondrial dysfunction has been associated to AD progression (Federico et al., 2012; 

Santos et al., 2010), as the associated oxidative stress response is known to lead neuronal death 

and potentially contribute to AD onset and progression (Aliev et al., 2003; Colell et al., 2009). 

Defective mitochondrial function harms the energy metabolism and produces reactive oxygen 

species damaging normal cell physiology (Moreira et al., 2010; Sultana et al., 2013). The 

mitochondria mediated production of oxygen radicals (ROS) leads to further breakdown in 

mitochondrial and cell function, low ATP production and caspase-3-mediated neuron apoptosis 

(Faizi et al., 2016). Most importantly, oxidative stress has been shown to have the potential to 

exacerbate the rate of abnormal Aβ production and deposition (Sultana et al., 2013). More 

generally, mitochondrial dysfunction also has implicated in other neurodegenerative conditions, 

such as Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Correia 

et al., 2012; Moreira et al., 2010). While mitochondrial alterations have been documented in 

AD, the underlying gene regulatory determinants associated to  these changes  or whether they 

precede or follow the onset of functional decline during AD progression are still unknown. 

The fact that changes in expression levels of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes were not 

particularly pronounced when comparing AD and control samples again reveals the importance 

of examining gene-gene interactions rather than looking at changes in expression levels alone.  

While significant reductions in coordinated expression of mitochondrial genes where observed 

before and after the onset of AD-related functional decline in the mouse model, early-stage 

changes in the correlated expression are no different than those observed in randomly chosen 

background genes. This result suggests that regulatory alterations specifically affecting the 

mitochondrial gene network only take place at late stages, after the onset of AD-associated 

symptoms. 

The approach used in this study specifically aimed at measuring alterations in the regulatory 

architecture of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes rather than identifying specific networks 

of genes directly involved in cognitive decline. The observed gain and loss of correlations 
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between specific pairs of genes in AD, reveals an underlying regulatory reorganization 

affecting their normal coordinated expression.  According to the results of our first study 

(chapter 2) this effect can be interpreted as a functional loss of shared regulators acting on these 

specific sets or pairs of genes. Further studies aimed at identifying transcriptional regulators 

(transcription factors) shared by these disrupted pairs could reveal the specific molecular 

changes associated to mitochondrial dysfunction in AD and other degenerative conditions. 

In summary, our results demonstrate a general reduction in the coordinated expression of 

mitochondrial genes both in human AD patients as well as in the cortex, cerebellum tissue of 

the AD mouse model. This reduction is also accompanied by a wide reorganization of the co-

expression network, suggesting an overall reorganization of regulatory relationships. Our 

results further demonstrate that specific regulatory alterations of the mitochondrial gene 

network take place only at late stages and after the actual onset of AD-associated symptoms.  
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Chapter 5 

5. General Discussion 

Diseased states and diseased transcriptomes 

In this thesis, I have attempted to understand how coordinated gene expression patterns relate 

to regulatory dysfunction or regulatory alterations in general and in diseases states in particular. 

A case is presented in chapter one in favour of understanding physiological states, whether in 

heath or disease, as an expression of specific configurations of gene activity dynamics. In the 

case of diseased states, we highlighted the fact that both hereditary and sporadic conditions will 

necessarily translate into specific cellular responses ultimately instructed by distinct gene 

expression configurations.  While certain pathological insults (for instance, highly lethal toxins 

and poisons, can directly and rapidly disrupt the cellular physiological balance leading to 

immediate functional collapse, most pathological dysfunctions involve the gradual 

dysregulation of normal cellular functions, thereby directly contributing to the observed 

functional decline beyond and above the specific mechanisms associated to the initial trigger.  

Thus, for instance, many pathologies are the immediate result of a widespread inflammatory 

reaction implemented by the host in respond to a given pathogen (Reyes, 2008). Runaway 

physiological and cellular responses are also known to underlie disease progression in a wide 

variety of pathologies. In particular, many neurodegenerative conditions are associated with an 

initial breakdown in faulty protein clearance (say for instance abnormal deposition and/or 

oligomerization of beta amyloid aggregates) that then lead to chain reaction of dysregulated 

responses eventually leading to functional decline (Binder et al., 2005). Thus, disease 

progression is itself the result of an abnormal cellular response to an initial trigger that 

ultimately knocks the whole cellular system out of homeostatic balance.  

We can then think of a disease as the result of an environmental (or genetic, in the case of 

hereditary conditions) trigger setting in motion a cascade of abnormal cellular responses.  But 

these cellular responses are themselves guided by the gene regulatory system that ultimately 

controls all cellular responses. This response will therefore be characterized by a given pattern 

of gene activity. 

Transcriptome profiling can therefore give a more precise measure of a cellular functional state 

in a given physiological condition (in health or disease).  As such, a transcriptome profile 
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provides a snapshot of the cellular state of a given tissue or cellular sample (Aran et al., 2017; 

Chen et al., 2018; Muraro et al., 2016). However, it is the transcriptome dynamics what reveals 

the underlying regulatory state of the cellular system being considered.  

One way to capture the specific signature of transcriptome dynamics in a cellular sample is by 

measuring the correlated structure of the whole genetic network.  This can be achieved by 

examining the co-expression structure of a given transcriptome.  

Co-expression and the regulatory architecture of a genetic network 

As introduced in chapter 1, transcriptomes are known to organize themselves into gene co-

expression clusters, subnetworks  or modules where groups of genes display distinct patterns 

of coordinated or synchronous activity across independent biological samples (D. J. Allocco et 

al., 2004; A. Marco et al., 2009; Monzón-Sandoval et al., 2016; Michael C Oldham et al., 2006; 

Perco et al., 2005; K. Y. Yeung et al., 2004; B. Zhang & S. Horvath, 2005). These clusters or 

aggregate of co-expressed genes have long been assumed to have a functional significance. 

This functional significance is indeed strongly suggested by the fact that highly co-expressed 

groups of genes tend to be involved in a significant excess of common functions and biological 

processes (Hyo Jung Kang et al., 2011; Antonio Marco et al., 2009; Michael C Oldham et al., 

2008). While this co-expression structure is believed to reflect in some sense the regulatory 

architecture of the genetic machinery the actual mechanism leading to these coordinated 

patterns of activity between groups of genes remains unclear. While co-expression is widely 

assumed to be the result of genes sharing common regulators (i.e., jointly targeted by shared 

transcription factors), this assumption has never been formally tested as correlated expression 

could in principle emerge even in the absence of regulatory proximity provided enough 

constraints in expression architectures are imposed by the global control system.  In any case, 

correlated patterns of expression reveal dynamic interactions between groups of genes whether 

direct or indirect and as such these interactions reflect the underlying regulatory structure of 

the genetic network. 

For any two genes displaying correlated expression, there are four ways in which this pattern 

can arise:  1) Gene A has a direct positive (or negative) regulatory effect on gene B’s expression. 

2) Gene B has a direct positive (or negative) regulatory effect on gene A’s expression. 3) Genes 

A and B do not directly influence each other but are both under the immediate common 

regulation of a third gene or 4) genes A and B are correlated due to constraints in expression 

trajectories globally imposed by the whole regulatory network and this can happen 
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independently of any regulatory proximity. In chapter 2 we address the problem of the origin 

of correlated expression in genetic networks. By combining in silico simulations of GRNs and 

empirical expression data, we investigated which of the above four models is effectively 

capable of bringing about the co-expression structure observed in natural transcriptomes.  

Using a series of randomization tests, we show that the levels of co-expression observed in 

natural transcriptomes, is significantly higher than expected by chance. This enrichment of 

correlated pairs of genes was also replicated in our synthetic GRN simulations, over a wide 

range of regulatory architectures. When examining the potential correlated expression of direct 

regulators and their targets in our GRN models, we found that regulators on average failed to 

display strong correlation with their individual targets, and the same lack of correlation between 

two well-known transcription factors and their targets was confirmed in empirical expression 

data. A close inspection of the source of correlated patterns of expression in our GRN models 

revealed that pairs of highly correlated nodes are on average in closer regulatory proximity 

than either lowly correlated genes or random pairs of genes. More specifically, over 90% of 

highly correlated genes share at least one common regulator.  While most pairs of nodes sharing 

common regulators do not display highly correlated activity, they were on average both, in our 

simulated GRNs and in real transcriptomes, more correlated than random pairs or pairs of nodes 

not sharing regulators. Our results demonstrate that while regulators fail to display correlated 

activity with their targets; co-expression emerges if and when pairs or groups of genes are being 

actively co-regulated. 

These results provide support to the notion that co-expressed genes are under concerted 

regulation and in particular directly predict that highly co-expressed pairs or groups of genes 

will tend to be, with a very high probability, jointly targeted by at least one shared 

transcriptional regulator. 

These results also provide a conceptual framework for understanding and interpreting gene co-

expression network analyses in terms of underlying regulatory interactions and also provide a 

framework for interpreting changes or alterations to the global co-expression structure in terms 

of global alterations of the underlying regulatory architecture. 

By identifying specific gene networks undergoing a reorganization of the co-expression 

structure, we should be able to narrow down potential regulatory changes affecting specifically 

these genes. This approach provides a powerful tool for identifying subtler but critical 
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functional changes leading to pathological states in the context of disease, but also in the 

context of normal development as well as under conditions of normal physiological plasticity. 

Correlated expression patterns in neurodegenerative functional 

decline 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD)-related degenerative decline is associated to the presence of amyloid 

beta (Aβ) plaque lesions and neuro fibrillary tangles (NFT) (Binder et al., 2005). However, 

while a large body of evidence supports the notion that abnormal deposition of these two 

proteins sets in motion a chain of molecular events leading to pathological deterioration and 

degenerative dysfunction, the precise molecular mechanisms linking Aβ deposition and 

neurological decline are still unclear (Binder et al., 2005). In chapter 3 we approached this 

problem by combining genome-wide transcriptional profiling of the insular cortex of 3xTgAD 

mice and control littermates at five time points, from early through to late adulthood (before 

during and after the onset of functional decline), with behavioural and biochemical profiling in 

the same animals to identify transcriptional determinants of functional decline specifically 

associated to variations in build-up of Aβ/NFT deposits. The rationale behind this approach is 

that levels of plaque formation are known to be poorly correlated with reduced cognitive 

performance in human AD patients, suggesting that, while abnormal Aβ/NFT deposits trigger 

the whole neurodegenerative process, functional decline itself is not directly linked to Aβ/NFT 

deposition levels. This in turns suggests that these abnormal protein deposits actually set in 

motion a series of intermediate cellular events eventually leading to neural functional collapse. 

We set about to investigate and identify the nature of these intermediate events in the AD mouse 

model by examining longitudinal transcriptional profile changes associated to corresponding 

changes in cognitive performance and Aβ deposition. As described in chapter 3, we found that 

there are widespread changes in patterns of gene expression at every stage of the process, but 

only a subset of those transcriptional alterations are directly associated to the actual variations 

in cognitive performance and Aβ deposition in AD mice.  This subset was identified on the 

basis of a close correlation between cognitive and biochemical readouts and expression levels 

all obtained from the same animals. It is important to highlight here that by aligning 

behavioural and biochemical parameters with expression data we are effectively identifying 

clusters of genes that are correlated with these “endophenotypes” but also correlated with each 

other.  As such this approach identifies genes that are both co-expressed with each other as well 

as with the rate of cognitive decline and Aβ deposition and allowed us to distinguish between 

widespread spurious alterations in gene expression from those directly linked with the 
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progression of functional decline in this animal model (something that direct differential 

expression analysis alone could not possibly do). 

This study highlights the importance of assessing patterns of gene interactions above and 

beyond simple changes in expression levels.  

Measuring changes in gene regulatory architectures 

Not a single precise gene control circuit governing gene expression patterns has ever been fully 

uncovered for any existing organism yet. This objective remains a central goal in 

developmental and molecular biology. Current efforts to uncover the actual regulatory network 

in real living systems such as the ENCODE project (Gerstein et al., 2012), aim at unravelling 

the exact map of cis and trans regulatory interactions in the human genome. While this is an 

ongoing effort other approaches aim at inferring gene-gene regulatory interactions by only 

examining large volumes of expression data in specific cellular models coupled gene knock 

down approaches (Knabe et al., 2006). In this regard it is important to highlight that while gene 

co-expression networks do not reveal the actual underlying regulatory architecture, changes in 

co-expression patterns do reveal changes in the underlying regulatory circuitry.  Gene co-

expression network analysis can therefore be used to assess underlying regulatory 

rearrangements associated to pathological states as well as developmental and physiological 

transitions.  

This rationale was used in chapter 4 to investigate alterations in mitochondrial function in the 

context of Alzheimer’s disease and specifically to assess whether these mitochondrial 

alterations precede functional decline in AD. 

By measuring changes in the co-expression profile of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes we 

could assess the regulatory integrity or stability of the mitochondrial machinery in this 

neurodegenerative condition.  

The approach used in this study specifically aims at measuring alterations in the regulatory 

architecture of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes rather than identifying specific networks 

of genes directly involved in cognitive decline. The observed gain and loss of correlations 

between specific pairs of genes in AD, reveals an underlying regulatory reorganization 

affecting their normal coordinated expression. According to the results of our first study 

(chapter 3) this effect can be interpreted as a functional loss of shared regulators acting on these 

specific sets or pairs of genes. Further studies aimed at identifying transcriptional regulators 
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(transcription factors) shared by these disrupted pairs could reveal the specific molecular 

changes associated to mitochondrial dysfunction in AD or any other set of conditions of interest. 

Concluding remarks 

This thesis investigates the use of functional genomics approaches for the understanding of 

neurological conditions. In particular we investigate the use of coordinated patterns of 

expression at a genome-wide level and its functional significance to gain insights into the 

mechanisms underlying functional decline in neurodegenerative conditions.  

We highlight the importance of understanding a physiological state as a reflection of a 

transcriptional dynamics and how transcriptional dynamics can therefore be used as a signature 

of a given physiological state. We propose that co-expression patterns capture the dynamic 

equilibrium of a given transcriptome and, therefore, a given cellular and physiological state.  

We provide evidence and support to the notion that highly co-expressed genes share 

transcriptional regulators and reveal, on the other hand, that actual transcriptional regulators 

are on average poorly correlated with their immediate target genes.  We show that assessing 

coordinated patterns of expression aligned with phenotypic data have a much greater potential 

of identifying transcriptional determinants directly and specifically linked to disease 

progression in particular and physiological transitions in general, than ordinary changes in 

expression levels. We also show that specific functional disruptions at the cellular level 

translate into corresponding rearrangements in co-expression patterns revealing gain and loss 

of correlated relationships, pointing to the underlying gain and loss of specific transcriptional 

regulators. 

By developing tools and approaches for a clearer understanding of transcriptome dynamics we 

will be in a stronger position to understand the complex but subtle ways in which gene 

regulatory systems implement their rich battery of responses to a wide range of internal and 

external physiological constraints ultimately shaping the phenotypic complexity of all living 

systems. 
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6. Supplementary Tables 

Table 1: the protein deposition and CTA test measurements from transgenic mice. 

  
Aβ42 Aβ40 months Mouse ID CTA test 

  
mean (pg/mL) mean(pg/mL) 

 
Aversion Index 

G1R2 3xTgAD  52.15256 319.0006 2 G1R2_3xTgAD 0.428571 

G1R3 3xTgAD  47.36644 309.6663 2 G1R3_3xTgAD 0.708333 

G1R4 3xTgAD  65.50432 379.9177 2 G1R4_3xTgAD 0.37037 

G2R5 3xTgAD  46.83375 315.6454 7 G2R5_3xTgAD 0.347826 

G2R6 3xTgAD  70.61232 361.5019 7 G2R6_3xTgAD 0.318182 

G2R7 3xTgAD  59.5635 443.8254 7 G2R7_3xTgAD 0.272727 

G3R1 3xTgAD  77.60568 434.3139 8 G3R1_3xTgAD 0.621622 

G3R3 3xTgAD  81.62811 461.3983 8 G3R3_3xTgAD 0.130435 

G3R4 3xTgAD  68.25155 456.4013 8 G3R4_3xTgAD 0.142857 

G4R1 3xTgAD  88.4759 508.9448 11 G4R1_3xTgAD 0.074074 

G4R2 3xTgAD  75.77665 416.3783 11 G4R2_3xTgAD 0.586207 

G4R3 3xTgAD  55.40288 346.175 11 G4R3_3xTgAD 0.243243 

G5R1 3xTgAD  78.27383 509.3944 14 G5R1_3xTgAD 0.680851 

G5R2 3xTgAD  1418.351 712.1667 14 G5R2_3xTgAD 0.575758 

G5R3 3xTgAD  79.48545 434.6303 14 G5R3_3xTgAD 0.347826 
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Table 2: the protein deposition and CTA test measurements from health control mice. 

  
Aβ42 Aβ40 months Mouse ID CTA test 

  
mean (pg/mL) mean(pg/mL) 

 
Aversion Index 

G1R5 WT 28.74659 193.4489 2 G1R5_WT 0.074074 

G1R6 WT 27.19865 157.8281 2 G1R6_WT 0.64 

G1R7 WT 23.49621 111.3783 2 G1R7_WT 0.428571 

G2R2 WT 19.89163 110.2761 7 G2R2_WT 0.157895 

G2R3 WT 19.22727 144.401 7 G2R3_WT 0.15 

G2R4 WT 24.28012 165.408 7 G2R4_WT 0.272727 

G3R7 WT 24.28012 133.9123 8 G3R7_WT 0.321429 

G3R9 WT 22.44833 137.2182 8 G3R9_WT 0.24 

G3R10 WT 24.97153 131.8771 8 G3R10_WT 0.166667 

G4R5 WT 19.15825 78.54506 11 G4R5_WT 0.096774 

G4R6 WT 22.19746 159.0816 11 G4R6_WT 0.125 

G4R7 WT 24.82375 150.6848 11 G4R7_WT 0.148148 

G5R4 WT 26.32495 166.0418 14 G5R4_WT 0.368421 

G5R5 WT * * 14 G5R5_WT 0.115385 

G5R6 WT 24.34876 140.3607 14 G5R6_WT 0.16129 

*  = missing   
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Introduction to this Appendix 

This appendix describes all the R, Python and Matlab code used in this thesis. Each script listed 

corresponds to an analysis shown in each of the figures and are therefore listed in the order in 

which each figure appears in the main text preceeded by a subheading indicating the specific 

data figure the script refers to. In R, we use packages (libraries) BiocInstaller, edgeR, gplots, 

ggplots2, limma, reshape, WGCNA, etc. Procedures related to these libraries are listed below. 

The Gene Regulatory Network GRN  model described in chapter 2 was implemented in Matlab 

(2016b). Topological distances measured in chapter 2 were carried out in Python (3.5), in 

addition to some of the co-expression network analyses. 

The five datasets used in this thesis were:  

1: Human alzheimer’s disease and the normal aged brain (steph-affy-human-433773) human 

AD and health patients post-morten data taken from from NCBI’s gene expression Omnibus 

(GEO) repository (database accession number:GSE5281):  
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE5281 

2: AD Transgenic and WT mice brain RNA-seq data (Currently submitted for publication and 

generated in collaboration Dr Araxi O Urrutia from the Department of Biology and 

Biochemistry, University of Bath, and Prof. Federico Bermúdez-Rattoni from the Institute of 

Cell Physiology, National Univesity of Mexico) 

3: BrainSpan dataset is an RNA data collection of trasncriptioanl profiling which is used for 

studing transcriptional mechanism of the developing human brain. It is published by funced by 

National Institutes of Health for Allen Institue for brain science, Yale Univeristy, university of 

Southern California, Massachusetts General hostpital etc. The whole datasets can be found 

from ALLEN Brain Atlas at http://www.brainspan.org/static/download.html with title ‘RNA-

Seq Gencode v3c summarized to exons’ (© 2010 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen 

Human Brain Atlas. Available from: human.brain-map.org) 

4: FANTOM5 dataset (functional ANoTation of the Mammalian genome) is functional 

annotation of mammalian genomes and characterization of transcriptional regulatory networks. 

The CAGE (cap Analysis of Gene Expression) sequencing of RNA daa from human organ, cell 

types. The name is human.tissue.hCAGE.hg19.tpm.refgene.osc.txt  It has rowname with RefSeq 

accession number and column name as different tissues from human. The download link is:  

https://datadryad.org/bitstream/handle/10255/dryad.99336/human.tissue.hCAGE.hg19.tpm.refgene.os

c.txt?sequence=1 (Laurence D. Hurst et al., 2015; L. D. Hurst et al., 2015; Hurst et al., 2014) 

5: Gene Regulatroy Network datasets were generated by Matlab code. The code was enclosed 

below.  

General Datasets process 

#################################################################### 

# expression datasets (except GRN) were processed in R. by the following scripts    # 

# read human and mice original datasets, Quantile normalised datasets                      # 

# pick up mitochondrial genes’ datasets for human and mice                                      # 

# store datasets for later analyses           # 

#################################################################### 

 

############################################# 

# R scripts to extract human and mouse data       # 

############################################# 

 

### install bioconductor and related packages 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager")) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install() 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE5281
http://www.brainspan.org/static/download.html
http://human.brain-map.org/
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### data handing package 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("preprocessCore", version = "3.8") 

### install affymetric microarry 133 plus 2 datapackage 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("hgu133plus2.db", version = "3.8") 

### install affycoretool to annotate microaary 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("affycoretools", version = "3.8") 

### instaall biomart to convert ensembl IDs etc. 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("biomaRt", version = "3.8") 

### install data manipulate package 

install.packages("dplyr") 

### attach R packages. 

library("dplyr") 

### attach biomart 

library("biomaRt") 

### attach data package 

library('dplyr') 

### attach preprocessCore package 

library('preprocessCore') 

### load the huamn data and remove residues 

############################################# 

# Human data reading                            # 

############################################# 

humanoriginal<-read.table(gzfile("GSE5281_series_matrix.txt.gz"),skip = 77, 

nrows=54675) 

### setup colume names. 

cols<-t(read.table(gzfile("GSE5281_series_matrix.txt.gz"),skip = 31,nrows=1)) 

colnames(humanoriginal)<-cols 

### remove the repetivte readings if any 

p<-aggregate(humanoriginal,by=list(humanoriginal$`!Sample_title`),FUN=mean) 

### check the length 

length(unique(as.list(p$Group.1))) 

### Note this dataset uses hgu95av2 Affymetrix chip 

### get mapping data from Ensembl via bioMaRt 

ensembl <- useMart("ensembl") 

ensembl = useMart(biomart= "ensembl",dataset="hsapiens_gene_ensembl") 

affy_ensembl= c("affy_hg_u133_plus_2", "ensembl_gene_id","gene_biotype") 

mapcpro<-getBM(attributes= affy_ensembl, mart= ensembl,uniqueRows=T, 

filters='biotype', values=c('protein_coding')) 

mapd<-mapcpro[order(mapcpro[,1],decreasing = TRUE),] 

### remove the empty paris 

mape<-mapd[1:41853,] 

mape$gene_biotype<-NULL 

### convert affy probe id to ensembl id 

ensemblHumanAdData<-left_join(p,mape,c("Group.1"="affy_hg_u133_plus_2")) 

### remove the residue and empty 

ensemblHumanAdData$`!Sample_title`<-NULL 

ensemblHumanAdData$Group.1<-NULL 

mapf<-ensemblHumanAdData[order(ensemblHumanAdData[,162], 

decreasing = TRUE),] 

length(na.omit(mapf$ensembl_gene_id)) 
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num<-seq(from=1,to=length(na.omit(mapf$ensembl_gene_id)),by=1) 

humangenetable<-mapf[num,] 

p<-aggregate(humangenetable,by=list(humangenetable$ensembl_gene_id), 

FUN=mean) 

### quantile normalizited dataset 

rownames(p)<-p$Group.1 

p$Group.1<-NULL 

p$ensembl_gene_id<-NULL 

### humanprotein is the human data. 

humanprotein<-p 

humanQ<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(humanprotein))) 

colnames(humanQ)<-colnames(humanprotein) 

rownames(humanQ)<-rownames(humanprotein) 

### humanQ is Quantile normalizeded human data 

### pick up human mitochondrial genes 

ensembl <- useMart("ensembl") 

ensembl = useMart(biomart= "ensembl",dataset="hsapiens_gene_ensembl") 

mitotable<-getBM(attributes = c("go_id","ensembl_gene_id"), filters = "go",  

        values = c("GO:0005739"), mart = ensembl) 

mitotable$go_id<-NULL 

mitotable<-unique(mitotable) 

### end picking up mitochondria list 

### form a mito-table from quantile normalizated genome table 

humandataformito<-humanQ 

humandataformito$A<-rownames(humandataformito) 

### humanQmito is the final result 

humanQmit<-inner_join(mitotable,humandataformito,c("ensembl_gene_id"="A")) 

rownames(humanQmit)<-humanQmit$ensembl_gene_id 

humanQmit$ensembl_gene_id<-NULL 

### remove the unwanted data 

rm(affy_ensembl,cols,ensembl,ensemblHumanAdData,humandataformito, 

   humangenetable,mapcpro,mapd,mape,mapf,mitotable,num,p) 

### end the human mito pick up 

############################################# 

# end human data reading                         # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

# mice RNA-seq data                             # 

############################################# 

### read and store the RNA-seq data 

miceoriginal<- read.csv("mice_processed_data.csv", row.names=1) 

### pick up mice mitochondria genes 

ensembl <- useMart("ensembl") 

ensembl = useMart(biomart= "ensembl",dataset="mmusculus_gene_ensembl") 

affy_ensembl= c("ensembl_gene_id","gene_biotype") 

micelist<-getBM(attributes= affy_ensembl, mart= ensembl,uniqueRows=T, 

filters='biotype',values=c('protein_coding')) 

micelable<-micelist[order(micelist[,1],decreasing = TRUE),] 

miceoriginal$a<-rownames(miceoriginal) 

miceprotein<-inner_join(micelable,miceoriginal,c("ensembl_gene_id"="a")) 

rownames(miceprotein)<-miceprotein$ensembl_gene_id 

miceprotein$ensembl_gene_id<-NULL 

miceprotein$gene_biotype<-NULL 

#miceprotein 

### quantile normalizited protein-coding mice genes dataset 

miceQ<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(miceprotein))) 

colnames(miceQ)<-colnames(miceprotein) 

rownames(miceQ)<-rownames(miceprotein) 
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### pick up human mitochondrial genes 

ensembl <- useMart("ensembl") 

ensembl = useMart(biomart= "ensembl",dataset="mmusculus_gene_ensembl") 

mitotable<-getBM(attributes = c("go_id","ensembl_gene_id" 

), filters = "go", values = c("GO:0005739"), mart = ensembl) 

mitotable$go_id<-NULL 

micemito<-unique(mitotable) 

micedataformito<-miceQ 

micedataformito$A<-rownames(micedataformito) 

### Qhumanmito is the final result 

miceQmit<-inner_join(micemito,micedataformito,c("ensembl_gene_id"="A")) 

rownames(miceQmit)<-miceQmit$ensembl_gene_id 

miceQmit$ensembl_gene_id<-NULL 

rm(affy_ensembl,ensembl,micedataformito,micelable,micelist, 

   micemito,mitotable) 

### miceQmit is mitochodrial genes from quantile normalized  

############################################# 

# end mice RNA-seq data reading                 # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

# read brainspan datasets                         # 

############################################# 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("preprocessCore", version = "3.8") 

### attach preprocessCore package 

library('preprocessCore') 

unzip("superseded_exons_matrix_csv.zip") 

expression_matrix <- read.csv("expression_matrix.csv",  

header=FALSE, row.names=1) 

rows_metadata <- read.csv("rows_metadata.csv", row.names=1) 

columns_metadata <- read.csv("columns_metadata.csv", row.names=1) 

expression_matrix$ensembl<-rows_metadata$ensembl_gene_id 

brainspanoriginal<-aggregate(expression_matrix, 

by=list(expression_matrix$ensembl),FUN=mean) 

rownames(brainspanoriginal)<-brainspanoriginal$Group.1 

brainspanoriginal$Group.1<-NULL 

brainspanoriginal$ensembl<-NULL 

rm(expression_matrix) 

### brainspanorigial is protein coding dataset 

### normlise brainspanoriginal data 

brainspanQ<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(brainspanoriginal))) 

#colnames(brainspanQ)<-colnames(brainspanoriginal) 

rownames(brainspanQ)<-rownames(brainspanoriginal) 

############################################# 

# end read brainspan datasets                   # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

# read FANTOM5 datasets                        # 

############################################# 

fantomoriginal <- read.delim("human.tissue.hCAGE.hg19.tpm.refgene.osc.txt",  

row.names=1) 

ensembl = useMart(biomart= "ensembl",dataset="hsapiens_gene_ensembl") 

affy_ensembl= c("refseq_mrna", "ensembl_gene_id","gene_biotype") 

mapcpro<-getBM(attributes= affy_ensembl, mart= ensembl,uniqueRows=T) 

mapd<-mapcpro[order(mapcpro[,1],decreasing = TRUE),] 

### remove the empty paris 

mape<-mapd[1:55437,] 
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mape<-mape[order(mape[,3],decreasing = FALSE),] 

mapeprotein<-mape[which(mape$gene_biotype=='protein_coding'),] 

mape$gene_biotype<-NULL 

fantomP<-fantomoriginal 

fantomP$A<-rownames(fantomP) 

### convert affy probe id to ensembl id 

ensemblfantom<-left_join(fantomP,mape,c("A"="refseq_mrna")) 

ensemblfantom$A<-NULL 

p<-aggregate(ensemblfantom,by=list(ensemblfantom$ensembl_gene_id), 

FUN=mean) 

p$ensembl_gene_id<-NULL 

rownames(p)<-p$Group.1 

p$Group.1<-NULL 

fantomen<-p 

fantomQ<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(fantomen))) 

colnames(fantomQ)<-colnames(fantomen) 

rownames(fantomQ)<-rownames(fantomen) 

### fantomQ is Quantile normalizeded human data 

rm(affy_ensembl,ensembl,fantomP,ensemblfantom, 

   mapcpro,mapd,mape,p) 

### end the human mito pick up 

############################################# 

# end read FANTOM 5 datasets                  # 

############################################# 

### Save multiple datasets 

save(humanoriginal,humanprotein,humanQ,humanQmit,miceoriginal,miceprotein, 

     miceQ,miceQmit,brainspanoriginal,brainspanQ,columns_metadata, 

     fantomoriginal,fantomen,fantomQ,file = "dataforanalysis.RData") 

### To load the data again 

### load("dataforanalysis.RData") 

############################################# 

# end datasets creation                  # 

############################################# 

 

The dataset humanoriginal is human original file from website. Humanprotein is human protein coding genes 

only dataset. HumanQ is quantile normalised human protein coding gene dataset. HumanQmit is quantile 

normalised human mitochondrial protein coding genes dataset.  

 

The dataset miceoriginal is mice original dataset. Miceprotein is mice protein only genes dataset. MiceQ is 

quantile normalised mice protein coding gene dataset. MiceQmit is the mice quantile normalised mitochondrial 

protein coding genes dataset.  

 

The dataset brainspanoriginal is human original dataset. BrainspanQ is quantile normalised human protein 

coding gene dataset.  

 

The dataset fantomoriginal is human original dataset. FantomQ is quantile normalised human protein coding 

gene dataset.  

 

 

 

############################################# 

#                         matlab code to GRN                            # 

############################################# 

% This script is used to generate GRN dataset for chapter 2, GRNet.m, then GRNcont.m, and GRNParam.m 

############################################# 

#                         matlab code GRNet.m                          # 

############################################# 

% This script generates a network of N genes/nodes 
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N=1000; % number of genes/nodes 

FrIn=0.4; %PARAMETER: proportion of negative regulators;   

for i=1:N % this loops assigns a number of upstream regulators per node 

    %c(i)=10;   % constant number of regulators 

    %c(i)=abs(round(randn*2+5));   % normally distributed 

                                      %Regulators per node 

    c(i)=1+round(1/(rand^(1/2)));%power law distribution-distributed   

                                 %number of regulators (minumum 2)                            

end 

c2=zeros(N,1); % initializes c2 (unitary vector of lenght N) 

 

for i=1:N 

    for j=1:c(i) 

        r=1; 

        if rand<FrIn 

            r=-1;% this assigns a negative regulator(given FrIn) if condition is met  

        end 

        c2(i,j)=ceil(rand*N)*r; % allocation of regulators for any given node 

    end 

end 

%   c2 is the actual connectivity matrix 

%   to explore its dynamical behaviour, use GRNcont.m 

%This script can only be run after GRNet.m where the c2 matrix is  

%generated. 

%The script creates a matrix "c3" consisting of an edge list that can then 

%be stored as a CSV file for further analysis. 

a=size(c2); 

N=a(1); 

count=0; 

for i=1:N  

    x=nonzeros(c2(i,:));  

    k=size(x); 

    for j=1:k  

        count=count+1; 

        c3(count,2)=i; %list of targets 

        c3(count,1)=x(j);%List of regulators (sources) 

    end 

end 

csvwrite('NwPw2_3.csv',c3); 

csvwrite('expression3b.csv',Ex0); 

############################################# 

#                         matlab code GRNcont.m                     # 

############################################# 

%  This script runs a dynamic simulation of the regulatory network generated  

%  by GRNet.m and stored in c2. 

T=100; %Number of time steps this simulation will be run for 

N=size(c2); N=N(1); %N=size of the network (number of nodes/genes) 

Ex=rand(N,1)*100; %Innitial expression vector (intitial state per node) 

Ex_next=ones(N,1); %next time step state vector 

de=zeros(1,T); 

%de1=zeros(1,T); 

Ex0=Ex; 

%start of simulation. 

for t=1:T 

for i=1:N % this loop runs through each node (i) and updates its state. 

    x=nonzeros(c2(i,:)); %list of signed regulators acting on node i 

    k=size(x); %number of regulators acting on node i 

    for j=1:k %this loop calculates the effect of k regulators j on node i 

              % and updates the state vector (Ex_next) 
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        r=x(j)/abs(x(j));%r becomes 1 or -1 depending on the  

                         %sign of the regulator 

        x(j)=abs(x(j));         

        f=2/(1+exp(10-(5*Ex(x(j)))))+1;%Logistic Function of the level  

                                        %of expression 

        f=f^r; %gives f a positive or negative sign depending on r 

        Ex_next(i)=Ex_next(i)*f; % this is the new value of node i 

    end 

end 

%de(t)=sqrt(sum((Ex_next-Ex).^2));%Euclidean distance  

de(t)=corr(Ex_next,Ex);%correlation between two subsequent states 

%de(t)=corr(Ex0,Ex); 

%de(t)= mean(Ex); 

%de1(t)= mean(Ex_next); 

%d=size(nonzeros(Ex_next-Ex)); 

%de(t)=N-d(1);%count of frozen nodes 

if t>(T-90)  %stores in "Ex0" all state vectores above the indicated threshold 

    Ex0=[Ex0,Ex_next];  %this matrix contains succesive expression profiles 

end 

Ex=Ex_next;  %updates the Ex vector 

Ex_next=ones(N,1); %re-innitializes the Ex_next vector 

ts=Ex; 

end 

ss=size(Ex0);  

Ex0=Ex0(:,2:ss(2));%eliminates the fist state (initial state) from Ex0 

%The resutlting matrix contains a sequence of expression profiles 

%size=((T-1)XN)) 

%plot(de(10:T),de1(10:T)); 

plot(de(3:T)); 

de(T) 

%d 

%histogram(log(Ex),20) 

% Ex0 is the expression matrix 

% C3 is the regulator and target pairs. 

############################################# 

# matlab network data generated                         # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

#              matlab codeGRNParam.m                    # 

############################################# 

N=1000; %Network size (number of nodes) 

FrIn=0.4; 

A=5; 

B=5; 

C=1; 

minreg=1; %minimum number of regulators per node.. 

for q=1:1 

GRNet %this script generates the network 

GRNcont%this script runs the dynamics 

FrozenNodes%proportion of frozen nodes 

%C2toGraph; 

%[w,w2]%number of pairs with R>0.5 and the expected number 

%GRNanalysis1; 

End 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.1 A 

############################################# 
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#   brainspan cluster dendrogram                                    # 

############################################# 

source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")  

biocLite(c("AnnotationDbi", "impute", "GO.db", "preprocessCore"))  

install.packages("WGCNA") 

install.packages("foreach") 

install.packages("iterators") 

install.packages('doParallel') 

### Display the current working directory 

getwd(); 

###change the path below to the directory where the data files are stored.  

setwd(workingDir);  

### Load the WGCNA package 

library(WGCNA); 

library(doParallel); 

### The following setting is important, do not omit. 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE); 

### only the age above 20+ selected 

brainspanWC <- brainspanQ[,469:579] 

colnames(brainspanWC)<-columns_metadata$structure_name[469:579] 

femData<-brainspanWC 

### Read in the brainspan data set 

### Take a quick look at what is in the data set: 

dim(femData); 

names(femData); 

datExpr0 = as.data.frame(t(femData)); 

gsg = goodSamplesGenes(datExpr0, verbose = 3); 

gsg$allOK 

if (!gsg$allOK) 

{ 

  ### Optionally, print the gene and sample names that were removed: 

  if (sum(!gsg$goodGenes)>0)  

printFlush(paste("Removing genes:",  

paste(names(datExpr0)[!gsg$goodGenes], collapse = ", "))); 

  if (sum(!gsg$goodSamples)>0)  

printFlush(paste("Removing samples:",  

paste(rownames(datExpr0)[!gsg$goodSamples], collapse = ", "))); 

  ### Remove the offending genes and samples from the data: 

  datExpr0 = datExpr0[gsg$goodSamples, gsg$goodGenes] 

} 

sampleTree = hclust(dist(datExpr0), method = "average"); 

par(mar = c(0,4,2,0),cex = 0.6) 

plot(sampleTree, main = "Sample clustering to detect outliers", sub="", xlab="",  

     cex.lab = 1.5, cex.axis = 1.5, cex.main = 2) 

### change the h value to what you need 

### Plot a line to show the cut 

abline(h = 15000, col = "red"); 

### Determine cluster under the line 

clust = cutreeStatic(sampleTree, cutHeight = 15000, minSize = 10) 

table(clust) 

### clust 1 contains the samples we want to keep. 

keepSamples = (clust==1) 

datExpr = datExpr0[keepSamples, ] 

nGenes = ncol(datExpr) 

nSamples = nrow(datExpr) 

### Re-cluster samples 

sampleTree2 = hclust(dist(datExpr), method = "average") 

### Convert traits to a color representation: white means low, red means high,  

grey means missing entry 

save(datExpr, file = "brainspanWC.RData") 
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library(WGCNA) 

### The following setting is important, do not omit. 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE); 

### Allow multi-threading within WGCNA. This helps speed up certain calculations. 

### At present this call is necessary for the code to work. 

enableWGCNAThreads() 

### Load the data saved in the first part 

lnames = load(file = "brainspanWC.RData"); 

### The variable lnames contains the names of loaded variables. 

lnames 

### Choose a set of soft-thresholding powers 

powers = c(c(1:10), seq(from = 12, to=20, by=2)) 

### Call the network topology analysis function 

sft = pickSoftThreshold(datExpr, powerVector = powers, verbose = 5) 

### Plot the results: 

par(mfrow = c(1,2)); 

cex1 = 0.9; 

### Scale-free topology fit index as a function of the soft-thresholding power 

plot(sft$fitIndices[,1], -sign(sft$fitIndices[,3])*sft$fitIndices[,2], 

     xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Scale Free Topology Model Fit, 

signed R^2",type="n", 

     main = paste("Scale independence")); 

text(sft$fitIndices[,1], -sign(sft$fitIndices[,3])*sft$fitIndices[,2], 

     labels=powers,cex=cex1,col="red"); 

### this line corresponds to using an R^2 cut-off of h 

abline(h=0.40,col="red") 

### Mean connectivity as a function of the soft-thresholding power 

plot(sft$fitIndices[,1], sft$fitIndices[,5], 

     xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Mean Connectivity", type="n", 

     main = paste("Mean connectivity")) 

text(sft$fitIndices[,1], sft$fitIndices[,5], labels=powers, cex=cex1,col="red") 

net = blockwiseModules(datExpr, power = 6, 

                       TOMType = "unsigned", minModuleSize = 30, 

                       reassignThreshold = 0, mergeCutHeight = 0.25, 

                       numericLabels = TRUE, pamRespectsDendro = FALSE, 

                       saveTOMs = TRUE, 

                       saveTOMFileBase = "brainspanTOM",  

                       verbose = 3) 

### Convert labels to colors for plotting 

mergedColors = labels2colors(net$colors) 

#################################################################### 

par(family="serif") 

### Plot the dendrogram and the module colors underneath 

plotDendroAndColors(net$dendrograms[[1]], mergedColors[net$blockGenes[[1]]], 

                    "Module colors", 

                    dendroLabels = FALSE, hang = 0.03, 

                    addGuide = TRUE, guideHang = 0.05) 

moduleLabels = net$colors 

moduleColors = labels2colors(net$colors) 

MEs = net$MEs; 

geneTree = net$dendrograms[[1]]; 

save(MEs, moduleLabels, moduleColors, geneTree,mergedColors,net,datExpr, 

femData, brainspanWC,datExpr0, cex1,clust,gsg,keepSamples,moduleLabels, 

nGenes,nSamples,powers,sampleTree,sft,file = "brainspanplot.RData") 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.1 B 

############################################# 

#                          FANTOM plot                               # 

############################################# 
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source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")  

biocLite(c("AnnotationDbi", "impute", "GO.db", "preprocessCore"))  

install.packages("WGCNA") 

install.packages("foreach") 

install.packages("iterators") 

install.packages('doParallel') 

### Display the current working directory 

getwd(); 

### change the path below to the directory where the data files are stored.  

setwd(workingDir);  

### Load the WGCNA package 

library(WGCNA); 

library(doParallel); 

### The following setting is important, do not omit. 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE); 

### only the age above 20+ selected 

fantomQWC <- fantomQ 

femData<-fantomQWC 

### Read in the fantom data set 

### Take a quick look at what is in the data set: 

dim(femData); 

names(femData); 

datExpr0 = as.data.frame(t(femData)); 

gsg = goodSamplesGenes(datExpr0, verbose = 3); 

gsg$allOK 

if (!gsg$allOK) 

{ 

  ### Optionally, print the gene and sample names that were removed: 

  if (sum(!gsg$goodGenes)>0)  

printFlush(paste("Removing genes:",  

paste(names(datExpr0)[!gsg$goodGenes], collapse = ", "))); 

  if (sum(!gsg$goodSamples)>0)  

printFlush(paste("Removing samples:",  

paste(rownames(datExpr0)[!gsg$goodSamples], collapse = ", "))); 

  # Remove the offending genes and samples from the data: 

  datExpr0 = datExpr0[gsg$goodSamples, gsg$goodGenes] 

} 

sampleTree = hclust(dist(datExpr0), method = "average"); 

par(mar = c(0,4,2,0),cex = 0.6) 

plot(sampleTree, main = "Sample clustering to detect outliers", sub="", xlab="",  

     cex.lab = 1.5, cex.axis = 1.5, cex.main = 2) 

### change the h value to what you need 

### Plot a line to show the cut 

abline(h = 35000, col = "red"); 

### Determine cluster under the line 

clust = cutreeStatic(sampleTree, cutHeight = 35000, minSize = 10) 

table(clust) 

### clust 1 contains the samples we want to keep. 

keepSamples = (clust==1) 

datExpr = datExpr0[keepSamples, ] 

nGenes = ncol(datExpr) 

nSamples = nrow(datExpr) 

### Re-cluster samples 

sampleTree2 = hclust(dist(datExpr), method = "average") 

## Convert traits to a color representation: white means low, red means high,  

grey means missing entry 

save(datExpr, file = "fantomQWC.RData") 

library(WGCNA) 

### The following setting is important, do not omit. 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE); 
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### Allow multi-threading within WGCNA. This helps speed up certain calculations. 

### At present this call is necessary for the code to work. 

### See note above. 

enableWGCNAThreads() 

### Load the data saved in the first part 

lnames = load(file = "fantomQWC.RData"); 

###The variable lnames contains the names of loaded variables. 

lnames 

### Choose a set of soft-thresholding powers 

powers = c(c(1:10), seq(from = 12, to=20, by=2)) 

### Call the network topology analysis function 

sft = pickSoftThreshold(datExpr, powerVector = powers, verbose = 5) 

### Plot the results: 

par(mfrow = c(1,2)); 

cex1 = 0.9; 

### Scale-free topology fit index as a function of the soft-thresholding power 

plot(sft$fitIndices[,1], -sign(sft$fitIndices[,3])*sft$fitIndices[,2], 

     xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Scale Free Topology Model Fit, 

signed R^2",type="n",main = paste("Scale independence")); 

text(sft$fitIndices[,1], -sign(sft$fitIndices[,3])*sft$fitIndices[,2], 

     labels=powers,cex=cex1,col="red"); 

### this line corresponds to using an R^2 cut-off of h 

abline(h=0.8,col="red") 

### Mean connectivity as a function of the soft-thresholding power 

plot(sft$fitIndices[,1], sft$fitIndices[,5], 

     xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Mean Connectivity", type="n", 

     main = paste("Mean connectivity")) 

text(sft$fitIndices[,1], sft$fitIndices[,5], labels=powers, cex=cex1,col="red") 

net = blockwiseModules(datExpr, power = 6, 

                       TOMType = "unsigned", minModuleSize = 30, 

                       reassignThreshold = 0, mergeCutHeight = 0.25, 

                       numericLabels = TRUE, pamRespectsDendro = FALSE, 

                       saveTOMs = TRUE, 

                       saveTOMFileBase = "fantomTOM",  

                       verbose = 3) 

### Convert labels to colors for plotting 

mergedColors = labels2colors(net$colors) 

#################################################################### 

par(family="serif") 

### Plot the dendrogram and the module colors underneath 

plotDendroAndColors(net$dendrograms[[1]], mergedColors[net$blockGenes[[1]]], 

                    "Module colors", 

                    dendroLabels = FALSE, hang = 0.03, 

                    addGuide = TRUE, guideHang = 0.05) 

moduleLabels = net$colors 

moduleColors = labels2colors(net$colors) 

MEs = net$MEs; 

geneTree = net$dendrograms[[1]]; 

save(MEs, moduleLabels, moduleColors, geneTree,mergedColors,net,datExpr, 

femData,fantomQWC,datExpr0, cex1,clust,gsg,keepSamples,moduleLabels,nGenes, 

nSamples,powers,sampleTree,sft,file = "fantomplot.RData") 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.1 C 

############################################# 

#   brainspan data real and random absolute correlation # 

############################################# 

 

### data handing package 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 
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BiocManager::install("preprocessCore", version = "3.8") 

install.packages("gplots") 

 

library("preprocessCore") 

library("dplyr") 

library("gplots") 

### only the age above 20+ selected 

qndat<-brainspanQ[,469:579] 

realbiggerthan0.5=0 

reallist<-numeric() 

histlst<-numeric() #create a new vector to store average R data 

############################random pick up started##################### 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1100) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need, 1000 is the number of genes IDs 

  matrcor<- qndat[sample.int(nrow(qndat),1000),] 

  ### random pickup 

  pickvalue<-matrcor[,c(1:111)] 

  ### caculate the random matrix 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(pickvalue),method='spearman') 

  tt<-as.vector(spearvaluect) 

  ttabs<-abs(tt) 

  realbiggerthan0.5<-(sum(ttabs>0.5)-1000)/4 

  reallist<-append(reallist,realbiggerthan0.5,after=length(reallist)+1) 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  sumct<-sum(ttabs) 

  ### average the Rho 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(1000*1000) 

  ###print in the console for examining 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ###loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

#############random data matrix test############# 

############################################# 

#take the data from step 1 after the variance removed 

qndatrandom<-qndat 

dim(qndatrandom) 

histlst2<-numeric() #creat a new vector to store Rho value 

### pick up the random sample you need, 1000 is the number genes IDs 

randoms<-qndatrandom 

### randoms<-matrix(1,nrow=893,ncol=30) 

dim(qndatrandom) 

j<-1 

while (j <= nrow(qndat)) 

{ 

  randoms[j,]<-sample(qndatrandom[j,]) 

  j<-j+1 

} 

ind2 <- apply(randoms, 1, var) == 0 #remove the 0 variance  

subset2 <- randoms[!ind2,] 

tt6<-na.omit(subset2) 

randoms<-tt6 

### Quantile normalized data 

qndat2<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(randoms))) 
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rownames(qndat2)<-rownames(randoms) 

###  Quantile normalized data 

randomlist<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1100) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ###############start the random normalised test########################## 

  matrcor<- qndat2[sample.int(nrow(qndat2),1000),] 

  pickvalue<-matrcor[,c(1:111)] 

  ### caculate the random matrix 

  spearvaluect2<-cor(t(pickvalue),method='spearman') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  ### tt3<-as.numeric(spearvaluect2) 

  ### tt5<-na.omit(tt2) 

  tt2<-as.numeric(spearvaluect2) 

  tt7<-na.omit(tt2) 

  tt2abs<-abs(tt7) 

  randombiggerthan0.5<-(sum(tt2abs>0.5)-1000)/4 

  randomlist<-append(randomlist,randombiggerthan0.5,after=length(randomlist)+1) 

  ### median(tt3) 

  ### tt3abs<-na.omit(tt2abs) 

  sumcf<-sum(tt2abs) 

  ### average the Rho value 

  finalresult<- (sumcf)/(length(tt7)) 

  ### print in the console for examining 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst2<-append(histlst2,finalresult,after=length(histlst2)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst2<-histlst2[!is.na(histlst2)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

############################################# 

mean(reallist) 

mean(randomlist) 

sd(reallist) 

sd(randomlist) 

mean(histlst2) 

meanvalue<-c(mean(reallist),mean(randomlist)) 

sdvalue<-c(sd(reallist),sd(randomlist)) 

par(mar=c(2,4.5,2,2),family="serif",ps=20) 

x<-c('Real','Random') 

barplot2(meanvalue,names.arg=x,plot.ci=TRUE,ci.u=meanvalue+sdvalue, 

ci.l=meanvalue-sdvalue ,ylab='Number of gene pairs',ylim=c(0,20000)) 

### ,main='brainspan real and random expression gene abs(cor) >0.5' 

#############histogram draw begin############## 

#######histogram overlap code################### 

par(new=TRUE) 

c3<-tt2abs 

hist(c3,breaks=20,xlim=c(0.05,0.2),ylim=c(0,200),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

col="grey", xlab="") 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

c2<-ttabs 

hist(c2,breaks=200,freq = T, xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,20000), main=paste(""), 

sub=paste(""), col="white",xlab="Absolute correlation") 

lines(density(ttabs,bw=400), col="grey", lwd=2) 

### store these dataset for matlab plot 

write.csv(ttabs,'brainspan all   r real.csv') 

write.csv(tt2abs,'brainspan all rrandom.csv') 
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write.csv(histlst,'histlst brainspan all normal.csv') 

write.csv(histlst2,'histlst brainspan all random.csv') 

### save these for R analysis 

save(ttabs,tt2abs,histlst,histlst2, 

     brainspanoriginal,brainspanQ, 

     file = "dataforanalysis.RData") 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.1 D 

############################################# 

#   fantom data real and random absolute correlation     # 

############################################# 

 

### data handing package 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("preprocessCore", version = "3.8") 

install.packages("gplots") 

 

library("preprocessCore") 

library("dplyr") 

library("gplots") 

### only the age above 20+ selected 

qndat<-fantomQ 

realbiggerthan0.5=0 

reallist<-numeric() 

histlst<-numeric() #create a new vector to store average R data 

############################random pick up started##################### 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1100) ### begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need, 1000 is the number of genes IDs 

  matrcor<- qndat[sample.int(nrow(qndat),1000),] 

  ### random pickup 

  pickvalue<-matrcor[,c(1:179)] 

  ### caculate the random matrix 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(pickvalue),method='spearman') 

  tt<-as.vector(spearvaluect) 

  ttabs<-abs(tt) 

  realbiggerthan0.5<-(sum(ttabs>0.5)-1000)/4 

  reallist<-append(reallist,realbiggerthan0.5,after=length(reallist)+1) 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  sumct<-sum(ttabs) 

  ### average the Rho 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(1000*1000) 

  ### print in the console for examining 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

#############random data matrix test############# 

############################################# 

### take the data from step 1 after the variance removed 

qndatrandom<-qndat 

dim(qndatrandom) 

histlst2<-numeric() ### create a new vector to store Rho value 
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### pick up the random sample you need, 1000 is the number genes IDs 

randoms<-qndatrandom 

### randoms<-matrix(1,nrow=893,ncol=30) 

dim(qndatrandom) 

j<-1 

while (j <= nrow(qndat)) 

{ 

  randoms[j,]<-sample(qndatrandom[j,]) 

  j<-j+1 

   

} 

ind2 <- apply(randoms, 1, var) == 0 ### remove the 0 variance  

subset2 <- randoms[!ind2,] 

tt6<-na.omit(subset2) 

randoms<-tt6 

###  Quantile normalized data 

qndat2<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(randoms))) 

rownames(qndat2)<-rownames(randoms) 

randomlist<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1100) ### begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ###############start the random normalised test########################## 

  matrcor<- qndat2[sample.int(nrow(qndat2),1000),] 

  pickvalue<-matrcor[,c(1:179)] 

  ### caculate the random matrix 

  spearvaluect2<-cor(t(pickvalue),method='spearman') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  ### tt3<-as.numeric(spearvaluect2) 

  ### tt5<-na.omit(tt2) 

  tt2<-as.numeric(spearvaluect2) 

  tt7<-na.omit(tt2) 

  tt2abs<-abs(tt7) 

  randombiggerthan0.5<-(sum(tt2abs>0.5)-1000)/4 

  randomlist<-append(randomlist,randombiggerthan0.5,after=length(randomlist)+1) 

  ### median(tt3) 

  ### tt3abs<-na.omit(tt2abs) 

  sumcf<-sum(tt2abs) 

  ### average the Rho value 

  finalresult<- (sumcf)/(length(tt7)) 

  ### print in the console for examining 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst2<-append(histlst2,finalresult,after=length(histlst2)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst2<-histlst2[!is.na(histlst2)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

############################################# 

mean(reallist) 

mean(randomlist) 

sd(reallist) 

sd(randomlist) 

mean(histlst2) 

meanvalue<-c(mean(reallist),mean(randomlist)) 

sdvalue<-c(sd(reallist),sd(randomlist)) 

par(mar=c(2,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=20) 

x<-c('Real','Random') 

barplot2(meanvalue,names.arg=x,plot.ci=TRUE,ci.u=meanvalue+sdvalue, 
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ci.l=meanvalue-sdvalue, ylab='Number of gene pairs',ylim=c(0,18000)) 

### ,main='brainspan real and random expression gene abs(cor) >0.5' 

#############histogram draw begin############## 

#######histogram overlap code################### 

par(new=TRUE) 

c3<-tt2abs 

hist(c3,breaks=20,xlim=c(0.05,0.2),ylim=c(0,200),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

col="grey",xlab="") 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

c2<-ttabs 

hist(c2,breaks=200,freq = T, xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,20000), main=paste(""), 

sub=paste(""), col="white",xlab="Absolute correlation") 

lines(density(ttabs,bw=400), col="grey", lwd=2) 

### store these datasets for matlab plots 

write.csv(ttabs,'fantom all   r real.csv') 

write.csv(tt2abs,'fantom all rrandom.csv') 

write.csv(histlst,'histlst fantom all normal.csv') 

write.csv(histlst2,'histlst fantom all random.csv') 

### save these for R analysis 

save(ttabs,tt2abs,histlst,histlst2, 

     fantomQ,file = "dataforanalysis.RData") 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.2 

############################################# 

#                              matlab parameters selection            # 

############################################# 

This graph is made by matlab.  

 

For certain value A, find all possible value for B and Z, which is not frozen the network. Store all possible A into 

Aresult. For certain value B, find all possible value for A and Z, which is not frozen the network. Store all possible 

B into Bresult.For centain value Z, find all possible value for A and B, which is not frozen the network. Store all 

possible Z into frozen. 

% run this code 

x=Aresult; 

y=Bresult; 

z=frozen; 

figure 

[X,Y,Z]=griddata(x,y,z,linspace(min(x),max(x))',linspace(min(y),max(y)),'v4');%² 

%pcolor(X,Y,Z);shading interp% 

figure,contourf(X,Y,Z) % 

figure,mesh(X,Y,Z)% it plots the graph. 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.3 

############################################# 

#    GRN cluster dendrogram                                  # 

############################################# 

source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")  

biocLite(c("AnnotationDbi", "impute", "GO.db", "preprocessCore"))  

install.packages("WGCNA") 

install.packages("foreach") 

install.packages("iterators") 

install.packages('doParallel') 

 

###  Display the current working directory 

getwd(); 

setwd(workingDir);  

###  Load the WGCNA package 

library(WGCNA); 
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library(doParallel); 

###  The following setting is important, do not omit. 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE); 

### only the age above 20+ selected 

GRNexpression <- read.csv("GRNexpression.csv", header=FALSE) 

femData<-GRNexpression 

###  Take a quick look at what is in the data set: 

dim(femData); 

names(femData); 

datExpr0 = as.data.frame(t(femData)); 

gsg = goodSamplesGenes(datExpr0, verbose = 3); 

gsg$allOK 

if (!gsg$allOK) 

{ 

  ###  Optionally, print the gene and sample names that were removed: 

  if (sum(!gsg$goodGenes)>0)  

    printFlush(paste("Removing genes:",  

paste(names(datExpr0)[!gsg$goodGenes], collapse = ", "))); 

  if (sum(!gsg$goodSamples)>0)  

printFlush(paste("Removing samples:",  

paste(rownames(datExpr0)[!gsg$goodSamples], collapse = ", "))); 

  ###  Remove the offending genes and samples from the data: 

  datExpr0 = datExpr0[gsg$goodSamples, gsg$goodGenes] 

} 

sampleTree = hclust(dist(datExpr0), method = "average"); 

par(mar = c(0,4,2,0),cex = 0.6) 

plot(sampleTree, main = "Sample clustering to detect outliers", sub="", xlab="",  

     cex.lab = 1.5, cex.axis = 1.5, cex.main = 2) 

### change the h value to what you need 

### Plot a line to show the cut 

abline(h = 200000, col = "red"); 

###  Determine cluster under the line 

clust = cutreeStatic(sampleTree, cutHeight = 200000, minSize = 10) 

table(clust) 

###  clust 1 contains the samples we want to keep. 

keepSamples = (clust==1) 

datExpr = datExpr0[keepSamples, ] 

nGenes = ncol(datExpr) 

nSamples = nrow(datExpr) 

###  Re-cluster samples 

sampleTree2 = hclust(dist(datExpr), method = "average") 

###  Convert traits to a color representation: white means low, red means high, grey means missing entry 

save(datExpr, file = "GRNWC.RData") 

library(WGCNA) 

###  The following setting is important, do not omit. 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE); 

###  Allow multi-threading within WGCNA. This helps speed up certain calculations. 

###  At present this call is necessary for the code to work. 

enableWGCNAThreads() 

###  Load the data saved in the first part 

lnames = load(file = "GRNWC.RData"); 

### The variable lnames contains the names of loaded variables. 

lnames 

###  Choose a set of soft-thresholding powers 

powers = c(c(1:10), seq(from = 12, to=20, by=2)) 

###  Call the network topology analysis function 

sft = pickSoftThreshold(datExpr, powerVector = powers, verbose = 5) 

###  Plot the results: 

par(mfrow = c(1,2)); 

cex1 = 0.9; 
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###  Scale-free topology fit index as a function of the soft-thresholding power 

plot(sft$fitIndices[,1], -sign(sft$fitIndices[,3])*sft$fitIndices[,2], 

     xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Scale Free Topology Model Fit, 

signed R^2",type="n",main = paste("Scale independence")); 

text(sft$fitIndices[,1], -sign(sft$fitIndices[,3])*sft$fitIndices[,2], 

     labels=powers,cex=cex1,col="red"); 

###  this line corresponds to using an R^2 cut-off of h 

abline(h=0.8,col="red") 

###  Mean connectivity as a function of the soft-thresholding power 

plot(sft$fitIndices[,1], sft$fitIndices[,5], 

     xlab="Soft Threshold (power)",ylab="Mean Connectivity", type="n", 

     main = paste("Mean connectivity")) 

text(sft$fitIndices[,1], sft$fitIndices[,5], labels=powers, cex=cex1,col="red") 

net = blockwiseModules(datExpr, power = 6, 

                       TOMType = "unsigned", minModuleSize = 30, 

                       reassignThreshold = 0, mergeCutHeight = 0.25, 

                       numericLabels = TRUE, pamRespectsDendro = FALSE, 

                       saveTOMs = TRUE, 

                       saveTOMFileBase = "GRNTOM",  

                       verbose = 3) 

###  Convert labels to colors for plotting 

mergedColors = labels2colors(net$colors) 

################################################################### 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

# Plot the dendrogram and the module colors underneath 

plotDendroAndColors(net$dendrograms[[1]], mergedColors[net$blockGenes[[1]]], 

                    "Module colors", 

                    dendroLabels = FALSE, hang = 0.03, 

                    addGuide = TRUE, guideHang = 0.05) 

moduleLabels = net$colors 

moduleColors = labels2colors(net$colors) 

MEs = net$MEs; 

geneTree = net$dendrograms[[1]]; 

save(MEs, moduleLabels, moduleColors, geneTree,mergedColors,net,datExpr, 

femData,GRNexpression,datExpr0, cex1,clust,gsg,keepSamples,moduleLabels, 

nGenes, nSamples,powers,sampleTree,sft, file = "GRNplot.RData") 

############################################# 

#  Figure B        # 

############################################# 

### data handing package 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("preprocessCore", version = "3.8") 

install.packages("gplots") 

### attach preprocessCore package 

library('preprocessCore') 

library("gplots") 

 

GRNexpression <- read.csv("GRNexpression.csv", header=FALSE) 

ind <- apply(GRNexpression , 1, var) == 0 #remove the 0 variance  

subset <- GRNexpression[!ind,] 

dim(subset) 

###  Quantile normalized data 

qndat<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(subset))) 

 

realbiggerthan0.5=0 

reallist<-numeric() 

histlst<-numeric() ### create a new vector to store average R data 

### random pick up started ### 

i<-1 
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while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need, 1000 is the number of genes IDs 

  matrcor<- qndat[sample.int(nrow(qndat),100),] 

  ### random pickup 

  pickvalue<-matrcor[,c(1:300)] 

  ### caculate the random matrix 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(pickvalue),method='spearman') 

  tt<-as.vector(spearvaluect) 

  ttabs<-abs(tt) 

  realbiggerthan0.5<-(sum(ttabs>0.5)-100)/4 

  reallist<-append(reallist,realbiggerthan0.5,after=length(reallist)+1) 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  sumct<-sum(ttabs) 

  ### average the Rho 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(100*100) 

  ### print in the console for examining 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

### random data matrix test ### 

### take the data from step 1 after the variance removed 

qndatrandom<-subset 

dim(qndatrandom) 

histlst2<-numeric() ### creat a new vector to store Rho value 

### pick up the random sample you need, 1000 is the number genes IDs 

randoms<-qndatrandom 

### randoms<-matrix(1,nrow=893,ncol=30) 

dim(qndatrandom) 

j<-1 

while (j <= nrow(qndat)) 

{ 

  randoms[j,]<-sample(qndatrandom[j,]) 

  j<-j+1 

} 

ind2 <- apply(randoms, 1, var) == 0 ### remove the 0 variance  

subset2 <- randoms[!ind2,] 

tt6<-na.omit(subset2) 

randoms<-tt6 

qndat2<-randoms 

###  Quantile normalized data 

qndat<-as.data.frame(normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(qndat2))) 

randomlist<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### start the random normalised test ### 

  matrcor<- qndat[sample.int(nrow(qndat),100),] 

  pickvalue<-matrcor[,c(1:300)] 

  ### caculate the random matrix 

  spearvaluect2<-cor(t(pickvalue),method='spearman') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  ### tt3<-as.numeric(spearvaluect2) 

  ### tt5<-na.omit(tt2) 

  tt2<-as.numeric(spearvaluect2) 
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  tt7<-na.omit(tt2) 

  tt2abs<-abs(tt7) 

  randombiggerthan0.5<-(sum(tt2abs>0.5)-100)/4 

  randomlist<-append(randomlist,randombiggerthan0.5,after=length(randomlist)+1) 

  ### median(tt3) 

  ### tt3abs<-na.omit(tt2abs) 

  sumcf<-sum(tt2abs) 

  ### average the Rho value 

  finalresult<- (sumcf)/(length(tt7)) 

  ### print in the console for examining 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst2<-append(histlst2,finalresult,after=length(histlst2)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst2<-histlst2[!is.na(histlst2)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

################################################################### 

mean(reallist) 

mean(randomlist) 

sd(reallist) 

sd(randomlist) 

meanvalue<-c(mean(reallist),mean(randomlist)) 

sdvalue<-c(sd(reallist),sd(randomlist)) 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,5,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

x<-c('real','random') 

barplot2(meanvalue,names.arg=x,plot.ci=TRUE,ci.u=meanvalue+sdvalue, 

ci.l=meanvalue-sdvalue,main='',ylab='Number of gene pairs',ylim=c(0,20)) 

### histogram draw begin ### 

par(new=TRUE) 

c3<-histlst2 

hist(c3,breaks=20,xlim=c(0.05,0.2),ylim=c(0,500),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

col="grey",xlab="") 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

c2<-ttabs 

hist(c2,breaks=200,freq = T, xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,500), main=paste(""), 

sub=paste(""), col="white",xlab="Absolute Mean correlation") 

      lines(density(ttabs,bw=400), col="grey", lwd=2)   

### histogram overlap code ### 

### store these dataset for matlab plot 

write.csv(ttabs,'GRN all   r real.csv') 

write.csv(tt2abs,'GRN all rrandom.csv') 

write.csv(histlst,'histlst GRN all normal.csv') 

write.csv(histlst2,'histlst GRN all random.csv') 

### save these for R analysis 

save(ttabs,tt2abs,histlst,histlst2, 

     GRNexpression,file = "dataforanalysis.RData")             

       

Chapter 2 Figure 2.4 

### this is for the scatter plots Figure A-D, F-I 

GRNexpression4 <- read.csv("GRNexpressionforslide4.csv", header=FALSE) 

View(GRNexpression4) 

networkforplot<-t(GRNexpression4)  

test<-as.data.frame(networkforplot)  

##  postive pairs 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,2),family="serif") 

### Figure A 

plot(log(test$V944+1), log(test$V78+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 
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cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8,main='GRN gene944 vs gene78') 

### Figure B 

plot(log(test$V465+1), log(test$V65+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8,main='GRN gene465 vs gene65') 

### Figure C 

plot(log(test$V748+1), log(test$V31+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8,main='GRN gene748 vs gene31') 

### Figure D 

plot(log(test$V96+1), log(test$V5+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8,main='GRN gene96 vs gene5') 

###  negative pairs 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,2),family="serif") 

### figure F 

plot(log(test$V360+1), log(test$V5+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8,main='GRN gene360 vs gene5') 

### Figure G 

plot(log(test$V388+1), log(test$V188+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8,main='GRN gene388 vs gene188') 

### figure H 

plot(log(test$V316+1), log(test$V31+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8, 

     main='GRN gene316 vs gene31') 

### Figure I 

plot(log(test$V59+1), log(test$V144+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)', 

cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8, main='GRN gene59 vs gene144') 

 

### this is for Figure E & J 

### GRN network (after generating C3 regualtor and target genes pairs.by above methods mentioned on general 

datasets process. Using matlab script C3correlations.m to filter out positive regulators and negative regulators. 

 

% C3correlations.m 

% this is for positive Figure E 

%this script should be run after GRNparam.m as it operates on the 

%c3 matrix generated by  

sampleSize = 1000; 

cor = zeros(1,sampleSize);%creates a 1 by 100 matrix of zeros called x 

for i = 1:sampleSize %for loop iterating 100 times 

    r = randi(length(c3)); %generates a random number not exceeding the length of c3 

    num1 = c3(r,1); 

    if num1>0 

        num2 = c3(r,2); % gets a random pair from c3 

        num1 = abs(num1); %makes num1 absolute 

        num2 = abs(num2); %makes num1 absolute 

            a=corrcoef(Ex0(num1,:),Ex0(num2,:));%calcualtes correlation 

 

    %result = a(1,2);%gets the number at a(1,2) and stores it in variable result 

    %result = abs(result);%makes result absolute 

        cor(i) = a(1,2);%adds the result to the matrix x 

    else 

        cor(i)=3; 

    end 

    %i = i+1;%increases the value of i by 1 

end 

oneside=cor<1; 

cor=cor(oneside); 

a=size(cor); 

a=a(2); 

for i=1:a 

  if cor(i)==1 

     cor(i)=NaN 
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  end 

end;        

histogram(cor,20); %display the results on a graph 

% this plot a histogram in matlab. But the orginal graph is using R 

%  (store the cor value from matlab to csv file) 

 

% C3correlationsNegReg.m 

% this is for negative Figure J 

%this script should be run after GRNparam.m as it operates on the 

%c3 matrix generated by  

sampleSize = 1000; 

cor = zeros(1,sampleSize);%creates a 1 by 100 matrix of zeros called x 

for i = 1:sampleSize %for loop iterating 100 times 

    r = randi(length(c3)); %generates a random number not exceeding the length of c3 

    num1 = c3(r,1); 

    if num1<0 

         

        num2 = c3(r,2); % gets a random pair from c3 

        num1 = abs(num1); %makes num1 absolute 

        num2 = abs(num2); %makes num1 absolute 

     

        a=corrcoef(Ex0(num1,:),Ex0(num2,:));%calcualtes correlation 

 

    %result = a(1,2);%gets the number at a(1,2) and stores it in variable result 

    %result = abs(result);%makes result absolute 

        cor(i) = a(1,2);%adds the result to the matrix x 

    else 

        cor(i)=-3; 

    end 

    %i = i+1;%increases the value of i by 1 

end 

oneside=cor>-1; 

cor=cor(oneside); 

a=size(cor); 

a=a(2); 

for i=1:a 

  if cor(i)==1 

     cor(i)=NaN 

  end 

end; 

histogram(cor,20); %display the results on a graph 

% this plot a histogram in matlab. But the orginal graph is using R  

%(store the cor value from matlab to csv file) 

 

### read in R. the code in R is this: 

postivecor <- read.csv("postivecor.csv", header=FALSE) 

postive<-t(postivecor) 

### plot 

hist(postive,20,xlim=c(-1,1),xlab ='Correlation',cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8, 

     main='GRN Postive correlation',ylim=c(0,160)) 

### negtivecor <- read.csv("matlab code/negtivecor.csv", header=FALSE) 

negtivecor <- read.csv("negtivecor.csv", header=FALSE) 

negtive<-t(negtivecor) 

### plot 

hist(negtive,20,xlim=c(-1,1),xlab ='Correlation',cex.axis=1.5,cex.lab=1.8, 

     main='GRN Negtive correlation',ylim=c(0,120)) 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.5  

library("dplyr") 
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library("preprocessCore") 

library("reshape") 

 

bigbrainspan<-brainspanQ 

NKFB <- read.table("NKFB 473 gene list.csv", row.names=NULL, quote="\"",  

                   comment.char="") 

p53411 <- read.table("p53  411 gene list.csv", quote="\"", comment.char="") 

#################################################################### 

### P53 

### p53 gene pairs find from brainspanQ dataset 

bigbrainspan$a<-NULL 

bigbrainspan=normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(bigbrainspan)) 

p<-as.data.frame(bigbrainspan) 

p$a<-rownames(brainspanQ) 

nn<-inner_join(p53411, p,by=c('V1'='a')) 

lable<-nn$V1 

bigbrainspan<-as.data.frame(bigbrainspan) 

### Figure A 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000141510'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000114770'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000114770') 

### Figure B 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000141510'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000158195'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab='log(TFexp)',ylab='Log(Tgtexp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000158195') 

### Figure C 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000141510'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000149573'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab='log(TFexp)',ylab='Log(Tgtexp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000149573') 

### Figure D 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000141510'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000003756'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab='log(TFexp)',ylab='Log(Tgtexp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000003756') 

#################################################################### 

### NFKB 

### NFKB gene pairs find from brainspanQ dataset 

### nkbp ### 

bigbrainspan$a<-NULL 

p<-as.data.frame(bigbrainspan) 

p$a<-rownames(bigbrainspan) 

nn<-inner_join(NKFB, p,by=c('V1'='a')) 

lable<-nn$V1 

rownames(nn)<-lable 

nn$V1<-NULL 
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###    plot for all correlation 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000109320'),] 

x<-as.data.frame(x) 

x$a<-NULL 

corlist2<-numeric() 

### Figure F 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000109320'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000113739'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000113739') 

### Figure G 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000109320'),]  

q<-t(x) 

 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000171777'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab ='log(TF exp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000171777') 

### Figure H 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000109320'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000104998'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab='log(TFexp)',ylab='Log(Tgt exp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000104998') 

### Figure I 

x<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000109320'),]  

q<-t(x) 

y<-bigbrainspan[which(rownames(bigbrainspan)=='ENSG00000110047'),]  

z<-t(y) 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.1,2,1),family="serif") 

plot(log(q+1),log(z+1),xlab='log(TFexp)',ylab='Log(Tgtexp)',cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,main='ENSG00000110047') 

#################################################################### 

 

 

### Figure E J 

#################################################################### 

### p53  

brainspan$a<-NULL 

label<-bigbrainspan 

brainspan<-bigbrainspan 

brainspan=normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(brainspan)) 

brainspan<-as.data.frame(brainspan) 

brainspan$a<-rownames(label) 

nn<-inner_join(p53411, brainspan,by=c('V1'='a')) 

nn$V1=NULL 

### ytable<-nn 

### ysum<-colSums(ytable) 

brainspan$a<-NULL 

rownames(brainspan)<-rownames(label) 

x<-brainspan[which(rownames(brainspan)=='ENSG00000141510'),] 

names(nn)[1] <- "V1" 

corlist1<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:nrow(nn)) 
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{ 

  b<-rbind(x,nn[i,]) 

  va<-cor(t(b),method='spearman') 

  va<-va[2,1] 

  corlist1<-append(corlist1,va,after=length(corlist1)+1) 

} 

mean(corlist1) 

### 0.004191385 

mean(abs(corlist1)) 

### 0.338358 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.3,2,1),family="serif") 

hist(corlist1,xlim=c(-1,1),breaks=20,main='',xlab="Correlation",cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,ylim=c(0,40)) 

#####################  nkbp 

brainspan$a<-NULL 

label<-brainspan 

brainspan=normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(brainspan)) 

brainspan<-as.data.frame(brainspan) 

brainspan$a<-rownames(label) 

nn<-inner_join(NKFB, brainspan,by=c('V1'='a')) 

nn$V1=NULL 

### ytable<-nn 

### ysum<-colSums(ytable) 

brainspan$a<-NULL 

rownames(brainspan)<-rownames(label) 

x<-brainspan[which(rownames(brainspan)=='ENSG00000109320'),] 

names(nn)[1] <- "V1" 

 

corlist2<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:nrow(nn)) 

{ 

  b<-rbind(x,nn[i,]) 

  va<-cor(t(b),method='spearman') 

  va<-va[2,1] 

  corlist2<-append(corlist2,va,after=length(corlist2)+1) 

} 

mean(corlist2) 

0.02953731 

mean(abs(corlist2)) 

0.1602605 

par(mar=c(4.2,4.3,2,1),family="serif") 

hist(corlist2,xlim=c(-1,1),breaks=20,main='',xlab = "Correlation",cex.axis=1.5, 

     cex.lab=1.8,ylim=c(0,50)) 

#################################################################### 

 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.6 

The GRN is generated using script mentioned in the general datasets process. Run GRNParam.m with parameters 

directly. The Script generates an expression network named as Ex0, and c3 lists the regulators and targets pairs. 

We export these two datasets in CSV files for R analysis. 

 

For shortest path distance (Topological Distances) measurement in Python 3.5 we used the package NetworkX  

to install NetworkX 2.2 the installation link is:  

 

https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/f3/f4/7e20ef40b118478191cec0b58c3192f822cace858c19505c7670961

b76b2/networkx-2.2.zip 

 

Python script to find shortest distance and export as csv file listed below  

### python script starts   ### 
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Thu Mar  1 16:50:08 2018 

@author: wyin 

""" 

import random 

import networkx as nx 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import scipy.stats 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

#real connection 

edgefile=NwPw_5csv 

#real high corrleation 

#fromcyto=humberto5testedgelistcsv 

G=nx.Graph() 

#G=nx.DiGraph() 

G.add_edges_from(edgefile) 

# 

alist=[] 

xlist=[] 

ylist=[] 

# 

j=0 

k=0 

x=1 

y=1 

# this number 999 can be changed due to size 

while (j<=999): 

    xx=x+j 

    #xlist.append(xx) 

    k=0 

    while (k<=999):     

        yy=y+k 

        ccc=nx.shortest_path_length(G,source=xx,target=yy) 

        print("$$$") 

        print(xx) 

        print(yy) 

        print(ccc) 

        xlist.append(xx)  

        ylist.append(yy) 

        alist.append(ccc) 

        k=k+1 

    j=j+1 

    #print(j) 

# np.matrix(alist)     

     

# this number can be changed due to network size     

# x4=alist.reshape(1000,1000) 

 

### the following command does what…  

### this code open dataframe to save the distance list. 

dataframe = pd.DataFrame('a_name':xlist,'b_name':ylist,'distances':alist) 

#put dataframe in to csv index=true = print line number.false =no line number 

dataframe.to_csv("first gene distance matrix.csv",index=False,sep=',') 

### The above code generate a distance matrix for analysis. 

### The R script below is used to analysis. 

###analysis the toplogical distances for random and high cor 

install.packages("reshape2") 

install.packages("graphics") 
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install.packages("gplots") 

### 

library("reshape2") 

library("graphics") 

library("gplots") 

###### reading datasets 

GRNexpression <- read.csv("GRNexpression.csv", header=FALSE) 

regtarlist <- read.csv("regtarlist.csv", header=FALSE) 

distance <- read.csv("first gene distance matrix.csv") 

abs<-abs(regtarlist) 

write.csv(file='absregtarlist.csv',abs) 

############################################# 

ind <- apply(GRNexpression, 1, var) == 0 #remove the 0 variance  

subset <- GRNexpression[!ind,] 

dim(subset) 

library(preprocessCore) 

b=normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(subset)) 

cormatrix<-cor(t(b),method='spearman') 

### test for abs cor bigger than 0.8 

nn<-cormatrix 

diag(nn)<-0 

nn[lower.tri(nn)]=0 

tt<-as.matrix(nn) 

qq<-melt(tt) 

big<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0.8),] 

### test for abs cor smaller than 0.2  

nn<-cormatrix 

diag(nn)<-1 

nn[lower.tri(nn)]=1 

tt<-as.matrix(nn) 

qq<-melt(tt) 

small<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)<0.2),] 

###  

### distance matrix 

length(distance$distances) 

distance1<-array(distance$distances, c(1000,1000)) 

### find the highly corrected pairs distance in the distance1 

bigcor<-numeric() 

randomcor<-numeric() 

for(j in 1:1000) 

{ 

i<-1 

bigdistancelist<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:100) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  big100select<- big[sample.int(nrow(big),100),] 

  bigdistance<-distance1[big100select$Var1[i],big100select$Var2[i]] 

  bigdistancelist<-append(bigdistancelist,bigdistance,after=length(bigdistancelist)+1) 

} 

i<-1 

randomdistancelist<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:100) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  p<-1:1000 

  random1<-sample(p,size=1) 

  random2<-sample(p,size=1) 

  randomdistance<-distance1[random1,random2] 

  randomdistancelist<-append(randomdistancelist,randomdistance, 

after=length(randomdistancelist)+1)} 
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  bigcor<-append(bigcor,mean(bigdistancelist),after=length(bigcor)+1) 

  randomcor<-append(randomcor,mean(randomdistancelist), 

after=length(randomcor)+1)} 

mean(distance1) 

3.824412 

mean(bigdistancelist) 

2.969424 

mean(randomdistancelist) 

3.823741 

###################### 

mean(bigcor) 

sd(bigcor) 

mean(randomcor) 

sd(randomcor) 

### plot the graph 

meanvalue<-c(mean(randomcor),mean(bigcor)) 

sdvalue<-c(sd(randomcor),sd(bigcor)) 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

x<-c('\nRandom\n pairs','\nHigly correlated \n pairs (|R|>0.8)') 

barplot2(meanvalue,names.arg=x,plot.ci=TRUE,ci.u=meanvalue+sdvalue, 

ci.l=meanvalue-sdvalue 

         ,main='',ylab='Toplogical distances' 

         ,ylim=c(0,4)) 

###  code end  

 

### Figure B 

### this regulatorlistfornodei.csv is the matlab script variable 'c2' 

regulatorlistfornodei <- read.csv("regulatorlistfornodei.csv", header=FALSE) 

zz<-t(regulatorlistfornodei) 

biglist<-numeric() 

smalllist<-numeric() 

sharenumbersmall<-0 

for (j in 1:1000)     

{ 

  ### big 

  big100select<- big[sample.int(nrow(big),200),] 

    for (j in 1:nrow(big100select)) 

    { 

      ttt<-intersect(abs(zz[,big100select$Var1[j]]),abs(zz[,big100select$Var2[j]])) 

      qqq<-sum(ttt) 

      if (qqq>0) 

      { 

        sharenumber<-sharenumber+1 

      } 

    } 

    biglist<-append(biglist,sharenumber,after=length(biglist)+1)  

    sharenumber<-0 

   ### small  

    small100select<- small[sample.int(nrow(small),200),] 

    for (j in 1:nrow(small100select)) 

    { 

      eee<-intersect(abs(zz[,small100select$Var1[j]]),abs(zz[,small100select$Var2[j]])) 

      ppp<-sum(eee) 

      if (ppp>0) 

      { 

        sharenumbersmall<-sharenumbersmall+1 

      } 

    } 

    smalllist<-append(smalllist,sharenumbersmall,after=length(smalllist)+1) 

    print(sharenumbersmall) 
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    sharenumbersmall<-0 

}  

###################### 

x<-mean(biglist/200) 

y<-mean(smalllist/200) 

sd(biglist/200) 

sd(smalllist/200) 

meanvalue<-c(x,y) 

sdvalue<-c(sd(biglist/200),sd(smalllist/200)) 

par(mar=c(2.5,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=20) 

x<-c('High \nCor','Low \nCor') 

barplot2(meanvalue,names=x,plot.ci=TRUE,ci.u = meanvalue+sdvalue, 

         ci.l=meanvalue-sdvalue, 

         main = "",ylim=c(0,0.6), 

         ylab="Proportion of co-regulated pairs") 

 

#################################################################### 

 

Chapter 2 Figure 2.7 

### reading data      ### 

comrow <- read.table("common reg2/comrow.csv", quote="\"", comment.char="") 

comcolumn <- read.table("common reg2/comcolumn.csv", quote="\"",  

comment.char="") 

uncomrow <- read.table("common reg2/uncomrow.csv", quote="\"",  

comment.char="") 

uncomcolumn <- read.table("common reg2/uncomcolumn.csv", quote="\"", 

 comment.char="") 

expmatrix <- read.csv("common reg2/expmatrix.csv", header=FALSE) 

spear<-cor(t(expmatrix),method='spearman') 

###  find common regulator correlation 

comlist<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:nrow(comcolumn)) 

{ 

  temp<-spear[comrow$V1[i],comcolumn$V1[i]] 

  comlist<-append(comlist,temp,after=length(comlist)+1) 

} 

ww=which(comlist==1) 

comlist=comlist[-ww] 

meancommon<-mean(abs(comlist)) 

###  this is an inserted parts  ### 

bigger<-length(comlist[abs(comlist)>0.8]) 

small<-length(comlist[abs(comlist)<0.2]) 

bigger/length(comlist) 

small/length(comlist) 

meanvalue<-c(0.590644,0.02875696) 

par(mar=c(2.5,4,2,2)) 

barplot2(meanvalue,legend.text = c('Lowly correlated paris(|R|<0.2)', 

'Highly correlated Pairs (|R|>0.8)'),        

         col = c(rgb(0, 0, 0), rgb(1, 1, 1)), 

         ylab="Proportion of co-regulated pairs",ylim = c(0,0.8)) 

###  this is an inserted parts for final part3 plots. ### 

###   find uncommon regulator correlation  ### 

uncomlist<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:nrow(uncomcolumn)) 

{ 

  temp<-spear[uncomrow$V1[i],uncomcolumn$V1[i]] 

  uncomlist<-append(uncomlist,temp,after=length(uncomlist)+1) 

} 

uncomloop<-numeric() 
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for (j in 1:1000) 

{ 

  uncomvalue<-sample(uncomlist,15092, replace = FALSE) 

  uu<-mean(abs(uncomvalue)) 

  uncomloop<-append(uncomloop,uu,after=length(uncomloop)+1) 

} 

mean(uncomloop) 

###       random      ### 

ptm <- proc.time() 

rlist<-numeric() 

rloop<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:1000) 

{ 

  uncomlist<-numeric() 

  for (j in 1:15092) 

  { 

  list<-c(1:1000) 

  rvalue<-sample(list,2, replace = FALSE) 

  temp<-spear[rvalue[1],rvalue[2]] 

  uncomlist<-append(uncomlist,temp,after=length(uncomlist)+1) 

  } 

  cc<-mean(abs(uncomlist)) 

  rloop<-append(rloop,cc,after=length(rloop)+1)  

  print(i) 

} 

proc.time() - ptm 

###         plot       ### 

mean(uncomloop) 

[1] 0.09196455 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,2,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

### meancommon 

### hist(abs(comvalue),ylim=c(0,400),breaks=20,xlim=c(-1,1),border='red',col='red', 

main = '',xlab='') 

### plot(x,y,xaxt="n") 

### axis(side=1,at=c(....),labels=c(...)) 

### hist(abs(uncomloop),ylim=c(0,150),xaxt="n",xlim=c(0.09,0.11),breaks=20, 

border='black',main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

### par(new=TRUE) 

### hist(abs(rloop),ylim=c(0,150),xaxt="n",xlim=c(0.09,0.11),breaks=20, 

border='grey',main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

hist(abs(rloop),ylim=c(0,150),xlim=c(0.09,0.245),breaks=20,border='black', 

main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

par(new=TRUE) 

### axis(side=1,at=c(0.09,0.092,0.094,0.096,0.098,0.1,0.11), 

labels=c(0.09,0.092,0.094,0.096,0.098,0.232,0.232)) 

### 0.2329086 

arrows(0.2329086,100,0.2329086,0) 

### text(0.2129086,120,'Shared Regulated \n Abs(mean)') 

### text(0.096,140,'No shared Regulated \nAbs(mean) Black') 

### text(0.1285,50,'Random selected \nAbs(mean) Grey') 

### text(0.1285,120,'Random selected \nAbs(mean)') 

###     final plot code  

par(mar=c(4.1,4,0.5,1.5),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(abs(rloop),ylim=c(0,150),xaxt='n',yaxt='n',xlim = c(0.09,0.23), 

breaks=20,border='black',main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

axis(side=1,at=seq(0.09,0.28,0.02)) 

axis(side=2,at=seq(0,150,20)) 
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Chapter 2 Figure 2.7 B 

brainspan <- read.csv("newbrainspa protein coding.csv", row.names=1) 

p53411 <- read.table("p53  411 gene list.csv", quote="\"", comment.char="") 

NKFB <- read.table("NKFB 473 gene list.csv", quote="\"", comment.char="") 

library(dplyr) 

library(preprocessCore) 

library(reshape) 

ind <- apply(brainspan, 1, var) == 0 #remove the 0 variance  

subset <- brainspan[!ind,] 

realbig<-na.omit(subset) 

dim(realbig) 

[1] 18827   524 

### realbig$a<-NULL 

qq<-as.matrix(realbig) 

rownames(qq)<-NULL 

colnames(qq)<-NULL 

b=normalize.quantiles(qq) 

normdata<-b 

rownames(normdata)<-rownames(realbig) 

colnames(normdata)<-colnames(realbig) 

normdata<-as.data.frame(normdata) 

dim(normdata) 

[1] 18827   524 

normdata$a<-rownames(normdata) 

nn<-inner_join(p53411, normdata,by=c('V1'='a')) 

nn$V1=NULL 

qq<-as.matrix(nn) 

p53spear<-cor(t(qq),method='spearman') 

hist(abs(p53spear),breaks=200,ylim=c(0,2500),main="p53") 

diag(p53spear)<-0 

p53spear[lower.tri(p53spear)]=0 

qq<-melt(p53spear) 

pp53<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0),] 

dim(pp53) 

79401 

mean(abs(pp53$value)) 

0.274096 

### NKFB ### 

nn<-inner_join(NKFB, normdata,by=c('V1'='a')) 

list<-c(1:412) 

r399<-sample(list,399, replace = FALSE) 

r399<-nn[r399,] 

#r399$a<-NULL 

#r399 

nn<-r399 

nn$V1=NULL 

qq<-as.matrix(nn) 

spearvaluect<-cor(t(qq),method='spearman') 

diag(spearvaluect)<-0 

spearvaluect[lower.tri(spearvaluect)]=0 

qq<-melt(spearvaluect) 

pp<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0),] 

pnkfb<-pp 

dim(pnkfb) 

79401 

mean(abs(pnkfb$value)) 

0.2688399 

###  caculating real data < 0.2  ### 

###  random 400*400  ### 
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ptm <- proc.time() 

rlist<-numeric() 

uncomlist<-numeric() 

  for (j in 1:159201) 

  { 

    normdata$a<-NULL 

    #ptm <- proc.time() 

    randomcor<-cor(t(as.matrix(normdata)),method='spearman') 

    #proc.time() - ptm 

    diag(randomcor)<-0 

    randomcor[lower.tri(randomcor)]=0 

    qq<-melt(randomcor) 

    p<-qq$value 

    pp<-qq[which(abs(p)>0),] 

    uncomlist<-numeric() 

    list<-c(1:177218548) 

    for (i in 1:1000) 

    { 

    rvalue<-sample(list,159201, replace = FALSE) 

    b<-pp[rvalue,] 

    randomcor<-mean(abs(b$value)) 

    uncomlist<-append(uncomlist,randomcor,after=length(uncomlist)+1) 

    print(i) 

    } 

    randomvalue<-uncomlist 

    #b<-rbind(normdata[rvalue[1],],normdata[rvalue[2],]) 

    #b$a<-NULL 

    #realbig[rvalue[1],],realbig[rvalue[2],] 

    #rownames(b)<-NULL 

    #colnames(b)<-NULL 

    #randomcor<-cor(t(b),method='spearman') 

    #randomcor<-randomcor[2,1] 

  } 

  cc<-mean(abs(uncomlist)) 

  rloop<-append(rloop,cc,after=length(rloop)+1)  

  print(j) 

} 

proc.time() - ptm 

### version 2 ### 

ptm <- proc.time() 

uncomlist<-numeric() 

rloop<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:1000) 

{ 

    list<-c(1:18827) 

    rvalue<-sample(list,399, replace = FALSE) 

    testsample<-normdata[rvalue,] 

    testsample$a<-NULL 

    qq<-as.matrix(testsample) 

    randomspear<-cor(t(qq),method='spearman') 

    diag(randomspear)<-0 

    randomspear[lower.tri(randomspear)]=0 

    qq<-melt(randomspear) 

    pp<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0),] 

    randomp<-pp 

    dim(randomp) 

    #84666 

    randomcor<-mean(abs(randomp$value)) 

    uncomlist<-append(uncomlist,randomcor,after=length(uncomlist)+1) 

    print(i) 
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} 

proc.time() - ptm 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(abs(uncomlist),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.24,0.3),ylim=c(0,150),main="", 

xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2688399,140,0.2688399,100) 

text(0.2558399,138,labels="NFkB Target\n Genes") 

arrows(0.274096,110,0.274096,80) 

text(0.290096,113,labels="P53 Target\n Genes") 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(abs(randomvalue),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.265,0.28),ylim=c(0,200),main="", 

xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2688399,140,0.2688399,80) 

text(0.2718399,145,labels="NFkB Target\n Genes") 

arrows(0.274096,50,0.274096,0) 

text(0.274096,55,labels="P53 Target\n Genes") 

### together  new ### 

PK<-c(pnkfb$value,pp53$value) 

mean(abs(PK)) 

0.2729636 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

### save(randomvalue, file = "randommatrixvalue.RData") 

randomvalue = load(file = "randommatrixvalue.RData"); 

hist(abs(randomvalue),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.265,0.274),ylim=c(0,200),main="", 

xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2729636,80,0.2729636,0) 

### text(0.2729636,120,labels="P53 and NFkB\n mean Target Genes") 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

### meancommon 

### hist(abs(comvalue),ylim=c(0,400),breaks=20,xlim=c(-1,1),border='red',col='red', 

main = '',xlab='') 

### plot(x,y,xaxt="n") 

### axis(side=1,at=c(....),labels=c(...)) 

### hist(abs(uncomloop),ylim=c(0,150),xaxt="n",xlim=c(0.09,0.11),breaks=20, 

border='black',main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

### par(new=TRUE) 

hist(abs(rloop),ylim=c(0,150),xaxt="n",xlim=c(0.09,0.245),breaks=20, 

border='black',main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

### hist(abs(rloop),ylim=c(0,150),xlim=c(0.0945,0.245),breaks=20,border='black', 

main = '',xlab='Mean |R|') 

### axis(side=1,at=c(....),labels=c(...)) 

### par(new=TRUE) 

axis(side=1,at=c(0.09,0.1,0.12,0.14,0.16,0.18,0.2,0.22,0.24), 

labels=c(0.09,0.1,0.12,0.14,0.16,0.18,0.2,0.22,0.24)) 

### 0.2329086 

arrows(0.2329086,100,0.2329086,0) 

### text(0.2129086,120,'Shared Regulated \n Abs(mean)') 

### text(0.096,140,'No shared Regulated \nAbs(mean) Black') 

### text(0.1285,50,'Random selected \nAbs(mean) Grey') 

### text(0.1285,120,'Random selected \nAbs(mean)') 

PK<-c(pnkfb$value,pp53$value) 

mean(abs(PK)) 

0.2729636 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

### save(randomvalue, file = "randommatrixvalue.RData") 

### load(file = "randommatrixvalue.RData"); 

hist(abs(randomvalue),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.265,0.274),ylim=c(0,200),main="" 

,xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2729636,80,0.2729636,0) 

### text(0.2729636,120,labels="P53 and NFkB\n mean Target Genes") 
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brainspan <- read.csv("/newbrainspa protein coding.csv", row.names=1) 

p53411 <- read.table("/p53  411 gene list.csv", quote="\"", comment.char="") 

NKFB <- read.table("NKFB 473 gene list.csv", quote="\"", comment.char="") 

library(dplyr) 

library(preprocessCore) 

library(reshape) 

ind <- apply(brainspan, 1, var) == 0 ### remove the 0 variance  

subset <- brainspan[!ind,] 

realbig<-na.omit(subset) 

dim(realbig) 

[1] 18827   524 

### realbig$a<-NULL 

qq<-as.matrix(realbig) 

rownames(qq)<-NULL 

colnames(qq)<-NULL 

b=normalize.quantiles(qq) 

normdata<-b 

rownames(normdata)<-rownames(realbig) 

colnames(normdata)<-colnames(realbig) 

normdata<-as.data.frame(normdata) 

dim(normdata) 

[1] 18827   524 

normdata$a<-rownames(normdata) 

nn<-inner_join(p53411, normdata,by=c('V1'='a')) 

nn$V1=NULL 

qq<-as.matrix(nn) 

p53spear<-cor(t(qq),method='spearman') 

hist(abs(p53spear),breaks=200,ylim=c(0,2500),main="p53") 

diag(p53spear)<-0 

p53spear[lower.tri(p53spear)]=0 

qq<-melt(p53spear) 

pp53<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0),] 

dim(pp53) 

79401 

mean(abs(pp53$value)) 

0.274096 

###  NKFB ### 

nn<-inner_join(NKFB, normdata,by=c('V1'='a')) 

list<-c(1:412) 

r399<-sample(list,399, replace = FALSE) 

r399<-nn[r399,] 

### r399$a<-NULL 

### r399 

nn<-r399 

nn$V1=NULL 

qq<-as.matrix(nn) 

spearvaluect<-cor(t(qq),method='spearman') 

diag(spearvaluect)<-0 

spearvaluect[lower.tri(spearvaluect)]=0 

qq<-melt(spearvaluect) 

pp<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0),] 

pnkfb<-pp 

dim(pnkfb) 

79401 

mean(abs(pnkfb$value)) 

0.2688399 

### caculating real data < 0.2  ### 

###  random 400*400  ### 

ptm <- proc.time() 

### rlist<-numeric() 
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### uncomlist<-numeric() 

  for (j in 1:159201) 

  { 

    normdata$a<-NULL 

    #ptm <- proc.time() 

    randomcor<-cor(t(as.matrix(normdata)),method='spearman') 

    #proc.time() - ptm 

    diag(randomcor)<-0 

    randomcor[lower.tri(randomcor)]=0 

    qq<-melt(randomcor) 

    p<-qq$value 

    pp<-qq[which(abs(p)>0),] 

    uncomlist<-numeric() 

    list<-c(1:177218548) 

    for (i in 1:1000) 

    { 

    rvalue<-sample(list,159201, replace = FALSE) 

    b<-pp[rvalue,] 

    randomcor<-mean(abs(b$value)) 

    uncomlist<-append(uncomlist,randomcor,after=length(uncomlist)+1) 

    print(i) 

    } 

    randomvalue<-uncomlist 

    #b<-rbind(normdata[rvalue[1],],normdata[rvalue[2],]) 

    #b$a<-NULL 

    #realbig[rvalue[1],],realbig[rvalue[2],] 

    #rownames(b)<-NULL 

    #colnames(b)<-NULL 

    #randomcor<-cor(t(b),method='spearman') 

    #randomcor<-randomcor[2,1] 

  } 

  cc<-mean(abs(uncomlist)) 

  rloop<-append(rloop,cc,after=length(rloop)+1)  

  print(j) 

} 

proc.time() - ptm 

### 400* 400 version 2 ### 

ptm <- proc.time() 

uncomlist<-numeric() 

rloop<-numeric() 

for (i in 1:1000) 

{ 

 

    list<-c(1:18827) 

    rvalue<-sample(list,399, replace = FALSE) 

    testsample<-normdata[rvalue,] 

    testsample$a<-NULL 

    qq<-as.matrix(testsample) 

    randomspear<-cor(t(qq),method='spearman') 

    diag(randomspear)<-0 

    randomspear[lower.tri(randomspear)]=0 

    qq<-melt(randomspear) 

    pp<-qq[which(abs(qq$value)>0),] 

    randomp<-pp 

    dim(randomp) 

    #84666 

    randomcor<-mean(abs(randomp$value)) 

    uncomlist<-append(uncomlist,randomcor,after=length(uncomlist)+1) 

    print(i) 

} 
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proc.time() - ptm 

############################################# 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(abs(uncomlist),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.24,0.3),ylim=c(0,150),main="" 

,xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2688399,140,0.2688399,100) 

text(0.2558399,138,labels="NFkB Target\n Genes") 

arrows(0.274096,110,0.274096,80) 

text(0.290096,113,labels="P53 Target\n Genes") 

############################################# 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(abs(randomvalue),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.265,0.28),ylim=c(0,200),main="" 

,xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2688399,140,0.2688399,80) 

text(0.2718399,145,labels="NFkB Target\n Genes") 

arrows(0.274096,50,0.274096,0) 

text(0.274096,55,labels="P53 Target\n Genes") 

###  together  new ~ ### 

PK<-c(pnkfb$value,pp53$value) 

mean(abs(PK)) 

0.2729636 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

#save(randomvalue, file = "randommatrixvalue.RData") 

#load(file = "randommatrixvalue.RData"); 

hist(abs(randomvalue),breaks=20,xlim=c(0.265,0.274),ylim=c(0,200),main="" 

,xlab="Mean|R|") 

arrows(0.2729636,80,0.2729636,0) 

#text(0.2729636,120,labels="P53 and NFkB\n mean Target Genes") 

 

Chapter 3 Figure 3.1 Supplementary 

install.packages("VennDiagram") 

library("grid", lib.loc="C:/Program Files/R/R-3.5.1/library" 

library("VennDiagram", lib.loc="~/R/win-library/3.5") 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(1121,1073,483,inverted=TRUE) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(1161,421,277) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(1073,421,307) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(1166,340,249) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(1073,340,261) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(421,340,197) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(308,1166,214) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(1073,308,238) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(421,308,194) 
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grid.draw(venn.plot) 

grid.newpage() 

venn.plot<- draw.pairwise.venn(308,340,191) 

grid.draw(venn.plot) 

 

Chapter 3 Figure 3.3 

############################################# 

#             zscore CTA WT test and plot                          # 

############################################# 

setwd("") 

### load(file="cortex WT test code.Rdata.Rdata") 

CT.only <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT only.csv", row.names=1) 

qndata<-CT.only 

dim(qndata) 

### this is the cta reading data 

cta.wt.matrix <- read.csv("cta wt matrix.csv", row.names=1) 

### this is the deg table 

CT.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT DEG  only.csv", row.names=1) 

### this is the up.deg table. 

CT.UP.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT UP DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

### this is the down deg table. 

CT.DOWN.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT DOWN  DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

############################################# 

#         start the zscore test for cortex ct deg   # 

############################################# 

#       set the the gene number needs to compare here  # 

genenumber<-1921     

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  #sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "cta wtad" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  #store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  #remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  #loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###    

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 
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meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,100,degzscore,0,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","WT",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=130,"DEG") 

############################################# 

#                               up regulated genes  # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-827 

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  #sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "cta wtad" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  #store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  #remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  #loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###      

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.UP.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 
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zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

############################################# 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

#text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

#the mit value is 0.027 

#the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,300,degzscore,200,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","WT",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=350,"DEG\n UP-R") 

############################################# 

#                           down regulated    # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-1124 

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "cta wtad" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###       

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DOWN.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###  get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 
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zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

#################################################################### 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,100,degzscore,0,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","WT",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore-2,y=150,"DEG\n DOWN-R") 

 

############################################# 

#             zscore CTA AD test and plot                          # 

############################################# 

### load(file="cortex WT test code.Rdata.Rdata") 

CT.only <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD only.csv", row.names=1) 

qndata<-CT.only 

dim(qndata) 

cta.wt.matrix <- read.csv("cta ad matrix.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.UP.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD UP DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.DOWN.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD DOWN DEG  only.csv", row.names=1) 

############################################# 

#         start the zscore test for cortex ct deg    # 

############################################# 

#       set the the gene number needs to compare here  

genenumber<-1921 

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "cta wtad" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 
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  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###     

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

############################################# 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,100,degzscore,0,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","3xTg-AD",bty="n") 

 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=130,"DEG") 

 

############################################# 

#                               up regulated genes   # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-827 

############################################# 

 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need  

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "cta wtad" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 
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  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###   

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.UP.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

#################################################################### 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

 

arrows(degzscore,245,degzscore,150,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","3xTg-AD",bty="n") 

 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=290,"DEG\n UP-R") 

 

############################################## 

#                           down regulated      # 

############################################## 

genenumber<-1124 

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need  

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "cta wtad" 
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  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###      

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DOWN.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###  get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

############################################ 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

 

arrows(degzscore,100,degzscore,0,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","3xTg-AD",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore+1,y=150,"DEG\n DOWN-R") 

 

Chapter 3 Figure 3.4 

############################################# 

#             zscore Aβ42 WT test and plot                         # 

############################################# 

setwd("") 

### load(file="cortex WT test code.Rdata.Rdata") 

CT.only <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT only.csv", row.names=1) 

qndata<-CT.only 

dim(qndata) 

cta.wt.matrix <- read.csv("ba42 ct matrix.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT DEG  only.csv", row.names=1) 
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CT.UP.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT UP DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.DOWN.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID CT DOWN  DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

############################################# 

#         start the zscore test for cortex ct deg     # 

############################################# 

#       set the the gene number needs to compare here  

genenumber<-1921 

 

############################################# 

 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "ba42" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###    

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

### Cortex WT with ba42 

########################change the xlim range to your need ############### 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 
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### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,220,degzscore,50,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","WT",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=250,"DEG") 

 

############################################# 

#                               up regulated genes   # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-827 

############################################# 

 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need  

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "ba42" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

### 

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.UP.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###  get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

### Cortex WT with ba42 
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########################change the xlim range to your need ############### 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,250,degzscore,150,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","WT",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=300,"DEG\n UP-R") 

 

############################################# 

#                           down regulated     # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-1124 

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "ba42" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###     

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DOWN.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 
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### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

########################change the xlim range to your need ############### 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

 

arrows(degzscore,200,degzscore,50,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","WT",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore+3,y=250,"DEG\n DOWN-R") 

 

############################################# 

#             zscore Ba42 AD test and plot                        # 

############################################# 

setwd("D:/OneDrive - University of Lincoln/PhD/10  Zscore test/cortex zscore/ba42/AD") 

### load(file="cortex WT test code.Rdata.Rdata") 

CT.only <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD only.csv", row.names=1) 

qndata<-CT.only 

dim(qndata) 

 

cta.wt.matrix <- read.csv("ba42 ad  matrix.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.UP.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD UP DEG only.csv", row.names=1) 

CT.DOWN.DEG <- read.csv("Qnorm_cortex protein coding ID AD DOWN DEG  only.csv", row.names=1) 

 

############################################# 

#         start the zscore test for cortex ct deg    # 

############################################# 

#       set the the gene number needs to compare here  

genenumber<-1921 

############################################# 

 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "ba42" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 
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###    

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

#################################################################### 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

#                       Cortex AD with ba42 

########################change the xlim range to your need ############### 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,90,degzscore,0,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","3xTg-AD",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=120,"DEG") 

############################################# 

#                               up regulated genes   # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-827 

############################################# 

 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need  

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "ba42" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 
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  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###       

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.UP.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###  get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

### Cortex AD with ba42 

########################change the xlim range to your need ############### 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,250,degzscore,120,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","3xTg-AD",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=300,"DEG\n UP-R") 

 

############################################# 

#                           down regulated     # 

############################################# 

genenumber<-1124 

############################################# 

histlst<-numeric() 

i<-1 

while (i <= 1000) #begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  ### pick up the random sample you need 

  matrcor<- qndata[sample.int(nrow(qndata),genenumber),] 

  finalmatric <- rbind2(matrcor,cta.wt.matrix) 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(finalmatric),method='pearson') 

  ### sum up all the Rho correlation 

  gene_search <- "ba42" 

  ctalistall<- spearvaluect[,which(colnames(spearvaluect) == gene_search)]  

  sumct<-sum(abs(ctalistall)) 

  length(ctalistall) 

  sumct<- sumct-1 

  finalresult<- (sumct)/(genenumber) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 
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  ### store the final results in the array for histogram analysis 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  ### remove all the NA values 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  ### loop addition 

  i<-i+1 

} 

###  

ctact.deg<-rbind2(CT.DOWN.DEG,cta.wt.matrix) 

valueCT.DEG<-cor(t(ctact.deg),method='pearson') 

ctaCT.DEG<- valueCT.DEG[,which(colnames(valueCT.DEG)==gene_search)] 

sumCT.DEG<-sum(abs(ctaCT.DEG)) 

sumCT.DEG<-sumCT.DEG-1 

final.CT.DEG<- (sumCT.DEG)/(genenumber) 

###   get Zsore 

qq<-sd(histlst) 

meanvalue<-mean(histlst) 

zscore<-numeric() 

q<-1 

while (q <=1000) 

{ 

  zscore[q]=(histlst[q]-meanvalue)/qq 

  cat(q,zscore[q],"\n") 

  q<-q+1 

} 

 

c2<-zscore 

### degvalue 

degzscore<-(final.CT.DEG-meanvalue)/qq 

par(mar=c(6,4.5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

### Cortex AD with ba42 

########################change the xlim range to your need ############### 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-10,15),ylim=c(0,400),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="", cex.lab=1.3) 

### text(x=mean(histlst),y=140,"Random genes") 

### the mit value is 0.027 

### the selected gene difference is stored in 'selectedgenediff" variable. 

mtext(side=1,text=paste0("\n Mean Absolute \n Correlation (Zscore)"),line=4,cex=1.3) 

arrows(degzscore,150,degzscore,0,angle=30,code=2) 

legend("topright","3xTg-AD",bty="n") 

par(ps=15) 

text(x=degzscore,y=200,"DEG\n DOWN-R") 

 

Chapter 4 Figure 4.1/4.2/4.3 

####################humam data draw begin############################# 

#################################################################### 

humanQmitCT<-humanQmit[,1:74] 

humanQmitAD<-humanQmit[,75:161] 

humanQCT<-humanQ[,1:74] 

humanQAD<-humanQ[,75:161] 

mean(as.matrix(humanQmitCT)) 

mean(as.matrix(humanQmitAD)) 

sd(as.matrix(humanQmitCT))/sqrt(nrow(humanQmitCT)) 

sd(as.matrix(humanQmitAD))/sqrt(nrow(humanQmitAD)) 

humanQmitCTspear<-cor(t(humanQmitCT),method='spearman') 

humanQmitADspear<-cor(t(humanQmitAD),method='spearman') 

mean(humanQmitCTspear) 

mean(humanQmitADspear) 

sd(humanQmitCTspear)/sqrt(nrow(humanQmitCT)) 
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sd(humanQmitADspear)/sqrt(nrow(humanQmitAD)) 

#####################    gene expression ############################### 

### figure A 

par(mar=c(3,5,3,1),family="serif",ps=15) #,mfcol=c(1,2) 

rdata<-c(mean(as.matrix(humanQmitCT)),mean(as.matrix(humanQmitAD))) 

sdrdata<-c(sd(as.matrix(humanQmitCT))/sqrt(nrow(humanQmitCT)), 

           sd(as.matrix(humanQmitAD))/sqrt(nrow(humanQmitAD))) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab= "Expression Level",  

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*0.8, max(rdata)*1.3), 

     main ="Human Brain", xaxt='n',pch=19,sub="") 

xlabels=c("CT","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

###################draw human coexpression ########################### 

#####################   gene co expression   ############################ 

### figure C 

par(mar=c(3,5,3,1),family="serif",ps=15) #,mfcol=c(1,2) 

rdata<-c(mean(humanQmitCTspear),mean(humanQmitADspear)) 

sdrdata<-c(sd(humanQmitCTspear)/nrow(humanQmitCT), 

           sd(humanQmitADspear)/nrow(humanQmitAD)) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab="Coexpression Level (r)",  

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*0.95, max(rdata)*1.05), 

     xaxt='n',pch=19,main ="Human Brain",sub="") 

segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3) 

segments(x-9e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+9e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

segments(x-9e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+9e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

xlabels=c("CT","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

#labelr<-"p=2.7173e-17" 

#text(2e-17,0.006,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

##################draw human histogram############################### 

#####################  human co expression ############################ 

### read the genome expression file ### 

human<-read.csv('human whole genome average.csv',row.names=1) 

### find the dimension of the matrix 

dim(human) 

library("preprocessCore", lib.loc="~/R/win-library/3.3") 

kk<-normalize.quantiles(as.matrix(human),copy=TRUE) 

### set a array to store the final result data 

histlst<-numeric() 

### set up the repeated loop and start from 1 

i<-1 

while (i <= 5100) ### begin the while loop, i is the number you want to run the loops 

{ 

  matrcor<- kk[sample.int(nrow(kk),1493),] 

  cortexoldct<-matrcor[,c(1:74)] 

  cortexoldad<-matrcor[,c(75:161)] 

  spearvaluect<-cor(t(cortexoldct),method='spearman') 

  sumct<-sum(spearvaluect) 

  spearvaluead<-cor(t(cortexoldad),method='spearman') 

  sumad<-sum(spearvaluead) 

  finalresult<- (sumct-sumad)/(1493*1493) 

  cat(i,finalresult,"\n") 

  histlst<-append(histlst,finalresult,after=length(histlst)+1) 

  histlst<-histlst[!is.na(histlst)] 

  i<-i+1 
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} 

humancoexpression5100histlist<-histlst 

save(humancoexpression5100histlist, 

     file='histlist for coexpresion histoplot 5100.Rdata') 

###################    ######################## 

load(file="histlist for coexpresion histoplot 5100.Rdata") 

humancoexpression5100histlist 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

c2<-humancoexpression5100histlist 

hist(c2,breaks=25,xlim=c(-0.002,0.003),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="CT mean and AD mean correlation differences") 

text(x=0.0018,y=500,"Mitochondrial CT-AD") 

arrows(0.0021,450,0.0021,1,angle=30,code=2) 

### mitocondira is 0.0021 

##################human draw finished########## 

#################   mice draw start    ############ 

################ cere plot            ############### 

rdata<-c(2379.024,2380.455) 

sdrdata<-c(50.63519,50.80799) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

par(mar=c(3,5,3,1),family="serif",ps=15) #,mfcol=c(1,2) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab= "Expression Level", 

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*0.95, max(rdata)*1.05), 

     main ="Mice Cerebellum", xaxt='n',pch=19) 

xlabels=c("WT","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

##################   cortex plot  ################ 

rdata<-c(2508.727,2524.636) 

sdrdata<-c(72.57862,73.48053) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

par(mar=c(3,5,3,1),family="serif",ps=15)  

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab= "Expression Level",  

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*0.95, max(rdata)*1.05), 

     main ="Mice Cortex", xaxt='n',pch=19) 

xlabels=c("WT","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

 

Chapter 4 Figure 4.4 

These figures were created using Gephi with overlayed network from AD, CT/WT gene highly correlated pairs 

and colored in different. 

Chapter 4 Figure 4.5 

#################################################################### 

# this analysis is used to analysis the young stage and old stage difference     # 

#################################################################### 

### The miceQmit dataset was split into young stage (cortexAD, cortexWT) and old stage(cereAD,cereWT) 

### Then implemented methods in Chapter 4 Figure 4.1/4.2/4.3. 

rdata<-c(0.0135969493573329,0.011179246253965, 0.0510789962758509 

, 0.0231301138631445) 

sdrdata<-c(0.012413428,0.011772771,0.012000628,0.014317914) 

x<-c(1e-17,1e-17,3.7173E-17,3.7173E-17) 

### rdata2<-c(0.0510789962758509,0.0231301138631445) 
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### sdrdata2<-c(0.012000628,0.014317914) 

### x2<-c(4e-17,6.7173E-17) 

### plot(x2, rdata2, type="p",pch=19) 

### plot(x,rdata,x2,rdata2,type ="p" ) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab= "coexpression level (rho)", 

font.lab=17, xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*0.1, 

max(rdata)*1.3),main ="WT against Affected", xaxt='n',pch=19) 

segments(1e-17,0.0135969493573329,3.7173E-17,0.0510789962758509) 

segments(1e-17,0.011179246253965,3.7173E-17,0.0231301138631445) 

xlabels=c("Young","Old") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=2) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

segments(x-5e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+5e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=1,lend=2) 

xlabels=c("CRTL","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

labelr<-"p=2.7173e-17" 

text(2e-17,0.006,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

rdata2<-c(0.0510789962758509,0.0231301138631445) 

sdrdata2<-c(0.012000628,0.014317914) 

x2<-c(4e-17,6.7173E-17) 

plot(x2, rdata2, type="p",pch=19) 

### segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=2) 

### segments(x-9e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+9e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

### segments(x-9e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+9e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

### xlabels=c("CRTL","AD") 

### axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

### labelr<-"p=2.7173e-17" 

### text(2e-17,0.006,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

############################################# 

#    humam data draw begin                                # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

#    draw human ad ct difference                  # 

############################################# 

par(mar=c(6,5,3,1),family="serif",ps=20) #,mfcol=c(1,2) 

rdata<-c(0.00502024300113565,0.00290428057070545) 

sdrdata<-c(0.000149,0.000141) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab="Coexpression Level (r)",  

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*0.8,  

max(rdata)*1.1),xaxt='n',pch=19,sub="Human Brain") 

segments(x, rdata-sdrdata, x, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3) 

segments(x-9e-19, rdata-sdrdata, x+9e-19, rdata-sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

segments(x-9e-19, rdata+sdrdata, x+9e-19, rdata+sdrdata,lwd=3,lend=2) 

xlabels=c("CRTL","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

### labelr<-"p=2.7173e-17" 

### text(2e-17,0.006,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

############################################# 

#    draw human histogram                           # 

############################################# 

### draw human wt-ad 

par(col=1) 

par(mar=c(4,4,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

c11<-humandiffr$V1 

hist(c11,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.0015,0.003),ylim=c(0,200),main=paste(""),  

xlab="Mean correlation difference",sub=paste("")) 

text(x=0.0018,y=80,"mitochondrial") 

text(x=0.0021,y=30,"") 
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arrows(0.0021,65,0.0021,1,angle=30,code=2) 

### mitocondira is 0.0021 

############################################# 

#     human draw finished                 # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

#  mice draw begin     # 

############################################# 

############################################# 

#  mice coexpression level                    # 

############################################# 

### cortex draw ### 

par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 

oldwt<-0.0192737993403762 #old wt is cortex AD  

oldwterror<-0.00023315 

youngwt<-0.0417111059729164 #young wt is cortex wt 

youngwterror<-0.00022548 

rdata<-c(youngwt, oldwt) 

sdrdata<-c(youngwterror,oldwterror) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

par(mar=c(4,4,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="Mice cortex", ylab= "Coexpression Level (rho)", family="serif", 

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.1),ylim=c(0.018,0.045), main ="", sub=paste(""), xaxt='n',pch=19) 

xlabels=c("WT","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels,font="") 

segments(1e-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1e-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt+youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt-youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(3.7173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.7173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

### labelr<-"p<2.22507e-308" 

### text(2.3e-17,0.03,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

### cerebellum ### 

oldwt<-0.0153008288491156 #old wt is cere AD  

oldwterror<-0.00021447 

youngwt<-0.0177114799601819 #young wt is cere wt 

youngwterror<-0.00021351 

rdata<-c(youngwt, oldwt) 

sdrdata<-c(youngwterror,oldwterror) 

x<-c(1e-17,3.7173E-17) 

par(mar=c(4,4,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="Mice cerebellum", ylab= "coexpression level (rho)", family="serif", 

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.1),ylim=c(0.014,0.019),sub=paste(""), main ="", xaxt='n',pch=19) 

xlabels=c("WT","AD") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels,font="") 

segments(1e-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1e-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt+youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt-youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(3.7173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.7173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

### labelr<-"p= 1.4894e-27" 

### text(2e-17,0.015,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

### mice histogram ### 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

### draw mice cortex R difference histgram 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 
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c2<-cortex.Rdata$V1 

hist(c2,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.005,0.03),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="Mean correlation difference") 

text(x=0.02,y=40,"mitochondria") 

arrows(0.024,32,0.024,1,angle=30,code=2) 

### draw mice cerebellum R difference histgram 

par(mar=c(4,4.5,1,2),family="serif",ps=15) 

c3<-WholegeneRvaluelistcere$V1 

hist(c3,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.0036,0.008),main=paste(""),sub=paste(""), 

     xlab="Mean correlation difference") 

text(x=0.0045,y=15,"mitochondria") 

arrows(0.0058,12,0.0058,1,angle=30,code=2) 

### draw cortex wt against affected ### 

youngwt<-0.0135969493573329 

youngad<-0.011179246253965 

oldwt<-5.10789962758509E-02 

oldad<-2.31301138631445E-02 

youngwterror<-3.0747e-04 

youngaderror<-2.9160e-04 

oldwterror<-2.9779e-04 

oldaderror<-3.5442e-04 

rdata<-c(youngwt,youngad, oldwt, oldad) 

sdrdata<-c(youngwterror,youngaderror,oldwterror,oldaderror) 

x<-c(1e-17,1e-17,3.7173E-17,3.7173E-17) 

par(mar=c(2.5,5,1,1),family="serif",ps=15) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab= "Coexpression Level (rho)", family="serif", 

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*1, 

                                           max(rdata)*1.1), main ="", xaxt='n',pch=19) 

                                            #sub=paste("3xTgAD Cortex WT against Affected"), 

segments(1e-17,youngwt,3.7173E-17,oldwt) 

segments(1e-17,youngad,3.7173E-17,oldad) 

xlabels=c("Young","Old") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

segments(1e-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1e-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt+youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young  

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt-youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(3.7173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.7173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old  

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old 

segments(1E-17, youngad-youngaderror, 1E-17, youngad+youngaderror,lwd=2) #ad young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngad+youngaderror, 1.1E-17, youngad+youngaderror,lwd=2) #ad young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngad-youngaderror, 1.1E-17, youngad-youngaderror,lwd=2) #ad young 

segments(3.7173E-17, oldad-oldaderror, 3.7173E-17, oldad+oldaderror,lwd=2) #ad old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldad+oldaderror, 3.8173E-17, oldad+oldaderror,lwd=2) #ad old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldad-oldaderror, 3.8173E-17, oldad-oldaderror,lwd=2) #ad old 

### axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

### labelr<-"p<2.22507E-308"     ### for old data comaprsion 

### text(3.9e-17,0.035,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

### labelr<-"p=5.0319E-7"     ### for young data comparsion 

### text(2e-17,0.011,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

labelwt<-"WT" 

text(3.8e-17,oldwt+0.0003,labelwt,cex=1,pos=3) 

labelad<-"AD" 

text(3.8e-17,oldad+0.0003,labelad,cex=1,pos=3) 

############################################# 

#     end                   # 

############################################# 

######draw cerebellum wt against affected########## 

oldad<-0.00607400516650411 

oldaderror<-3.1744e-04 
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oldwt<-2.32036381838501E-02 

oldwterror<-3.0177e-04 

youngad<-8.64121045442802E-03 

youngaderror<-2.9511e-04 

youngwt<-1.32681819519572E-02 

youngwterror<-3.0352e-04 

rdata<-c(youngwt,youngad, oldwt, oldad) 

sdrdata<-c(youngwterror,youngaderror,oldwterror,oldaderror) 

x<-c(1e-17,1e-17,3.7173E-17,3.7173E-17) 

par(mar=c(2.5,5,1,1),family="serif", ps=15) 

plot(x, rdata, type="p", xlab="", ylab= "Coexpression Level (rho)", 

     xlim=c(min(x)*0.5, max(x)*1.3),ylim=c(min(rdata)*1,  

                                           max(rdata)*1.1),main ="", xaxt='n',pch=19) 

                                              #   sub=paste("3xTgAD Cerebellum WT against Affected"), 

segments(1e-17,youngwt,3.7173E-17,oldwt) 

segments(1e-17,youngad,3.7173E-17,oldad) 

xlabels=c("Young","Old") 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

segments(1e-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1e-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt+youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt+youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young  

segments(0.9E-17, youngwt-youngwterror, 1.1E-17, youngwt-youngwterror,lwd=2) #wt young  

segments(3.7173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.7173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old  

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt-oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old  

segments(3.6173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror, 3.8173E-17, oldwt+oldwterror,lwd=2) #wt old  

segments(1E-17, youngad-youngaderror, 1E-17, youngad+youngaderror,lwd=2) #ad young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngad+youngaderror, 1.1E-17, youngad+youngaderror,lwd=2) #ad young 

segments(0.9E-17, youngad-youngaderror, 1.1E-17, youngad-youngaderror,lwd=2) #ad young  

segments(3.7173E-17, oldad-oldaderror, 3.7173E-17, oldad+oldaderror,lwd=2) #ad old  

segments(3.6173E-17, oldad+oldaderror, 3.8173E-17, oldad+oldaderror,lwd=2) #ad old 

segments(3.6173E-17, oldad-oldaderror, 3.8173E-17, oldad-oldaderror,lwd=2) #ad old 

axis(1,at=seq(1e-17,3.72e-17,2.72e-17),label=xlabels) 

### labelr<-"p<2.22507E-308"     ### for old data comaprsion 

### text(3.9e-17,0.014,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

### labelr<-"p=9.146E-37"     ### for young data comparsion 

### text(1.7e-17,0.01,labelr,cex=1,pos=3) 

labelwt<-"WT" 

text(3.9e-17,oldwt+0.0001,labelwt,cex=1,pos=3) 

labelad<-"AD" 

text(3.9e-17,oldad+0.0005,labelad,cex=1,pos=3) 

###    end                           # 

### random picked mice cere cortex 4 in total histogram ### 

### par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

### draw cere young wt-ad 

par(mar=c(6,5,2,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

c22<-cereyoung$V1 

hist(c22,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.005,0.01),main=paste(""),xlab="", 

sub=paste("Cerebellum young mean correlation difference")) 

text(x=0.0065,y=70,"mitocondria mean R") 

text(x=0.0065,y=60,"difference is 0.0046") 

arrows(0.0046,50,0.0046,20,angle=30,code=2) 

### draw cere old wt-ad 

par(mar=c(6,5,2,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

c33<-Rmicecereoldctad$V1 

hist(c33,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.005,0.02),main=paste(""), xlab="", 

sub=paste("Cerebellum old mean correlation difference")) 

text(x=0.013,y=60,"mitocondria mean R") 

text(x=0.013,y=50,"difference is 0.0171") 

arrows(0.0171,40,0.0171,1,angle=30,code=2) 

### draw cortex young wt-ad 

par(mar=c(6,5,2,1),family="serif",ps=20) 
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c44<-Rmicecortexyoung$V1 

hist(c44,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.006,0.008),main=paste(""), xlab="", 

sub=paste("Cortex young mean correlation difference")) 

text(x=0.0045,y=180,"mitocondria mean R") 

text(x=0.0045,y=160,"difference is 0.0024") 

arrows(0.0024,150,0.0024,30,angle=30,code=2) 

### draw cortex old wt-ad 

par(mar=c(6,5,2,1),family="serif",ps=20) 

c55<-Rmicecortexold$V1 

hist(c55,breaks=20,xlim=c(-0.005,0.03),main=paste(""), xlab="", 

sub=paste("Cortex old mean correlation difference")) 

text(x=0.022,y=70,"mitocondria mean R") 

text(x=0.022,y=62,"difference is 0.0279") 

arrows(0.0279,55,0.0279,1,angle=30,code=2) 

############################################# 

#     end                   # 

#############################################  
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